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I L L U S T R A T I O N S 
SLEEP AND HEATH WITH SARISDON 
"YiTvip Ka\ Gavirio S\Sv^aoo"i\/, d( pirn ISKO^ 
mad, 16. 681 - 683. 
n. 
1 
BRITISH MUaSUM. E 12. 
The subject of this painting i s disputed, but very 
possibly ve see Sleep and Death with the warrior Sarpedon. 
(See Beazley, Attic Red-Figure Vase-Painters, Cbcford, 1942. 
Po IQl). Sleep and Death are i n f u l l armour. 
An alternative view i s that the dead warrior i s Memnon 
(See Robert, Thanatos, Berlin, 1897, p. 9 and also Heinemann, 
Thanatos, Munich, 1913, po 63. For a similar view see also 
The Merican Journal of Archaeology, Volo 4-2 pp. 242 - 3). 
Robert sees the two young men as Wind gods (Boreas and Zephyrus) 
with I r i s staiiding to their l e f t and Eos, the mother of Memnon, 
to their right. 
There can be no certainty i n the matter. At least i t i s 
possible that the vase painter, like Homer, saw Sleep and Death 
not only as abstract conditions, but also as divine beings. 
Homer treats the dream similarly, but unfortumtely. we have no 
painting of this. 
The cup i s placed by Beazley among the Early Archaic examples. 
He says that i t may be "by the Nikosthenes painter, unusually good 
work of his prime", Fairbanks (Athenian Lekythoi, New lork 19C7 
p. 258) assigns i t to Famphaioso (See also Heinemann, op c i t . 
Po 56, No. 3). I t i s undoubtedly a fine piece of work, and well 
i n accord with the s p i r i t of Homer's Sleep and Death. 

BRITISH MJSEUI^ . D 58e 
There i s a greater degree of certainty about the subject 
of this picture. (See Beazley, op. c i t . p, 808, also Heinemann 
opo cito Po 77 and Robert, op c i t . p. 24.). Thanatos and Ifypnos 
bring the dead \iarrior to the tomb. The tomb i s a plain stele. 
R.C. Bosanquet (Some early Ilmeral Lekythoi, J.HoS. 1899, pp. 
169 et seqq) vrritess "The uncouth figure of Death with lank 
hair fjnming his face, and mysterious plumage clothing his body, 
stands i n deliberate contrast to his brother Sleep, whose smooth 
limbs have the niddy hue of l i f e and h e a l t h F a i r b a n k s (op. 
c i t . p. 258) i s not quite so certain, and admittedly Boreas 
would be depicted i n much the same way as Death. A.S. Murray 
(White Athenian Vases i n the British Miseum , London, 1896) 
mentions a later aild different tradition. Euclid of Msgarai 
(preserved by Stobaeus, Florilegium v i , 65) describes Sleep as 
boylike and young, while death i s a hoary old man. In Homer, 
they are tvrin brothers. The late writer Nonnus (5th century AoD.) 
describes Sleep as ^cAaVOjJpOOS (33. 40) and he may be 
following the same tradition as this vase-painter. 
I t i s not surprising that artists wished to portray the 
remarkable picture of Sleep and Death caring for the b o ^ 
of Sarpedon. The a r t i s t , l i k e Homer, here treats Sleep 
as an objective god or person. Both know sleep as a 
physical state but to relate their story they choose to 
personify i t . In both cases the effect i s moving and strangely 
mysterious. 
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DEtEAMS. IN THE HOMERIC FCEMS 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
"To occupy oneself with dreams, however, i s not merely 
impractical and superfluous but positively scandalous: i t 
carries with i t the taint of the unscientific and arouses the 
suspicion of personal'leanings towards mysticism" - so speaks 
the common man, according to Sigmund Fjreud (Introductory Lectures: 
on P^cho-analysis: Pt. 2, Chapter 1, English translation). 
At the risk of appearing unpractical and superfluous this 
study i s concerned with the dreams i n the Homeric Poems. I t 
i s often said that l i t e r a r y criticism reflects the s p i r i t of the 
age and that a work of art requires fresh interpretation for each 
generation. Now i f i t i s true to say that the nineteenth century 
occupied i t s e l f with the rational, i t i s equally true that the 
interest of the twentieth centuzy i s i n the irrational. Ever 
since Freud emphasised the importance of the subconscious, lite r a r y 
criticism has concerned i t s e l f more and more with that f i e l d of 
thought and action which lies below the surface. Pferhaps nowhere 
i n Homer i s the psychology so finely drawn as i n the dreams. 
After a l l , a dream shows the true state of the inner man, 
and no matter how much we have been told, we know much more 
about Agamemnon, Penelope, and Nausicaa after their dreams 
than we did before. Homer often describes his dreams as 
though they vrere completely external to the recipient, but a 
second glance shows that however objective i n appearance they 
may be, the dreams are no more than a projection of the internal 
state of a man's mind. To stress the objectivity of the 
dreams too much i s to rob the characters of their inner being. 
I t i s the purpose of the present discussion to take a. 
second look at the various dreams i n the Epics, and i t i s hoped 
to show how the dreams bring the characters into sharper focus. 
One f i n a l word needs to be said about the Homeric Question. 
The problem as such, I believe, lies outside the scope of this 
discussion; nevertheless, i t i s bound to affect i t . Whilst 
the dream passages diffe r widely i n form and content, there i s 
i n my view a unity of thought which argues a unity of authorship 
based on an ancient oral tradition. 
10 
CHAP TE R ONE 
DREAMS IN THE ILIAD 
(a) I l i a d , 1. 62. 
The f i r s t reference to a dream i n the I l i a d i s of the 
greatest importance i n considering Homer's view of the subject. 
The poet begins the epic by describing the angry parting of 
Agamemnon and Achilles. Agamemnon refuses to return the g i r l 
Chrysels to her farther, and consequently Apollo brings a 
plague on the Qreek anay. On the tenth day of their troubles 
the Greeks are called to an assembly. Achilles rises and 
points out the twofold danger of battle and plague. He suggests 
that they should consult Zeus i n order to discover the cause of 
the anger of Phoebus Apollo. 
yj KQi^  bvttpotroW - i<oi^  y i p T'ovo^p CK tori /-
n i a d , 1. 62-64. 
He suggests three possible mediators be^een Zeus and Mans a 
prophet, a priest and an interpreter of dreams. The last Achilles 
explains more f u l l y , and i t i s this line which i s the key to the 
understanding of Homer's view. 
The passage raises three important questions. What i f axQr, 
i s the significance of the order i n lAilch the holy men are listed ? 
11 
What was the work of the OVeipoToXos ^ ^  ^ s t , what force 
do the particles give to Achilles' statement ? The f i r s t problem 
was discussed l^y the Scholiast i n the Codex Venetus A. 
63. ^ye 5rj Ti\Ax^i\nn/] r[ SiTr\fi OTI 
The priest and dream interpreter are types of prophet: they 
belong to that class, he says. But this can hardly be r i ^ t , 
for as we shall see i n Homer, each of the three has his own task 
to perform. Nevertheless, we are told i n the Codex Venetus B. 
that Herodian ( f l o r u i t A.D.150) placed a colon after the verb to 
emphasise the o3ass of prophet and its types - the priest and 
dream interpreter. Porphyry (A,D. 232/3 - c.305) gives an 
explanation which i s much more f a i t h f u l to the poet (apud Cod. 
Ven. B.) 
jmi^voiAtVov, lepeck 0 4 T D V OICX oulTitOV 
O V i ' pou y e y o v o T c x . 
The three types are seen i n Homer - thou^ i t should be 
12 
remembered that the t h i r d appears only twice. Priam, when 
he i s facing a c r i s i s , also links the f i r s t two: 
I mad, 24. 221) 
Both were authorities on the relations between gods and men. 
We cannot agree iri.th the Scholiast Ven. B. 
The priest was clearly consulted about the future. 
The work of the three holy men mentioned Achilles quite 
obviously overlapped. To divide the l i s t Into genus and species, 
although ingenious, i s not warranted l^y the evidence of Homer. 
I suggest that Achilles gives the l i s t i n a natural order - he 
begins Mlth. the most obvious expert and ends with the least 
important. In actual fact the advice i s given by Calchas who i s 
Introduced as 0?iOVOTro\w\/ C^v' ^(piOTDS (1.69) and 
I s later referred to as ^OlVTl^ ^Vf^i^V ( l , 92). He i s 
also addressed by Agamemnon, as ^ O l ^ T l l<CXK(Ov' (1.106). 
Zenodotus (bom C.325 B.C.), ve read, rejected the line concerning 
dream interpretation. !IMs outlook towards the dream i n Homer 
w i l l be discussed i n a later chapter: to quote J.F, Lockwood on 
Zenodotus "the extremely subjective nature of his c r i t e r i a made 
him sometimes rash i n emendation" (O.C.D. p.965)o 
13 
The second qiiestion - what was the work of the dream 
interpreter ?- raises a much larger one: did Homer know of 
Incubatlpn ? There are i n fact two v&ja of understanding 
6veipo~n'oXo5 . Either the holy man Interprets the dream of 
his client, or be Is a specially favoured dreamer %Aio, by his 
extraordinary g i f t , can f o r e t e l l the future. The question was 
of great interest to the early commentators, as the practice of 
incubation or temple sleep, as I t i s sometimes called, had a 
great vogue under the Christian Church which caxrled on the 
traditions of the early ch'ttionlc shrines. The growth of the 
practice I s traced by Mary Hamilton i n her book "Incubation or 
the cure of disease i n pagan temples and Christian Cfaorches*', 
(London 1906). 
The Scholiast of Venetus B. influenced perhaps by later 
tradition, has no doubts on the question: 
TO 81 ov6ipoTc>)^ov' ou (rrj^okiVei TOV OVUOO-
KpiTf]V, &S "n^ €^s e^eSe^cxvTo, TO \^ irepi Tobs 
6vi\pDi/s SioLTp/(2>o\rryv/otSeV ycsjp ovo^ p wAOn^  
^ U i _.(.. . . -A,, -i,. \J... .1 
6vt/povs '^ ^^  Bwrjv' ove/pou els ^^ov 
The word does not mean an interpreter of dreeuns, he says, 
as some have t a u ^ t . (This surely demonstrates that the ambiguity 
of the word was an old problem). No dream has been seen. The 
voird means a dreamer of dreams^ a man possessed b7 dreams, one 
who has become a spectator of a dream that has visited him. The 
strongest argument i n favour of the Incubation theory i s that 
Achilles at no point suggests that a dream has been seen by azqr 
of the Greeks. He merely suggests a dream-man and reminds his 
audience of the origin of dreams. The same MS. also contains 
the bald comment: 
oS" Se o/eipoiroXoi ji\Y|Sfcv^ 3 ovefpoii vvv jrjTou^evoi' 
Tri\cM 0 oe ovfcipoiroXos QK.\nd<^ bpSk 
The dream men are redundant as no dream i s i n question. 
The Greeks appeu to have been calling for sometime for the 
priest-diviner vho i s now mentioned (Galchas). The dream man 
himself observes dreams on- behalf of others. 
The comment i s useful i n that i t defines the work of the 
dream man and shows, i n the opinion of the Scholiast, vhy the 
dveipO'Tr^Xo\ are not needed i n this situation. Eustathius 
gives a choice U7,13) 
Ove\poTT(5)\os '^'Jlf^^S,^ 0 j2i\6TOv' (joA-os oveipou5 
iXtiToyiA.lvous S i e u K p i v t o v ^ o i ^ TD05 -nfjs 
• • T y e X o i T r j s 0 ^Oiuo-re^S. 
15' 
Professor Dodds (The Greeks and the Zxrational. p.l23, 
note 22) has allowed that OV^VpOlTliXo^ "may mean a specially 
favoured dreiuner." I t i s d i f f i c u l t to see what else i t could 
mean, paying due regard to the d i f f i c u l t y noted l^y the Scholiast 
that i n fact no dream has been seen. Hey (Der Traumglaube der 
Antike, tfcinich 1908, polO.), disagrees "Aus eben dlesem Grunde 
kann OViipOlToXo^ Ulad 1. 63, nicht der Ibaumdsuter heissen, 
v e i l dies die Aufflassung der Traune als seelisches Innenbild, 
den sog. allegorischen Traum, voraussetzen inirde. Das Wort 
a/ 
bedeutet vlelmehr 'Traumseher', m dem der OVeiPO^ vorzugsveise 
'kommtl'VlTtX " % i t i n fact, as ve shall see, ear]y dreams -
the so called objective dreams - axe p ^ h i c i n so far as they 
are a l l ex animo dormientis homlnls. I t i s the epic tradition 
which clothes them i n their peculiar external form. Monro 
(Illadp*250) has no doubts: "one who i s 'conversant with dreams', 
who gets divine direction i n dreams. ^ e i s (Homers Ulas Leipzig 
1877 p.6) explains even more f u l l y : Hia Traumseher, eln Ausleger 
seiner eigenen Trame, die Ihm durch Incubatio als gottliche 
Verkundigungen far Andere zu Thell werden." And Paley (Hiad P.8) 
writes similarly: "Huius l o c i ratior f e r t u t OVe\pOTi\o\ 
ope Buorum ipsorum somnlorum sive imaglnum dlvinarum per noctis 
silentlum ad Ipsos missarum v a t l cinatl fuerint". 
16 
There seems to be, therefoare, Dsiirly general agz«ement 
among ancient and modern authorities on the ftinctlon of the 
dream-man. The d i f f i c u l t i e s raised by the use of the word i n 
Hiaid, 5« U9 w i l l be discussed i n a later section* As to the 
larger question whether Homer knew of incubation i t i s clearly 
more sensible to resexve Judpient u n t i l other passages have been 
considered. 
The last question deals with the statement on dreams which 
i s perhaps most often quoted. The particular problem which 
faces the reader i s to know precisely what force the particles 
give to Achilles' statement: ^VtipoTTO^ OV — 
\<^\ y i p T' cJvcxp I K €(m/Qny<l^nniston (Greek 
Particles p.528) writes "but the great majority of passages i n 
which 1 ^ i s coupled with another particle contain general 
propositions, or describe habitual action". He gives the present 
passage as an example. The foz>ce of the f i r s t K<XI i s more 
d i f f i c u l t . Again Dennlston offers help: "Further when the 
addition i s surprising, or d i f f i c u l t of acceptance, and yJhen a 
sense of climax i s present, 'also' becomes 'even*. (Greek does 
not, like English, express the distinction bet»/een these two ideas.)" 
The marked difference of the English may be seen between the following 
translations: 
"But could we not consult a prophet or priest, or even some 
interpreter of dreams - for dreams too are sent by Zeus" 
Rieu 
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"But come, l e t us now inquire of some soothsayer or priest, 
yea, or an interpreter of dreams - seeing that a dream too i s 
of Zeus," 
Lang, Leaf and !fyers. 
and best of a l l , 
"Gome, l e t us ask some priest or soothsayer, 
or a dx«aiiHe3q)ounder, since of Zeus 
Gome also dreams." 
Harris. 
I feel that Sr. Rieu i n striving "to make Homer easy reading" 
has missed the true s p i r i t of Achilles' suggestion. As we shall 
see, to Homer there was nothing particularly novel about consulting 
a man conversant with dreams. lang. Leaf and Ifyera better resist 
the temptation to make the suggestion sound odd. Sir William 
MaiTis reproduces f a i t h f t i l l y the original suggestion. I t i s a 
gentle reminder of a general truth, not a controversial debating 
point. We should note the feeling of this meeting of the Greeks 
and the complete f a i t h of Achilles i n Divination. l\j is i n sharp 
contrast with the views of Telemacfaus at the beginning of the 
Odyssey. He i s quite certain that Ms father i d . l l nbt return and 
he has no patience with the diviners on whom his mother calls. 
o\ht &eoTpcr[r\ir|5 c^irijo/^o^i^ fjv T i m /^ fTr jp 
Cs /Aeycxpov K^ t^o^ crcK 6eoirpoiro\/tjeperpxi^ 
(Gdy8sey,l. a5-a6) 
The widely quoted statement that dreams are sent by Zeus i s 
of the greatest importanceo But i n fact, as i t stands, i t raises 
IS 
so many d i f f i c u l t i e s that a different reading was proposed 
by the Scholiasts: 
"Tou T T ec - rW (ruvocXoi (!|>r|, Kai yo(p T I clvop' 
(Odyssey, 19. 563) 
Scholiast i n Codex Ven. A, 
and similarly the Scholiast i n Codex Ven. 6.: 
Auexocy 8e OT^ Tr]5 (Tu v^Xoi cjjrfs. 06 yo^p 
Aii/^ t c r r r 
Allen ( I l i a d , p.4,.) does not note the emendation and i t i s 
accepted by none. But i t has merit i n dzrawing attention to the 
fact that the statement cannot be accepted at i t s face value. 
As Bjbrck says, "Dans toutes les sedates qui croient a 
I'onlromancle, on a cfi dlstinguer enbre les nves veridiques et 
les autres. Cette distinction est pour ainsl dire indispensable 
pour l a fanctlon socials de l a divlmtion." (De la perception de 
reve chez les anciens par Qudmund BJorck. Eranos, Vol.4i^. (1946), 
p. 307). To say that dreams come fjrom Zeus without making any 
distinction i s quite unacceptable* 
Eustathius: puts exactly the r i ^ t interpretation on the 
passage, (48. 28): 
TDuTo yolp els oaTop/(x^ eTrrjyayeV 6$ -rivo^ 
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epurnj(ra\^TOCj • T / OL;\^ KO!"! oveipoTPoXov/ tpwlT (Toy^ tV 
Thv Tt^\ ^feu&rj Koouyivo/Aevov/, KotB' 'Hpo6(5rov 
Tr€piepyc5«.]o;Afc/ov ; TOUTO ST^ oy j i T i ^ 
cjb n^vT^s Svt\po\ v|^6iT£ ^  dWCo^ Tiye^ oi\/ y^oi/ro 
Kc^ l I K / \ |0J OVS Kot) SloW/A.TlTOl5 t<(iAoi'\/. 
Homer added t h i s , he says, to solve the problem should 
someone ask 'why consult a dream man - a man who busies himself 
with the deceitful?-'and the questioner quotes the celebrated 
reply of Artabanus to Xerxes (Herodotus Book 2, I32). £!ustathius, 
no doubt following the earlier Scholiasts explains that not a l l 
dreams are false but some come from Zeus which they used to c a l l 
god-sent. This explanation i s surely ri£^t. Achilles knew that 
his audience had experience of meaningless dreams: he now quietly 
reminds them that they can also be divine. There can be no doubt 
that this represents the view of Hcmer. "Le rive homerique est 
un o u t l l pour le dessein providential qui preside aux ev^nements 
de 1'epopee." Bjorck cannot agree with Mazon's celebrated dictum 
(Introduction to the I l i a d 19il2 page 29^ }^ "La verite est q u ' i l n'y 
eut Jamais po^ me moins religieux que I'Hiade". An examination 
of the part placed by dreams i n the Epic shows this to be grossly 
exaggerated, i f not actually untrue, 
(b) m a d , 2. 6. 
We turn now from a discussion of a dream to an actual 
appearance. I t holds a very important place i n the structure of 
the I l i a d and as Hundt observes "Als reprasentativ fur den 
20 
homerischen TraumgLauben pflegt der Traum des Agamemnon i n Buch 
2 der Uias angesehen zu irerden." (Der Traumglaube bel Homer, 
Gxrelfsuald, 1935, p.44). He adds that i t i s the clearest example 
of an Aussentraum - an "Objective" dream as opposed to Innentraum 
"Subjective" or purely mental. 
Agamemnon has compelled Achilles to surrender Briseis having 
followed the advice of Galchas i n giving up Chiysels. Achilles 
i s now by his hut, wretched but later comforted by his mother Thetis 
who promises to inform Zeus* He takes note of what has happened 
and pledges his support. A quarrel ensues between Zeus and Hera; 
but after feasting, the gods return to their homes and sleep. 
There follows the well-known contradiction where we are told Zeus 
cannot sleep. The d l f f i c u l l 7 i s not a serious one: probably, as 
Monro (p.261) points out, ire are to assume that Zeus dropped off 
to sleep and woke i n a restless v&j whereas the other slept a l l 
n i ^ t . The point i s only of interest i n so far as i t helps us to 
understand the dream of Telemachus where similar contradictory 
evidence i s given by the poet (Odyssey, 15. 4-8). Zeus wishes to 
avenge Achilles and to destroy maqy Greeks Toy their ships. His 
plan i s to send a Ealse Dream to Agamemnon. He summons the dream, 
iccx/ yiAiv u^>vrj(ro«.S (mad, 2. 6.), 
and asks i t to repeat his message exactly* Uhen the Dream hears 
the message i t hurries to the Greek ships, to Agamemnon. I t finds 
him i n his hut, 
euSoVT' iv K X K T / Y I (UneslS-W) 
21 
Fi r s t , we notice that Zeus does not have to create the 
dream: i t i s a l r e a ^ i n existence. This, however, i s not 
always the case, for when Athene (Oc^ssey, 787-841), sends a 
phantom to Penelope, she f i r s t has to create i t : 
£15(0X0/ "irOlYIITfe. (cf. mad, 5. 499,6 tVSwW TeD^fe )• 
The relationship between dream and phantom i s very close and w i l l 
be discussed i n a later section. In many respects the Odyssey 
dream i s like the present one, indeed Hey (page 12) maintains that 
i t i s an imitation. We need not assume that we see here a dz«am 
di v i n i t y , which i s the most l i k e l y assumption i f too much stress 
i s l a i d on the existence of the dream before the summons of Zeus. 
Doederlein (ad lx>c) describes the dream as "res vel umbra lovis 
nutu statim creata et post brevem usum interitura" (apud Qindorf). 
There i s a close similarity between the appearance of Nestor and 
the other numerous theophanies i n the epic poems. 
The meaning of the epithet o6Xo$ i s not too obvious. 
Heoychius (probably 5th cent. AoO.) gives for Ulad, 5. 461, an 
epithet of Ares, 
6CVT\ T D G oXeTrjp S e i v o j 
and this surely must be i t s meaning here. Liddell and 
Scott (Eighth edition) explained that the phrase meant "the vezy, 
actually exlstentDream-god," adding that "the sense requires a 
general epithet and 'pernicious' cannot be so applied" The Ninth 
Edition classes i t simply with Ares ( I l i a d 5, 461 and 717) and with 
Achilles (21. 536). But the dream i n i t s e l f i s not destructive. 
22 
Schol* D* says: ot wtTOV o\tBp\0\/ "ivTc^ 
There i s confusion i n the Scholiasts over the three principal 
meanings of the word: (a) soft and woolly, (b) whole and entire, 
(c) destructive, baneful. The last i s to be preferred by 
analog7: (Schol.Venatus B.) TO^T0 KWTot (T\fJAl^il^t\V,V^ 
COS oi)\Ojd^rY ( I l i a d , 1,2*). 
The dream, after a l l , i s a deceitflil t r i c k : i t s purpose i s simply 
to bring destruction to the Greeks and to avenge Achilles ( I l i a d , 
2. 3 ,4 . ) l i k e so many Homeric epithets, oO\o^ describes the 
underlying nature and not the outward appearance (e.g. Odyssey, 
16* 4» and 22* 332). The only other epithet used i n the Hiad 
i s OeToS (mad, 2. 22, 56) 'having i t s origin from the gods'. 
The fact that the dream i s both 'false' and 'divine' i s also 
notable. In the Odyssey dreams are O(JlAf^^0lV0|, and OlKp iTD^Ut/OV 
(19. 560) and W./^ O/r|V0\' (19. 562). 
The dream which "acts i n many ways as do the gods" (Messer, 
The Dream i n Homer and Greek Tragedy, New York, 1913, p*6) finds 
Agamemnon i n his hut and stands above Agamemnon's head. This i s 
a traditional position (of. I l i a d , 10. 496; 23. 68; Odyssey 4 . 8O3; 
6. 21 ; 20, 32). As Bjorck says, "On volt que la mlse en scene 
est assez f i x e " (p .309), We may compare also Herodotus, 7, 12, 
and the celebrated dream i n the Crlto 44 ^ B, In the l i g h t of 
this strong l i t e r a r y tradition, i t i s remarkable that no painting 
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of i t seems to have survived. Angels i n mediaeval art hover 
above the head, and i t i s possible that this conception is merely 
a continuation of the Greek practice, (cf. mad, 15, 173, I r i s 
appears to Poseidon: ayj^ oG S' tirrajiA^VK]), 
Why this particular position - above the head ? The Scholiasts 
explain that the speaker i s thus nearer the perceptive faculties. 
cj)6eYy(}^evos T)\f](rlov. 8^ o^ i^o-Brjcrcis 
T^T^  171$ |3ib"^a35 ToO cyKeoiXoi^ ~Tr|V 6(pj^rj/ 
Eustathius (ad loc.) says that Homer guesses at the seat 
of sensation: 
QtwvTTOjMim i\i ~nj K€cj)o \^rj -TD Aoyio-TiKov^ 
ttv^ii STTOU Kai 6 eyKejc^ o^ Xoc, ^ 4^ o5 m p Y| 
ap^n Tu5v a V B f iretov. 
There i s much truth i n this. In an Homeric dream, the 
recipient sees and hears. I t i s only natural - therefore that the 
dream should station i t s e l f nearest those faculties. We need 
scarcely locate the Homeric /\oyi CrTIKO\/. 
I t i s natural that Zeus should send a dream like Nestor (lines 
20-22), for as Hcmer explains, Nestor vras greatly honoured by 
Agamemnon. Eustathius taking the dream to be completely objective:^ 
ingeniously suggests that i t i s of i t s e l f invisible and i s seen 
only assuming the likeness of someone. Messer too notes i t s 
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domplete objectivity (p.3.) but Wetzel r i ^ t l y argues that what 
Agamemnon dreams i s nothing but his own opinion since he had 
persuaded himself that he would be victorious without Achilles. 
(J*G* Wetzel, Quomodo poetae epici et Graecl et Romani somnia 
descripserint. Thesis of Berlin 1931). I t i s l i k e l y that 
Agememnon would dream of Nestor and plans of campaign* I t i s 
surely one of the great merits of a dream that i t takes us inside 
the character's mind. In this l i g h t none of the Homeric dx«ams 
i s tmreasonable. Just as Iphthlme i s i n the mind of Penelope, 
(Od. 4» 787-841) and as the daughter of Dlymas (Od. 6, 13-51) 
appears to Nausicaa, so here Nestor appears to Agamemnon i n the 
present passage. A l l these dreams, external though they are i n 
foxn, are i n the words of Wetzel, "ex animo dormientis homlnls." 
As we shall see from the passages describing anxiety. Homer realised 
that dreams come about by the workings of a wakeful mind and he 
probably follows the ancient usage of the epic poets when he 
describes what happens i n sleep as real and external. Wetzel says 
that to deny Homer's knowledge of psychology - the way men believe 
and behave - places too much emphasis on the art of the epic poet:' 
" a r t i enim poetlcae Homerl nimis tribuas, s i putes hunc narrandi 
mprem effectum esse inertia poetae, qui quasdam natxirales res i n 
animls hominum gestas deplngere non potuerit," (Op. c i t , p. 10). 
Dreams are described as external - and so they appear to the 
dreamer. But they are not "completely objective" - i n each case 
we shall, id.thout "importing modem psychological subtleties into 
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Homer," see that the dream i s a l i k e l y mental experience for 
the dreamer. Wetzel says that "a dec incitatus" i s understood 
by us as "cogitatione et consillo sui animi commotus." He gives 
as an example I l i a d , 1. 197-200, where ftdlas Athene appears to 
Achilles and the ensuing dialogue can either be taken as a 
conversation between a divine and a man, or simply as an internal 
conflict i n the mind of Achilles. I believe both views have an 
element of truths the l a t t e r i s what we must suppose to have 
taken place, the former i s the epic way of describing i t . Contrary 
to the practice usual i n dreams Achilles opens the conversation 
with the divin i t y . 
The delivery of the divine message to Agamemnon i s interesting. 
Zeus has asked that his words should be spoken very accurately 
(line 10). The dream observes this, but to the five lines of 
instruction given by Zeus he adds five of his own as a prologue, 
and tw> more as a further reminder at the end. The f i r s t words 
are to reassure: 
e6'&e\s/fin"peos ute 5o^ 'icj>pov£?5 nnro&x/AoioXune 23) . 
Nauck, Baley and Amels (together with the O.GeT.) punctuate with 
a colon: but Leeuwen, Dindorf and ludwich give a question mark. 
Or, Rieu translates i t as a question. The line i s repeated at 
line 60 and we nay compare ILLad, 23. 69 where Patroclus v i s i t s 
Achilles: 
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A A i l l e r version i s given i n Book 24 683 where Hermes appears 
to Priam: 
& Y^po\/,otl T i (Tol ye juie^ei KOIKOV,OW e f e i ^ 
At Odyssey 4 804 the 'OoGoT* punctuates with a question mark. 
A l l other editors punctuate similarly, except Amels. 
I t i s surely better to dispense with the question mark. In 
each case the dream reminds the recipient of his or her state. 
The audience too can mark well the nature of the message. The 
natural human reaction to a theophany i s one of fear. The 
reassurance i s therefore necessary, and I believe, formulaic. 
(See also I l i a d , 24, 171 96(p(rev, and Od, 19, 546. Cf. St. 
Luke 1. 31 and 2* lO). Messer (ad. loc) i n stressing the 
objectivity of the dream xrrltes "There i s no statement that 
Agamemnon Earned that Nestor appeared, or that he beheld him i n 
sleep." Bearing i n mind that the f i r s t word spoken to Agememnon 
i s "eiiSciS " Is surprising, to say the least. 
We have now considered the nature of the dream, i t s creation, 
epithets, position and form. I t remains for us briefly to examiie 
i t s part i n the plot* I t comes at the c r i s i s i n the story: i t i s 
the f i r s t move i n favour of Achilles after the quarrel. Agamemnon 
i s t o l d that the chance of capturing Troy has come. Hera has 
persuaded the gods, and the Trojans' fate i s sealed. He i s reminded 
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not to forget the message when he wakens. Indeed we are told: 
Be(r] S L jAW hikifif^\fT' Oj\^i (line a) 
surely, a very beautiful description of the strong impression 
l e f t l ^ a vi v i d dream. The fact that i t i s aural rather than visual 
need not worry us: such dreams are a common experience. Again, 
i t stresses the subjective side of the dream. We may also note 
the convention by which Nestor i n the dream introduces himself as 
the messenger of Zeus (line 26), Agamemnon therefore i s reminded 
both of the fact that he i s sleeping and also that despite 
appearances, no ordinary Nestor confronts him. This absence of 
i l l u s i o n i s marked too by Agamemnon's account of his escperience: 
KAirre. cj)fAoi • 6eTos }^oi h(nivio\/ filBe/"Ovtipo^ 
cy\jipo(r/r|v' S i c i vuKm ' ^ A u r r n (St N ^ p i 6?to 
Wetzel who, l i k e Masser, wishes to stress the objectivity of the 
dream w i t e s "Agamemno se cum ipso Ne store coUoqui putat" but as 
we have seen this i s not the case, and i t leads to a false 
conclusion "Somnia i g i t u r sunt graves et exterme res quae a 
cotidianis hominis vigi l a n t i s rebus hac tantum rations differunt, 
quod, per somnum f i u n t . " I t i s true that waking visions and dreams 
are both cf^ioAok characters of Homer recognise each for 
what they are. Here Agamemnon must realise i n his sleep that i t 
i s a dream, and such Immediate recognition i s often the case with 
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waking visions e.g. Achilles with Pallas Athene; 
' ' niad, 'l. 19^ 9-200. 
Agamemnon immediately suimsons an assembly t h r o u ^ his heralds; 
but before they gather he speaks to his council. He recounts 
the dream verbatim - we hear the message of Zeus for the th i r d 
time - and points out that the forces must be brou^t up i n battle 
order. Then, very curiously, he announces that he w i l l test his 
men by suggesting the very opposite. This move we must consider, 
but f i r s t the speech of Nestor (lines 79-83) calls for special 
attention. 
€\ jA.Lv T i S "T v^^  OVlipo/ fl|(an3v' tv\&irt 
Nestor makes no comment on the fact that his €lSco\oV appeared to 
Agamemnon, To him the only Important consideration i n dealing 
with a dream i s the status of the dreamer. This view of the recipient 
must also have been held by Homer's Zeus, 
TjSe S i 01" 6(p/(rT0 iooVero BouA^ 
(lines 5-6) 
I f this were not the case then the dream could have been sent to 
any one i n the camp* Xenophon enjoyed the most opportune dreams 
i n the Anabasis as Commander-in-Chief, (e.g. Anabasis 4» 3» 8 ) 
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These important leaders vere surely regarded by their men, 
both i n Homer's time and later, as:dreamers specially favoured. 
And firom this position i t i s a short step to incubation, as we 
see i n the story of Xarxes and Artabanus. (Herodotus, 7, 12-lB ) 
We may pi t y the' credulity of Thoas when Odysseus recounts a dream 
for a most t r i v i a l reason (Od. 14, 495). The night visions of 
commanders were held i n much the same esteem as their waking commands. 
As soon as Nestor had finished speaking the Council broke up. 
The Council serves only to reinforce the importance of the dream 
and to relate the real Nestor with his ilSudkoV , The Assembly 
now o t h e r s and remarkably \m hear no more of the dream, althou^ 
Agamemnon, and more particularly Odysseus and Nestor, could have 
made good use of i t i n restoring the flagging spirits of the men. 
This, I believe, i s a mark of oral poetry: once a subject has 
been narrated, i t i s quickly dropped and the bard moves to fjresh 
topics. In the Aeneid there i s a constant referring back. 
Wllamowltz (Die I l i a s und Homer, p, 261) looks for the same polish, 
'as nearly word-perfect as midnight o i l and pumice can effect',-
as Lawrence says\ "Der Traum i s t zwar als Bindeglied unentbehrlich, 
hat aber welter keinen Zweck, denn er i s t vergessen." ( i s not the 
dream of Nauslcaa also "forgotten" when she asks her father for 
the waggon ? Od. 6. 57-65) > He suggests that the poet vho finished 
the f i r s t book invented the dream and the following Council of 
leaders i n order to Join his work on the older poem containing 
Books 2, 3> 4 and 5, But surely the dream i s an integral part. 
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Zeus irLehes to avenge Achilles and to bring destxuction on the 
Greeks (Ulad, 2. 3 - 4.). He chooses the Dream as the most 
effective means and the books following (Hiad, 2-19) show the 
consequences of Agamemnon's foolish decision. The Dream i s the 
prelude to the fierce f i t t i n g which occupies so nach of the poem 
u n t i l Achilles relents i n Book 19. For a l l this suffering, the 
w i l l of Zeus, the wrath of Achilles and the arrogance of Agamemnon 
mast be held responsiblso We may feel sorry that Agamemnon vas 
deceived by a false dream: not so Homer -
ne 38) 
I t i s the f i r s t stage i n the reconciliation: A^emnon must 
learn his lesson. As Wetzel argues 'hoc somnio singulas tantum 
fabulae partes coniungi inter se, quo res gerendae procedant, quis 
est qui neget ?' Flrom the point of view of the plot this dream 
i s the most impox^nt i n the Hiad. I t s position may be compared 
with that of NausicaaJs dream i n the Odyssey. Each marks a change 
of fortune for the outcast: Achilles i n his tent, Odysseus 
shipwrecked i n the Fhaeacian shore. 
Thus the Greeks are summoned, however indirectly, by a dream. 
I t i s interesting to compare this with the very similar summons 
delivered by I r i s later i n the same Book (lines 786-806). Hector, 
l i k e Agamemnon, though with better grounds for his f a i t h , recognises 
the voice of the goddess and acts immediately. 
8l XCcr' ayop»j/, dines 807-8). 
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And 80 by a Dream and fagr a goddess the forces are brought 
together for the conflict vhich occupies the central portion 
of the I l i a d . 
(c) Hiad, 5. 149-150. 
In the conflict Diomedes comes upon the sons of Eurydamas 
and k i l l s them. 
V E u ' p f Soy^cx vn"OS , ove\p O T A o i o yepo/rc^ • 
~To\s oi/K tpj ^ o^^v ' o i ^ d y^ptov eKpiVoTT' OYilpou^^ 
aX\(>. rlft^s KpoiTepo5 Aio^i^Sr]^ e^ev^cipi^e" 
( I l i a d 5. i;a-151) 
The passage i s of great interest because the poet seems to 
give a wry smile at the fate of these sons of a dreamer of dreams. 
The ancient commentators raised three questions^ none of which perhaps 
have been satisfiEictorily answered. The f i r s t i s the precise 
meaning of OViipoTT^Ao^ ^ context - especially 
J / 
considering i t s proxLmily to CKpiV^ oTTO and the possibility of i t s 
meaning OV6»pOKp ITT|S • •'^^ second i s whether the negative 
i s to be taken i f i t h the participle or the main verb, and the last 
problem, not of such great moment, i s the use of the middle i n the 
main verb. 
The meaning of OVeip&IToA 0^ already been discussed i n 
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connexion with Hiad, 1. 62. The word occurs twice i n Homer. 
Professor Dodds allows that i t may mean a specially favoured 
dreamer i n the earlier passage but has denied the possibility 
of such a meaning here - presumably on the strength of GKpiWlO, 
The Scholiast on Venetus A. sees no such d i f f i c u l t y : 
oveipoTToAoio_ 3T\ ovtipcrrrcAo^ 6 <5ia Tu?v fSit^^V 
Homer uses thi s word, he says, because a dream man divines through 
his own dreams: he i s not an interpreter. But i n Herodotus 
1. 128, and 5e 56, the meaning i s without doubt 'interpreter*, 
for the dreams come to Cyrus and Hippaircfaus respectively, and they 
then submitted them to the interpreters. 
Hesychius (probably 5th cent. A,Do) does not bear out the 
distinction; but he probably shows a preference i n the order given: 
6veipo-TToXo5 ( a bi)' oveipoKprTy]S. r| d Tcpi 
^icubation was so well known at this later time that i t i s indeed 
d i f f i c u l t to arrive at Homer's precise meaning. Seme help, I 
believe, can be obtained by looking at the cognate forms i n Homer: 
olcOVOiriAofj Hiad, l . 69, 6. 76. 
<SlKainToAo^ niad, 1. 238, Od. 11. 186 
0(^ 1 iro\o^ I l i a d , 2. 4. 275, Od. 20. 173, et saepe. 
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iTnT0Tro\o5 mad, 13. 4, 227. 
«j^(jinroXoS Iliad, 3. 143, et saepe. 
They are all defined by the lexicographer as: 
6 (irepi iws o1u)Vou5, e<|)' nnrois <y^)i[o\o\jjKtvo^ 
The root word is common in Homer and means 'come into 
existence'. In the compound nouns therefore there is the idea 
of 'being engaged in' 
Of. "in re difficili versabor" Cicero, Legg. 3o 15, 33« 
Sideed 0<^ (»l¥oXo^  the adjective was used later meaning 'busy'. 
(In Homer i t is only found as a feminine noun meaning 'handmaid'). 
It is clear that just as one can be busy with horses, goats and 
justice so one can be busy with birds and dreams. But it is 
equally clear that i t is going beyond the evidence to make 'a 
man busy with dreams' necessarily an 'interpreter of dreams' in 
the later sense. (Only at Odyssey 19, 535, 555, is theaa 
suggestion that the dream (a symbolic one) requires interpretation. 
In a l l the other Homeric examples the message is immediate. I 
believe that ^ /SipOKprnj^is a more specialised word, and it is 
never used in the sense of 'a specially favoured dreamer'. 0/€ipOTro/\Oj 
on the other hand, is a general word meaning 'dream-man' and though 
i t is used for a man occupied id.th his own dreams, by its general 
application it is used often for a man busy with the dreams of others. 
In Homer (a^s-rt from Od. 19), there is nothing to suggest 
dream interpretation, and the general emphasis seems to be on the 
favoured dreamer (niad, 1. 63 , 2. 79-83, Od. 4. 787-841, Od. 6.13-51) 
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The second question xaised by this passage i s how the 
negative i s to be taken: 
I t can either be taken with the main verb thus: 
"yet discerned he no dreams for them when they went" 
or the negative can be taken with the participle immediately 
following: 
njret came they not h<»De for him to discern dreams for them" 
Of the two translations, the f i r s t i s preferable because i t 
avoids taking tpJ^ojwivoiS as eTTavep'J^ O^ V^Oi^  . 
In either case, Homer i s smiling at dream prophecy and we 
may compare the following passages: 
(1) I l i a d , 5* 53, Artemis does not help a hunter. 
(2) I l i a d , 2. 858, Ennomus dies despite his bird-lore. 
(3) I l i a d , 2. 873, Gold armour does not save Amphimachus. 
(4) Ulad, 6. 16, Wealth and popularity do not save Aagrlus. 
The wry humour shows us that though ( l ) hunting, (2) bird-lore, 
(3) gold axnour, (4) wealth and popularity, may be good, none of 
these things w i l l help a man i n battle when faced by mighty warriors. 
And so here with dreams: though perhaps of value, they axe ineffective 
when these sons of Eurydamas meet Ciomedes. We see much the same 
situation with the sons of Marops (XLiad, 11. 330). Althoui^ they 
are the sons of the ablest prophet of the day they, too, meet their 
deaths at the hands of Diomedes. 
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The t h i r d problem raised Toy the passage i s the use of the 
middle instead of the active for the main verb. 
6 \jipuDV eKpiVoT* 6v£(poi;5 
I t i s the only example of this usage. The active form i s found 
often (Herodotus, 1. 120, 7, 19. Aeschylus, FoV. 485, etc.) Bat 
I f e e l ve may legitimately compare the use of (/ITOKpiV^ cil (middle 
imperative) and l)TroKpiV'QlO^\ (middle i n f i n i t i v e ) at Odjaeej, 19. 
535, and 555o I do not believe i t means here 'interpret' so much 
as 'e:q)ound' or discern. 
(d) I l i a d , lOo 496-497. 
In the midst of the Central;: conflict King Rhesus dreams of 
Diomedes and dies at his hands. Whether or not the Doloneia i s 
a late addition i s scarcely a question that can be discussed here. 
Despite Shewan's defence of the book as an original part of the 
I l i a d , the great majority of scholars ("all analysts and many 
uniteurians" to borrow the phrase of F^fessor Dodds) have concluded 
that the Book i s late. A more immediate problem i s the athetising 
of line 497 by Aristonicus and many others (See Aristonici TRp^ 
Y^||A&/iOV ^IAia6o5 iViedlander, Gottingen 1853, page 1B3) 
We have already noted the bias of Zenodotus against dreams and ve 
may compare the view of Aristonicus, an Alexandrian Scholar who 
lived i n the Augustan age. He says of line 497 that i t i s worthless 
for the plot and that when the line i s not read, the audience think 
of Diomedes standing over Rhesus like a dream: 
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497 o(6eTe?mi, 3T I "rfj (rv\/dlu-t\ tirrtky 
The f i r s t point need scarcely detain uss i t i s true that the 
line adds l i t t l e ; but i t does serve as a reminder to the 
audience of how Athene was taking a keen interest i n the expedition 
(see lines 274 - 295)• Diamedes and 0(^ssetts set out for the 
Trojan camp at the suggestion of Nestor. Similarly, Dolon sets 
out from the' Trojan amy at an invitation from Hector. Dolon 
i s caught and gives Oifysseus f u l l infoxmation on the Trojan 
positions, including the Thracian King and his famous horses. 
Dolon i s k i l l e d and Diomedes and Odysseus come upon the Thracian 
encamiment. Rhesus sleeps i n the centre with his horses by him. 
Diomedes, urged on by Athene, k i l l s the Thracians with his sword. 
The thirteenth man to die i s Rhesus who i s breathing heavily and 
i s under the influence of an e v i l dream: 
Tc v T|ji(ri<>aiSeKomcv j\e\\r)U^ ^VjAov onrrjupok 
ly VIJKT/ OiveilSoLo i r i i i , 5ici/Ar\Tiv'fl9 / | V r]s^ 
(lines 495 - 497) 
The second point made by Aristonicus i s very tempting. The simile 
of Dionedes quivering with fury and standing over the head of 
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Rhesus deep i n slumber just l i k e a dream (for this i s the 
traditional position, as we have seen) i s indeed striMng. 
I t i s particularly valuable i n that i t demonstrates quite cleeurly 
what Aristonicus understood by iTTeiTTrj o He has i n mind a man 
simply standing by the sleeper. But Bhere i s no need to drop the 
offending l i n e . Van Leeuwen argues thus (Hiad p.37l): "quae i n 
somno oemuntur species creduntur XBvera adstare cub i l i dormientis 
( e f ^ 6 2 = 101). At nunc Rheso non umbra inanis et innocua 
adstat, sed insomnlum tristissimum, quippe verum, quo oppressus 
ultimum spirituffl duxit, baud secus anhelans atque qui incubo 
urgentur. Amari risus plena est locutio; mm malum i l l u d ffl^nini^^^wi 
d i c i t u r ipse Diomedes. Neiqe homines dormientes s i quis eorum 
c u b i l i adstet, per somnum agitari solere, nota res est. Minims 
autem spurius est versus 497 quam damnarunt veteres, sed quam 
mazime secessarius, l i c e t displiceat negLectump nominis pOlvdSfJ^ 
He draws out the f l i l l irony of the situation - an irony which i s so 
typical of Homer (compare I l i a d , 2. 858, 5. 53 and 6. 16) Homer 
seems to shrug his shoulders at man's p i t i f u l condition i n battle. 
The suggestion that men are disturbed i n their sleep by a person 
standing near i s shrewd and i t throws further l i ^ t on this 
remarkable passage. 
Bustathius too finds great interest i n this passage particularly 
the irozQT of i t , t h o u ^ he asks legitimately how the story i s known. 
I f Rhesus was suffering an e v i l dream, surely the story would die 
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with him unless we are to take the poet as a vox Dei<' 
^{(TTIOV 5^ oTi iv "rCp KQ I^COV cJvocp 
Notice, he says, how claverly and felicitously the poet 
speaks i n the phrase "and e v i l dream stood over his head that 
n i ^ t " . The poet speaks sensibly too on acccRmt of the fact that 
Rhesus was fast asleep and met this e v i l at n i ^ t . But Eustathius 
very shrewdly sees the d i f f i c u l t y , which i s passed over by most 
modem editors. 
a)^C05 jKlyTO\ OlVOTTL'0'iro^tVO\/ TO^flp^V 
Ko(^  OUK Ql(3"c|<iiX6^  eOTl T O VO^jAck. T6 l\lv 
yo(,^  o W p OpOTOM UTTO T o O 6 v i i p o T r o V C ^ ' T t ? ^ ' 
iVTf^G^Ck 0 0*i0V OVeipOTTOAOl'^tVOj 
olStV 6T\ KOi\ CV OVt /p io -TotUTdL Tub ^cliTi^ 
e(j)onvovTo. Tpirro be Auu yuiev' OTopiw, 
In other respects, he says, the concept i s naked, bold and 
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unsound. For the dream i s seen by the dreamer. Diomedes, the 
subject of the dream as he i s , i s not seen, but sees Rhesus. 
Unless indeed the omniscient Iftise knows that these events appeased 
to Rhesus i n a dream. This solves the d i f f i c u l t y , says Eustathius, 
but i t also destroys the point of the concept. 
The double-entendre - which I am sure was intended by the 
poet - i s indeed bold but lik e many l i t e r a r y devices i t must not be 
examined too closely or else the point w i l l be lost. Similes -
and thi s i s half a simile - must not be pressed too far. I t i s 
interesting especially to note that Eustathius accepts the reading 
as i t stands and does not follow the Scholiasts on this occasion. 
The Scholiast on Venetus B, offers yet another suggestion with 
a curiously modem ring about i t . "Whenever anyone has an 
accident i n the n i ^ t we say that he has had a nightmare". 
omy y^ip T i s yvKTos KcxKi^ T i v ) l T ^ n r t c r r | ^ 
^^jKtM %Ti KoiK^V ovcxp dS tv d SeTvcx. 
This too i s implied by Homer. The ni^tmare of reality i s 
added to the nightmare of i l l a s i o n , &ix«tti says of Athene "era 
crudele: voler I'uccisione e i l dolors e la quasi coscienza d'essa, 
almeno i n sogno, e crudelta r a f f i n i t a " (C.O. Zuretti Omero 
L!Iliade Turin 1896-1905 ad loc) 
That line 497 should stand i s given further support by 
Bjorck who sees "une ressemblance tree fTappante avec la type nordique". 
The Scholiasts rejected the line because they did not understand i t , 
and knew of no parallels. Modem editors mostly followed suits 
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but as we see,the situation i s found too i n Icelandic saga: "On 
reconnait le tour dexpression typique (t/\[^p Kec»w\fjs (TTTJ^ /O^ l) 
Ifeis i l n'est pas douteux que Rhesos est hante, pr^cis^ment comme 
les hl^ros islandais, par un presage inqui^tant et que son haletement 
est tout k f a i t analogue et likgitation de ces rSveurs." The 
importance of treating the I l i a d as an oral epic and not a li t e r a r y 
exercise cannot be over emphasised. MazQr such lines as thi s , which 
have been suspected and consequently ignored, may have great interest 
for the hearer of epic poetry. This particular dream obviously 
eau^t attention early, for i n the Rhesus (a play probably by 
Euripides i n the view of Gilbert % r r a y ) we read not of Rhesus dreaming^ 
but his charioteer, (lines 780 - 786). The dream showed how wolves 
rode on the backs of the famous horses of Rhesus. The charioteer 
woke to fi n d Diomedes and Odysseus k i l l i n g the men and stealing the 
horses, as i n the Hiad. In other words the charioteer woke up to 
see the realisation of his evdi:. dream. The device of the dream 
immediately presaging disaster i s surely borrowed from Homer. But 
the dramatist wisely avoids for his purposes the complication of 
the vox dei (impossible i n a theatre) and transfers the dream to the 
charioteer. I f the conception i n Homer \rere not so striking, 
Euripides would not have borrowed i t for his play. 
Two further points require notice. First, the sender of the 
dream and secondly the time at which i t appeared. In the Hiad 
(1. 63, 2. 1.) Zeus i s named as the sender of the dream, but here 
we have Athene whom we shall see i n this rdle i n the Odyssey (4. 787-
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841, 6. 13 - 51)« Sven this divine element annoyed Aristonicus, 
and he placed the responsibility for the death of Rhesus on the 
shoulders of Dolon: 
"6iol jKv^v "ftBrjvri^ ' A m " • IKS)\OV yo(p 
The time at which the dream i s sent i s interesting i n the 
l i ^ t of later tradition. Dreams before midni^t are false, but 
after midnight they are true: 
post mediam noctem visus, cum somnia vera 
(Horace Satires 1, 10) 
The dream of Rhesus was near dawn (line 251) ^  i n the t h i r d part of 
the n i ^ t (253). Was i t then true ? I t can scarcely have been 
more true ! Messer (p. 11) suggests that KOKOV may mean 'false' 
but the dream was plainly an e v i l one, and this surely must be the 
meaning of the Greek. 
The dream of Rhesus i s remarkable for i t s irony. I t s 
subtlety has baffled scholars both ancient and modem, but i n the 
l i g h t of the imitation by Euripides.^ and the parallels i n more recent 
sagas we can confidently regard the lines as genuine and so increase 
our debt to the epic bard, 
(e) mad, 16. 23^ ^ - 235 
" "Leu d(Vc^^ i\io6covc5(T£ "ITjpccryiK^ .Tfl^oBi v w W 
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Achilles prays to Zeus before Patroclus enters the battle. The 
words he uses i n the invocation take us far back into the early 
days of Greece and they have been the subject of discussion both 
i n ancient and modern timefi. The ancient references are as follows: 
(1) Eesiod (Segment 134. Scholiast on Sophocles Trachiniae 1167) 
(2) Pindar (Scholiast on Hiad loc. c i t . ) 
(3) Aristotle Meteorologica, 1, 14. 352b. 2. 
(4) Qallimachus, Dellan Hymn, line 286. 
(1) In the Catalogue of Women or Ehoiai, Hesiod describes the 
oracle ( ^ pY|irTr|plO\/ line 6) at Dodona. 
(He gives the name of the d i s t r i c t as^E^OTl'n or'^ E^CTTT^r 
(line 1) 
(2) Pindar (according to the Scholiast on Venetus A.) also did 
not read the signa. 
ITpUJTrjV' KO(TOL5£TjoH TO f\^VTt\OV^ 
He connected the name with Hellus the woodcutter to vhom the f i r s t 
dove revealed the oracle. 
(3) Aristotle: 
A^io&uivn/ Kol -rhv ''(\^tk^\oV (OiKOi^/ 
y^p of* £ e \ \ o \ tVToS6cK Koll 01 K^oifAtVO\ 
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The antiquity of the orac<3e was recognised by the Greeks 
themselves. 
(4) Gallimacfaus. 
^ / ^ w & i i y n & e . "ITeXoifryof 
yi f | \ t j^4s 9€-p(s"TT0v/Tcs c>((nYrjTO»o X e f j y j j o s 
The epithet ^jx^\t^tt^ (found only i n this passage) i s an 
admirable alternative for ^ |^A!5)^\€A5 V a \ (a word used by Empedocles 
of lions: Fragment 127). 
There i s , of course, a wealth of evidence for so important 
an oracle (of. Aeschylus, F.V, 658 et seq. where Inachus sends to 
Dodona for advice about the dreams of 16. Also Euripides^ Fhoenissae, 
982, Andromache, 886 and Sophocles^Trachlniae 1166 et seq. where the 
Selloi are described as ijpfel 01 and KOlVoKl . 
From a consideration of this evidence we see that at Dodona 
there was an oraisle of great antiquity which was attended by the 
local tribe of Selloi or Hellol.who are variously described as 
£"TTl^BiviO\ J J(0>^ |^ Oil £U VOII and .yirj\e^^eS The question 
now arises: i s this an early example of incubation ? There i s an 
early tradition of this mentioned by Eustathius (1057. 64) who quotes 
lycophron: (born c.320 BoC.) 
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For as Lycophron records, (Alexandra lines 105&-1) they 
deliver the oracles of Zeus t h r o u ^ dreams for those who consult 
them and they sleep on the ground on skins. We may compare too 
k Euripides, Iphiginia i n Tauris, 1261-9, where the origins of 
chthonic prophecy through dreams i s described, and Hecuba 70 
where the earth i s invoked as the sender of dreams. Important 
also i s the testimony of Pausanias, 1, 34, 5. who describes the 
unquestionably ancient oracle of Amphlaraus: 
Amphiaraus, he says, devoted himself principally to the expounding 
of dreams. Clearly when he was recognised as a god he set up a 
dream oracle. 
In the l i g h t of this evidence i t seems quite l i k e l y that 
Homer i s referring to the practice of incubation. The Selloi are 
described as sleeping on the ground which, like sleeping on tombs, 
i s a practice found among primitive tribes. The epithet 6(y rTrro'iro6&^ 
also shows, I believe, a deep devotion to the chthonic powers. 
The Scholiast on Venetus A. suggests that i t either i s the 
practice of nomadic tribes idio are unwilling to change their imys 
and msh their feet or i t i s a mark of respect to the divinity. 
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J C v T e S , Tbiv;TY|V if,oVTt% 6 i a i r o t V (X)^ ^^6^ 
l3«^TroviJt(r^l TOLi^ Tc/Sots 6ic!^ TO Tro^po^ie^oLtrft^.i 
"n^v ToO TTpiin-ou [b/o^ iK€\^^oh]v, ^ 
T D 5 T O IJ ; T I V O ^ I'Oou^ l i r i Tijyifj T^O 
QeoO i r o i o u v T e s . 
The Scholiast favours the f i r s t suggestion but the Hcmieric epithet 
suggests rather the r i t u a l avoidance of water than merely barbaric 
lack of cleanliness. We may compare Hiad, 23. 43-44- i^ere 
Achilles taking an oath by Zeus reflises to allow water near his 
head: 
" 00 j A ^ 7x^V ' OS T l ' i T£ BilSv l^ TTOkTO^  \<S^\ ^pKJTq^ 
o5 Dcji^ is " e^crrt \otT^ Ko(pir|o(TDs Sirtj-ov yK£(rfev * 
and this may be connected with the epithet of Zeus, N^ Vo^ 
which the Scholiast on Venetus B, esqxlains as 'wet' (on Hiad 
16 233)-
OipYjXck y^P TO*. tK6\ ^tOpiCX (See Halllday p.133 
"the water power gives oracles i n dreams: Hesychius; IBpi'jot^ aid 
Athenaeus V I I I 355A.'Brizo i s actually a water goddess). 
/ 
Eustathius makes the following suggestion: TuO/ KofTtO 
c()lXoO-od>/6LV. 
They have, he says, a respect for those below. They behave i n 
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the way they do on account of their views on divination. 
Thexe i s now no doubt i n the l i ^ t of recent study and 
excavations that the Dodona referred to i s i n Epirus and i s not 
the one i n Thessaly (see Odyssey, L i . 327. For excavations see 
supplement to J.H.So 1957 etc.) 
There cannot, of course, be certainty i n the nattlsr but 
there seems to be a great deal of evidence to suggest that this 
chthonlc oracle v&a attended by an Epeirote tribe who slept on the 
ground and prophesied t h r o u ^ dreams. The escplanation of Odyssey 
A» A^O i s far less certain and must be discussed i n a later chapter. 
( f ) n i a d , 22. 199-200 
We turn now from a dream practice of the very earliest times 
to a description which i s startling i n i t s modernity. Achilles 
has now relented and comes out to meet Hector, who despite a long 
deliberation (lines 99-130) feels quite unable to meet the mi s t i e s t 
of the Greeks. He runs away, and Achilles pursues. Achilles 
cannot catch up with Hector: Hector cannot escape Achilles. 
(i^ S S* iv oy^ eipto oi; SivocrcM odj\jo\m. SiLi^tw 
o 3 t cip ' 6 "T^v 5i5\/<mv ihro ifeJsjexV oftB 6 S\i>mv 
(2s 0 10V od Su\^ocro jiA^lp^w.\ Too"!\^ ^ (?W6s otW o^<.\. 
4.7 
After a b r i l l i a n t account of the turmoil I n Hector's mind, Homer 
delights us id.th a simile which Impresses his audience by drawing 
a parallel with what I s completely familiar to a l l . Cf. Ulad, 
2. and Ulad, 16. 641-643* Files round the cowsheds 
would be a s l ^ t common to everyone and so here, the anxiety dream 
of fruitless pursuit Is extremely common. 
In the l l ^ t of t h i s . I t Is astonishing to find that the 
Scholiasts, no doubt foUowlng the Alexandrian scholars, dropped 
these very lines. Venetus A. says: 
K«\ -rfj KarcKCTKeufj Ka\ Ti3 v o i j p T \ eoTEXtTi' m\ 
y^ p onrpQK^/oiv Sp^jKOO KI^ i) TO cxirtxp^ivfkTOV 
(niad 22 line 162) 
The three lines are considered to be without value both as regards 
composition and general sense^and because they describe a uselessness 
and immutability which i s the opposite of line 162, "like powerAil 
race horses sweeping round the turning post." He siezes on the 
f u t i l i t y of the pursuit i n the nightmare and points to the fine 
purposeflil funning i n a race. But surely the point i n the simile 
i s that Achilles was unable to catch up, and this i s not so much 
OCrrpOlJlCk - non-action - as want of success. 
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Similarly the Scholiast on Venetus B. has missed the point: 
Ntxl otiK cbtAfiDuok eicriv, D3TU) Kofi O?TO\ oSSlv r[/i/o/^ 
SoKouv yVp IKCITIPOV yev^cr&ai ot)5^"TCpov 
llie poet, he says, wishes to describe the impossible. Just as 
these dreams are illusory and untrue so these men accomplished 
nothing. Vlhat appears to be happening i n each case does not come 
about. Surely the pursuit and the escape was no illusion. The 
poet i s not comparing the chase with a dream but with the f n i i t l e s s 
endeavours which are so common i n dreams caused by anxiety. (That 
Homer w i l l know of such dreams we know from Od. Uo 787-841" 
Odyssey 19. 515 et seq^ and see also Hiad 24. 3 seq). 
Eustathius, as often, understands the dream better than the 
Alexandrians. He asks the reader to note how the speed of the 
pursuit and f l i ^ t of the two heroes has been clearly described by 
two similes. Here, he says, the poet wishes to i l l u s t n t e by a 
simile taken froa. a dream the identical running of the heroes and 
the complete equalily between pursuit and f l i g h t so that Achilles 
i s unable to draw near to Hector, as he wishes, and Hector i s unable 
to increase the distance between them: 
8TI TD jxiV •T^)(oS lTj5 Sicofeu^S Kai 
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vj'pcoiov' TOLUTc^TrjTCK Kcxl Tr^v ofov ev "H^ 
" i r ^ p ^ ( i o \ n T f j icn^ c^ocvT»cri'«s (i^b^. '*"^) 
The d i f f i c u l t i e s are the lack ofTiS *s subject for SJvWCSi 
(but compare ILiad 13, 287j Od.20 88j Od. 24, 108) and the 
imcommon use of 6l(i>K&l\/which occurs again i n line 200. The 
sense required here, as Van Leeuwen noted i s assequi, 'to reach', 
whereas i t s usual meaning i s persequi, 'to follow after' . I suggest 
as a construe: 'As I n a dream one i s unable to reach the pursued:^ * 
the one i s unable to escape, the other to capture,-so Achilles was 
unable to catch Hector i n his pursuit and Hector was unable to 
escape.' 
Leaf (p.362) says that the i n a b i l i t y to catch i n reality i s 
not compared to the inabili-ty to catch i n a dream but to the i n a b i l i t y 
even to move i n pursuit. He takes 5l(i)K£l/ as persequi and 
considers this a far more effective point. Rieu interprets 6l(OK6l\/ 
similarly and his translation brings out the f u l l implication of 
this view: 
" I t was like a chase i n a ni^tmare, when no one, pursuer or 
pursued, can move a l i n b " 
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But how can i t be a chase i f no one i s moving ? This seems 
to be taking the view of the Scholiasts when Eustathius has 
already given a better e3q>lanation; for there i s surely no 
d i f f i c u l t y i n taking this simile with the earlier one of the 
race horses (line 162). 
Hesychius gives for 8\J)Kt\\/ [ 
which i s clearly a gloss on this passage. Christ f e l t obliged 
to follow the Scholiasts and deleted the lines but Inserted 
COS 06 6Jv« . lU\ ^dlpij/Otl (^olsjOVTcf. SltOKO)/ 
This i s a most tempting reconstruction, but keeping i n mind the 
nature of oral poetry, i t i s unwise to expect the polish and 
brevity of the Augustans, Whilst there i s no parallel for i t , 
6l(i><&lV surely could mean *reach', just as persequl sometimes 
i s used for assequl. Pursuit does not necessarily imply failure. 
We have seen too how the Scholiasts dislike references to 
dreams as being unworthy of notice. This i s a pity because despite 
the xfitlonalism of Homer, there are i n his works many striking 
dreams. Today when dreams are taken so much more seriously, we 
can appreciate more f u l l y the depth of the bard*s i n s i s t . This 
i s particularly true of the present passage. The dream i s common -
though, of course, i t now appears i n modem dress, reflecting as i t 
does the Images of mklng l i f e . Running to catch a trai n or bus 
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and just f a l l i n g to succeed i s surely an exact parallel. Bjorck 
(op. c l t . ) r i ^ t l y maintains: "L'on volt que les anciens 
cpnnaissaient parfialtement cette valne reiteration et cette entrave 
que nous Iprouvons enssonge. 
Messer (opeClt.p.22) denies to Homer siich an insight i n 
maintaining that the dreams of the Hiad are purely "external and 
originate from without the sleeper". Naturally he sees these 
lines as a late addition. I t i s , of course, true that only i n 
the pbase iv OVtlpUj ( I l i a d 22. 199j Odyssey 19. 541, 581 = 
Odyssey 21. 79) does d^eipo^ mean a dream experience; elsejrhere 
i t refers to a dream figure which can be seen. But we have already 
noted how dreams are within the competence of the dreamer. As 
Wetzel (ad. loc.) observes one cannot reject these lines on the 
grounds that Homer was Ignorant of such dreams: 
'novam hano descriptionem ex scientia animae hominum haustam vel 
ea de causa reicere non l i c e t , quod Honerus ut antea vidimus, lam 
noscit somnia n i h i l esse n i s i motus animi non quies^entis'• 
I t i s interesting to note that V/llamowltz (p.lOl Die Hias 
und Homer) retained the lines. 
And not unnaturally this zmarkable passage was imitated and 
expanded by Vergil, Aeneid 12 908-914. 
"ac velut i n somnls, oculos ubl langulda pressit 
nocte quies, nequlquam avidos extendere cursus 
velle videmur..." 
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I t i s , I believe, one of the most striking and memorable of 
the Homeric similes. I t shows a depth of understanding which i s 
not aLniys accredited to the epic bard. 
(g) mad, 23. 62-107 
Achilles has now returned to the Greek camp. Hector has 
been dragged round the walls of Troy for the delight of Patroclus 
i n Hades (line 19). Achilles i s taken to dine i n Agamemnon's 
hut, but he refuses to wash u n t i l he has burnt Ffttroclus and raised 
a mound. He takes dinner, and then overcome by ireariness, he li e s 
down on the open beach with the vraves splashing near him. Sleep 
comes to him resolving the cares of his s p i r i t : 
Vr]6u^0S ^/A(j?|^u6eiS (llnes 62-63) 
I t i s pleasant (Homer reserves this epithet for sleep) and i t 
envelopes him. But, so true to human esqnrience, the f i r s t 
delicious calm of sleep does not endure. The problems of the 
day come crowding i n , and Achilles vrakes with a start and recollects 
his misery: 
and there follows his lament over the disembodied spirits of the 
underworld. 
There i s no doubt at a l l about the problem uppermost i n 
Achilles' mind. I t I s F&troclus. flowing, as we do. Homer's 
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deep understanding of the human mind, i t comes as no surprise 
to read of the dream of Achilles. As the Scholiast Ven. A. 
b r i l l i a n t l y remarks: the,figure of his triend was fresh i n the 
mind of Achilles . H W /> t n i A / 
In actual fact, the word ^ V£lpOS Is not used at a l l of this 
appearence, but the familiarity of the formula used shows 
unmistakably the true nature of the visitation: 
f jABe 5' Itti TTorrpoK^os 6ei\(?To, 
Kai .c|wvr|v^ ^ icai ToTa irtpi ^po\'eij^orrok i(nv' 
jnf^ 6''iip ' hip Ke<j>o^ffs i<a/ /AW i p ^ y*A!/6o/ imt]/-
(lines 65 - 69) 
" I t i s an impious necessity" says Halllday "which forces 
: one to treat so noble a passage of poetry with Fhilistine analysis". 
I t i s indeed a remarkable passage i n every way. 
Eustathius (1287, 49) noted a clear comparison: 
(TracrcK Sl ^ c|}r](riv, i / i r i p Ke(|»5AAfj'5 65 Kai dJ\)^otj^oti 
OVilpOS (and we centre besides Hiad, 2. 20 
and 19, ILlad, 10. 496, Odyssey, 4. 8O3; 6. 21, and 20. 32) The 
c/ 
formulaic €.Uo&l5 i s again used (see ILiad, 2. 23, and repetition 
at line 60, I l i a d , 24. 683, Od. A» 304. Compare too Pindar, 01. I3. 
65), and the soul i s l i k e Fatroclus i n stature, i t has the same 
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eyes and voice and vears the same clothes. This description, too, 
i s pa^ralleled by I l i a d , 2. 20, and Od. 6. 22. But i t i s perhaps 
no accident that here the description i s f u l l e r . As we have 
noticed, the word oWip05 i s not used, but Fatroclus himself 
describes the souls as 
ellSwAo^ KW^OVTh)/ (line 72, cf. line 104 tO] itliu\ov) 
- the phantoms of the weary. And dx^ ams too are described 
as eY<Sco)toK(Od. 4. 796, 824, 835: the image of Iphthiaae.) 
The question now arises^ what i s the relationship between 
,dScoAov; civ/6 ip 05 
' ^ ^ ) ( ^ ^ Homer regard an 
as a subjective experience ? In answering this we shall 
also be gaining a clearer impression of what Homer meant by a dream . 
We have seen that most commonly i n Homer a dream i s seen and heard: 
i n a l l respects i t i s lik e a person. We think of Nestor (Ulad, 
2. 6 et seqq.) Dlomedes, (Hiad, 10. 496-7), Iphthioie, (Odyssey, 4> 
787-841), the daughter of Cymas, (Odyssey, 6. 13-51), and Odysseus 
(Odyssey, 20, 88-89). In the present case Patroclus i s i n 
appearance no insubstantial wraith: 
TDic». irep) j^poi eT^oiTo*. e c r o dine 67) 
I t i s only when Achilles tries to touch the soul of Patroclus that 
i t i s discovered to be i n reality like smoke (line 100), for i t 
has no (^ p^'iS (Hiie 104) • This must surely be true also of 
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Iphthime. The difference l i e s i n the fact that Achilles longed 
to clasp his lost friend, whereas there was no such urge i n 
Penelope's case. The v i s i t of Patroclus i s the f i r s t account of 
the reappearance of the dead i n dreams which became so common i n 
later times (See Artemldorus Qneirocrltlca 1, 81). This intangible 
quality of the Gl'StJ^ OV was turned to good account by Apollo (IHad, 
5. 449): 
aviTiJ T ' fi1ve./a IK^KOV mi •jwjfsr\ lorov/dines 449-450) 
The f i g h t continues round this ClSloXo/ which has been fashioned 
i n the same way as I p h t h i ^ i n the OdysBey'' 
Cft6r|Vr|) ef ScoXov iro/fjirt (Book 4,796) 
But there i s an important difference: the £l'^ U>AoV of 
Aeneas i s seen by many, Greeks and Trojans alike; i n sleep, i t must 
be Inferred that the image i s seen b7 the dreamer alone. In this 
respect the dream appearance resembles a theophany. We may compare 
n i a d , 3. 121, 4. 73, 11. 185, 15. 157, 15 . 220, 17. 322, 18, 166, 
24. 141} Odyssey, 1, 118, 2. 267, 2, 400, 13. 221, 15. 6, 16. 155, 
22. 205. The l i s t i s not exhaustive. Athene, Thetis, I r i s , 
Poseidon, ^ o l l o and Hermes appear i n the Hiad, but Athene appears 
only i n the Odyssey. In neither epic does Zeus appear; but the 
Dream, I l i a d , 2. 26, Sleep, 24. 133, Thetis, 24. 561, I r i s , 24. 169, 
are described as A ' o B t / ci^yyeAo^ or, more simply,/^OS t^yy^AoS 
— i n each case. A theophany i s a personal a f f a i r between 
man and god and there i s usually recognition (for an exception see 
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XLiad, 20, 79-85, where Aeneas does not recognise Apollo). The 
same of course i s true of a dream. Despite appearances, Agamemnon 
knows the true source of his dream (Hiad, 2. 56, ••. oVeiOO^ ) 
and so, too, Penelope (Odyssey, 4. 83I, d f\h/ ij^d^ \(J(r\ ) 
So we may say that the image of Aeneas which was fashioned by 
ApoIlLo;- and placed i n the middle of the fray was completely objective 
i n a way that i s not true of the more personal dreams and theophanies 
we have just mentioned. 
The £((ScoAov/ of Iphthime w i l l be discussed i n the next 
chapter: suffice i t to say that i t i s created by Athene i n the 
image of Penelope's sister. I t stands above Penelope's head i n 
the traditional position and i s described as entering the room 
through the keyhole (line 802). Whilst i t i s described h7 the poet 
as ^5(o\oV^ hj/SM^oy (lines 824, 835) Penelope sees i t as 
^voipy^5^ 6'vtipov 
We have sow examined three experiences, a l l of which Homer 
describes as an £l'S(>o\o\/. There appears to be l i t t l e difference 
between the appearances of Patroclus and Iphthime. Whilst both are 
substantial i n appearance, i n fact they are not so: the OTSB vanishes 
like smoke, the other disappears through the keyhole and i s lost i n 
the wind. The great difference l i e s i n the fact that Patroclus i s 
dead, whilst Iphthime, though dwelling far away (line 811) i s alive. 
Patroclus comes of his own free w i l l : Iphthime i s probably quite 
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unaware of the v i s i t (compare the attitude: of Nestor to his image 
v i s i t i n g Agamemnon). The image of Aeneas i s similar to that of 
Iphthlne i n i t s creation. Both characters are alive, but "Aeneas" 
i s seen by mai:y. He plays an active role as a decoy and his 
function i s , of course, primarily visual. Jn a l l three cases we 
are t o l d that the likeness i s a good one (Uiad, 23. 66, Hiad, 5. 
449, Odyssey, 4e 796), but the two dreams hold long conversations 
with the recipients. The word c^ l'^ loAov' of course i s connected 
withGl^OD 'see' and the conception of an Homeric dream i s primarily 
visual. A l l three examples are described as objective but 
"Aeneas" i s objective i n a way quite untrue for Patroclus and 
Iphthime. This, then, confirms our view that i t i s wron^ to 
describe the Homeric dream as completely objective and external. 
Hirther support for this view can be obtained by showing how the 
dream i n each case i s a l i k e l y mental e:q)erience fi>r the dreamer. 
The close relationship between dream and image greatly 
interested Eustathius (1288, 29). On line 72, he says that the 
poet w i l l shortly mention soul and image - the image which seems 
to appear to dreamers i n sleep. Frcxn this there sprang the old 
belief that dreams come about through the v i s i t s of images. 
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I t i s Indeed d i f f i c u l t to say which of the two came f i r s t . 
I t does however seem quite l i k e l y that belief i n s/^toAok 
and i n turn - ms supported by dream experience. later 
folk belief inverted this and considered that K were the 
cause. 
Having now discussed the nature of the i t remains 
for us to examine the conversation between ^ o s t and warrior. As 
we have seen, Patroblus comes of his own free w i l l , and not only 
does he deliver a personal - as opposed to a divine - message, but 
he listens to what Achilles wishes to say. The conversation opens 
with twenty four lines by Patroclus (69-92), and Achilles makes a 
reply of five lines (94-98). In the. Odyssey we shall see this 
novel idea extended. Here the conversation i s cut short; by 
Achilles attempting to grasp Patroclus. 
Patroclus begins >y reminding Achilles that he i s asleep) 
the Scholiast on Venetus B, remarks that this vord i s f u l l of 
tender affection and gentle remonstrance. 
TrAif|pr|5 ([)»Xo(rTopy/oiS o AP^^ NGM r|DiKrj's ^^i|'ao5 
He says that Achilles has forgotten him. When alive he was not 
neglected by Achilles but now he i s dead. Of course, this i s not 
true: we have seen how Achilles was most concerned that Patroclus 
was to be buried at dawn (49 - 53) • But i t i s most typical of an 
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overanxious person to blame himself where there i s no cause. 
Patroclus now explains the urgency: 
1 
o1)6e i^i TTU) ^iVye(rD(M &mp "m?"n>jAo7o Iwtriv; 
(lines 71 - 74) 
These lines, though clear i n themselves, raise d i f f i c u l t i e s when 
compared with other accounts of the souls i n Hades. V/e may 
compare I l i a d , 6. 487, 7. 330, 11. 445, 16. 625 , 20. 294, 22. 362, 
and also Odyssey, 3. 410 repeated at 6. 11, 10. 560 repeated at 
11. 65> llo 475. Now i n these passages i t i s either stated 
e x p l i c i t l y or Implied that at death the soul goes to Hades. Of 
particular Interest i s the following line : 
( lUdiJb . s sb) 
The soul of Patroclus f l i e s from his limbs and goes to Hades. Does 
th i s contradict what Patroclus himself t e l l s Achilles ? 
We may compare the case of Elpenor - also quoted above -
at Odjaaey 10. 560. 
^f);?! S' ^ftiSocr&£ KaTf]ABe\/ 
Like Patroclus, Elpenor asks for burial (Odyssey, 11. 71 - 78) but 
he gives as his reason : 
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he does not mention the other souls or the gates of Hades. On 
the other hand, Odysseus explains to his mother that necessity 
brou^t him down to the place of Hades. ^ 
^peit!) KaTTjyayev^ £15 "'Ai'Scxo (od.ii. 164) 
I believe, i n the l i ^ t of these passages, that Hades describes 
a whole area within which there i s prebably a part reserved for the 
souls of those unburled. These shades are not allowed to pass 
through the gates to the second and inner * part. In this case 
*the gates of Hades' do not refer to the entrance of Hades: they 
are merely situated somewhere i n Hades. After a l l , Odysseus says 
plainly that he has come down to Hades and he has, of course, 
passed t h r o u ^ no gate. 
For the belief of souls unable to enter In we may compare 
Flutaz>ch' 8 comment on this passages 
^tv "'EATTrjvopo^ ^  ovKrco K(mjuit^ iyjiAeVif| TCMS tv oSo^j 
jixeBopi'oi^ TTWWTOII. 
(Slymposium 9. Q 5, 3) 
The question Is an important one for us because Patroclus 
says that once he i s buried - and so i s received by the other souls 
beyond the river - he w i l l never come back from Hades (Lines 75 - 76). 
v^ KTo^oLi ^fliS(so^ GTrr|V j\t ^ p o s \(X^fjTt . 
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Does this mean that Achilles w i l l never again see him i n his 
sleep ? Is the image of a buried man not allowed to v i s i t his 
friends ? These questions are acutely d i f f i c u l t , and possiUy no 
simple answer can be given. The irrational does not admit of 
-1-
T 
easy classification and reasoning. At Odyssey 249 the souls of th^e 
suitors cross right over without trouble. The Scholiast on Venetus 
B, writes that Patroclus perhaps suggested the gates to persuade 
Achilles. 
V(os 81 -FTpis "TO mrorai c?a\nr*]£i • TTSS y«p 
clToi(j)oi o^ jwvr|irTf]pfc^ <Sio((3QnVoi;n/; 
the contradiction with Odyssey 24, 9 i s striking. I t suggests -
i f the second passage i s genuine - that Homer held no uniform view 
of the events following death. 
I think ve must remember, i n the words of Dr. Rleu (Odyssey 
page v l l l ) , that "the reader who tr i e s to glean from his poems 
something of the man .... i d . l l f i n d himself baffled by the most 
impersonal and objective of authors'*. I t i s extremely d i f f i c u l t 
to assign views to Homer as opposed to his characters. Both 
here and i n Achilles' speech (Book 1.63) I feel ve have Homer's 
view. I t i s not consistent with Ot^ssey 24, and i t does not 
accord too well with the accounts i n the Nekuia, but nevertheless 
i t does belong to a kindred tradition. We must romember, too. 
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that Achilles addresses Batroclas some time after the ftmeral, 
i n a most earnest fashion. (Hiad, 24. 592-3) 
I t seems unlikely that i t vas invented to hurry Achilles with the 
cremation, for no such stoxy vas necessary. 
Vlhether or not Achilles can dream of BatTOclus again must 
remain an open question, for i n fact this i s the only dream of a 
dead person i n Homer. Later writers quite frequently describe 
such appearances (e.g. Glytaemnsstra i n the Eumenides of Aeschylus 
(lines 9A following) ,Polydorus i n the Hecuha of Euripides (lines 
1 - 58), also ve may add the extraordinary stozy of Melissa re° 
appearing to Feriander (Herodotus, 5. 92.).). What i s clear i s 
that according to Patroclus the soul cannot return. 
Messer (p.lS) attempts to solve the d i f f i c u l t y 1^ making the 
^\6o\o\/ an entity separate from the \^\J^i - we see this i n fact 
i n the Odyssey (Book 11, 602) where Odysseus meets the cVSloAo/ 
of Heracles at a time when Ik ^ \J^ i s away at a banquet. This 
dichotomy certainly suggests that the£|'6oAo/ of Fatroclus could 
reappear - but not the \^ \/^ « This however can only be theoretical 
i n the case of Homer. 
We note i n the conversation between ^ s t and warrior that 
Fatroclus appears to have the g i f t now of ftireknowledge. He clearly 
foretells the death of Achilles (lines 80 - 81) and he begs that 
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their remains should be placed together i n one urn (lines 91 - 92). 
Achilles i s surprised at the vi s i t s 
Just as Penelope vas surprised to see her sister: 
T i V r e , lfo(criyvr]Tr|, 6eup' ^\ude^ ; (odyssey, ^.sio) 
He i s ju s t l y taken aback at being asked to do these ftavours, irtiieh, 
as we know, axe edready uppermost i n his mind. He gives his word 
(1. 96) and then asks that Patroclus should stand nearer, and he 
reaches out, but the soul vanishes like smoke and goes below (an 
unfortunate simile, for, as Zoiliis (4.th century BeC) observes, 
smoke risesl The Scholiast Ven. B. i s of course right i n 
attributing the simile to the l i ^ t n e s s and airy quality of smoke 
or i t s way of moving ; 
S\kii Urrov KOI Tvev/Acyaw&fcS "irpoi mr]riv 
I t i s importEmt for us because i t gives us a clearer picture of 
what Homer meant by a i|/V^r and eV(Slo\c)/ 
There follows the famous outburst of Achilles: 
( i ^ -n^TToij ?j p i Ti's ejCTTi Kai •'fli'Soio 5o/Aoi(ri 
From the earliest times the meaning of (|)p&/£.5 has been discussed. 
I t either means the int e l l e c t or the midriff - the seat of l i f e . 
The Scholiast on Venetus Ao suggests that as Patroclus converses 
sensibly and i n t e l l i g i b l y , the line comes from the Odyssey where 
the poet tmderstands the souls as shadowy images having no intelligence. 
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Alternatively (^p&v&$cLoes not refer to the in t e l l e c t but i s an 
internal part of the body as elsewhere (Odyssey, 9. 301, and Hiad, 
16. 481). The whole body i s inferred by a part. Aristophanes 
understood i t this way. 
^(j)povto5> Kai (ruv6T<3s 5i&iXeK"KM mvTcx 6 
~ | ~ w " p o kAo 5 . tv(re(rei(nrcM Okiv ei; Trjs "'QSuirirJas 
d (Tt/^os • ^^^"^ y^ P^ ToiS p)^5 etStoXcK (JKiiiSrj^ 
oO T d 6 i Q i v o f ] T i K 6 v aWok yn^po^ T i "wv tvrb^ 
(ji^^o^^ (OS kckI oJ^Qf^^oO 
^fipt(rTD (j^avrj 5 6' ypokjA^oLTiKt^S 
The f i r s t suggestion seems most unlikely though, of course, 
souls are described i n this way by Homer (Odyssey, 10, 493) where 
he distinguishes between Teiresias who i s i n possession of his mind 
and the rest who are not: 
T o u Tt cj)pt^e5 ijxi\t^o\ e f ( r i * 
T w Ka\ T t B v n i o T \ vo'ov iTope Tr£p(re()>ov£ia 
^ (lines 493 - 495) 
The second suggestion i s , I believe, sound so far as i t goes. The 
reason for the particular choice of (^ i,v'e.5 surely i s that to the 
Greeks i t was the most v i t a l part, as well as being used for mind. 
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imagination and similar concepts. Leaf (p.388) sees i t as 
"the mind viewed from the physical side", Van Leeuwen takes the 
opposite vlew',"Vocis (|)p£/&5 neglegitur nunc vis prlmarla, qua 
certam corporis partem (diaphragma Cjf. Hiad 16. 4^1) significabat". 
But i n the l i g h t of Eatroclus' rational conversation i t i s d i f f i c u l t 
to see how this can be true, as the Scholiast observed. Leaf's 
explanation appears at f i r s t sight to be too involved but we must 
remember that <|>p^ &^5 bad :. definite physical and mental 
coxmotations as does our word "heart". Leaf unfortunately gives 
no credit to the Scholiast^ but surely i t i s the physical side of 
things for which Achilles here i s most concerned. He has after a l l 
seen Patroclus as he always used to be but when he tried to touch 
him he was found to have no real substance at a l l - no physical 
l i f e . 
I believe that i n this line we may perhaps see how belief i n 
the soul may have axlsen among the Greeks. Dreams of persons 
l i v i n g are not common to us, but they are, presumably, to Homer 
and his audience. Now surely i f distant people can appear (as 
Iphthime) why not one who has recently died ? MEiny of Homer's 
audience must have reflected along the lines of Achilles' soliloquy. 
" I have seen the (j^UJIl^ and citSloW of my flriend, but i t has no 
real substance". Repeated dreams of the same person must have 
reinforced the belief i n the shadowy existence of souls. 
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How far the appearance of Patroclus can i n fact be taken 
as a dream i s confixned by what Achilles says on waking. He 
cries that the soul has been with him a l l n i ^ t . 
Freud points out (p.320 The Interpretation of Dreams, English 
Translation) that we often appear to have dreamed more than we 
actually have. 
The whole passage i s of unique interest and gnat beauty. 
We see presented the subjective image of Patroclus: the result 
of Achilles' anxieties of the preceding day. Following epic 
tr a d i t i o n Homer describes the dream objectively. Achilles, too, 
believes i n i t s r e a l i t y and substance but when he attempts to 
grasp i t he discovers the truth. Not for one moment does he doubt 
that Patroclus has visited him: his misery l i e s i n the fact that 
the soul has no true l i f e . This shadowy existence seems indeed 
miserable and we recollect that Achilles would prefer to be the 
lowliest menial rather than be a king i n the underworld and indeed 
the souls below are compared to dreams. (Odyssey, l i e 207, and 222). 
In this passage, perhaps more tlian i n any other, we realise the 
astonishing grasp of human nature which Homer possesses. 
(h) mad, 24. 677 - 689 
Jiist as Zeus (Ulad, 2. 1 et seqq) was unable to sleep for 
thinking of means ctd vindicate Achilles, now, after the wrath and 
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f u i y , Hermes i s similarly restlesst for he wants to get Friam 
safely away from the Greek camp (Hiad, 24. 677 - 682). 
( n i a d , 2. 1-2 and 24. 677-8) 
la each case an iinnatural calm descends^ Achilles the vanquished 
troubles Zeus, Achilles the vanquisher troubles Hermes. Achilles 
has agreed to ransom the corpse of Hector (Hiad, 24. 560-1, and -
594) and after providing a supper he asks for beds to be prepared 
outside his hut for Friam and his old herald. Friam i s naturally 
very ready for sleep after so many sleepless n i ^ t s (lines 635-638), 
but Homer t e l l s us quite clearly that both Friam and the herald 
have much on their minds: 
"TTUKlA Cjipecn ^ t ^ S e ' t)(^OVTtS line 674 
This phrase i s used with equal effectiveness a^ line 282 where this 
aged couple are setting out on their adventure. At Hecabe's 
suggestion I^iam pours a libation to Zeus, and the resulting omen 
cheers their hearts (line 321). In the present case comfort i s to 
be drawn from the appearance of Hermes, and the material assistance 
he gives. In both cases the epithet TTUKlv/cl refers, I believe, 
to the number of their cares rather than to their subtlety ( b i t 
compare Hiad, 3. 208 and Odyssey, 19. 353). A l l i s quiet; but 
Hermes, unable to sleep, comes to Friam and takes up the usual 
position for a dream. He expresses surprise at the tr a n q u i l l i t y of 
Friam 
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^\/6p(i^{n/ i v Srj'i o i c r i v / J i r a c ' e i w ( r t \ ' '*fl)^ »Mt^ '5 
We perceive here much the same tone of reproach that marked the 
speech of the '^Ov&lpO^ to Agamemnon and of Patroclus to Achilles. 
We may compare also the d e l i ^ t f u l rebuke delivered to Nausicaa 
(Od. 6. 25) • In each case, iri.thout "importing psychological 
subtleties" i t i s possible to see the working of a restless mind 
behind the epic divine apparatus. Agamemnon was w i l l i n g "to go 
i t alone", Achilles was over-anxious i n his desire to bury 
Patroclus, and here Priam despite the sturdy assurances of Achilles 
(lines 671-2) feels very naturally insecure i n the enenor camp. 
Priam i s f i l l e d with fear and wakes the herald (line 689) • Without 
a break. Homer t e l l s us that Hermes yokes the horses and mules and 
drives them out of the camp. He takes the old men as far as the 
river Xantfaus and leaves for Olympus as dawn breaks. I t i s 
possible to compare t i i s dream with that of Rhesus i n two ways. 
F i r s t , the most important, Triam wakes to find that what he has 
dreamed continues to take place i n reality^ Just as Rhesus dreamed 
that Dlomedes was standing over him as i n fact he was. Secondly 
the time at which the dream takes place (just before dawn) may 
suggest that the dream i s a true one . 
Rather surprisingly Mssser (ad loc) does not treat this v i s i t 
of Hemes as a dream at a l l : "Hermes' coming seems to wake Frlam, 
for i n the lines which follow (689-691) Hermes i s there i n 
physical presence before their waking eyas to yoke the mules and 
drive them through the camp. This, then, i s a. waking visitation 
of the god". Sureily i t i s both a waking visitation and also a^  
dream sent to waken. The word i s used as we have seen 
( I l i a d , 2. 23) to remind the audience of the dream state. 
Eustathius takes i t i n this way: (1512 35) KwB' mO\/ 5 t (TTOlS 
ulrep Kec^wVjs o^^P/^^S "TrposTrpioiyA.(V eXx^rjirtv 
He notes too how t r u s t f \ i l l y , hov; quickly the old king went to 
bed and how deeply he slept to have a dream - seeing that he had 
been mary nights without sleep (1512 38): 
l^(rT^ov Sri Te. iriQavooi 6 ytlpipv ^OKrAeii^  i^ '^ 
Wetzel sees i n the presence of Hermes a confirmation of the 
viev; that dreams i n Homer are real and external: "Haec quidem 
nobis maxima sunt argumenta visa, i n somnis Homericis apparentia 
vera et externa esse." (p. 13) At the same time he maintains that 
the dream i s such as Priam i s l i k e l y to have i n such a situation 
"nuntius.... non t a l i s est, ut plane s i t extra cogitationes et 
sententias regis" 
The passage i s unique i n that i t bridges the gap between 
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UTlOip and OVO^ p > waking vision and dream vision. There i s 
no Jolt or Jar i n the transition from sleep to waking. FX>iam 
wakes his companion, Hermes yokes the horses and mules. We are 
not t o l d whether Priam recognises Hermes i n his sleep: i n fact, 
there i s l i t t l e need, for I r i s had already stated that Hermes 
would accompasy the old man (Hiad, 24. 182). Thus Hennes makes 
no attempt to disguise himself i n the dream, but i n the waking 
vision we are given a f U l l description of his appearance. The 
diffennce between the two appearance lies i n the fact that the 
dream appears to Priam alone whereas the theophaisy i s visible to 
the herald. At the beginning of the adventure the herald sees a 
young man and t e l l s Priam who i s quite t e r r i f i e d (lines 354-360): 
Hexmes goes up to Priam and gently addresses him as 'father*, 
nriam then addresses Hexmes as (|>{\o/ ~T&KOS (line 373). So 
i n this passage Hermes i s accepted as driver and only leaves them 
as dawn i s breaking and they are approaching the c i t y . The divine 
intervention i s necessary to make plausible the story of Priam's 
night i n the camp and the dream shows us the state of Priam's mind 
and explains the very early departure from the Greeks. The story 
moves forward to the recognition of the pathetic l i t t l e mission by 
Cassandra from the walls of Troy (699) after the break of dawn. The 
timing is&ultless. The dream ushers i n the last episode of the 
epic. 
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A word perhaps should be added about the role of Hermes 
i n this night episode. Hermes when he set out to act as guide 
took with him his staff with which he could bewitch men's eyes and 
also rouse them from sleep. 
(lines 343-4) 
lines which appear also at Odyssey, 5. 47-9, and 24. 3 and 4, very 
s l i ^ t l y modified. 
He uses this staff at a most c r i t i c a l point i n the adventure; 
when passing the guards of the Greek camp when they vrere preparing 
supper. 
TdTQ-I S ' ^ * [ m O \ / e^eUt5iaiCTDp0s'Aj)p(j(ifll|^line 445) 
And surely we may add that he exercised his powers of waking men i n 
appeai^ing to Priam. We see then that Herme? as God of Sleep vras 
eminently suitable to act as a guide for a night expedition. A 
discussion of his r^le i n the Odyssey appears i n the next chapter 
on the Odyssey to which we must now turn our attention. 
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C H A P T E R TWO 
nwe&Mg ^^ THE ODTSSEY 
(a) Odyssey, A, 787-8^1 
"Any one who i n r e ^ r d to language or religion or manners 
throws Ulad and Odyssey into one pot can no longer claim to be 
seriously considered." So wote Wilamowitz (translated from 
p.171 of Die Helmkehr des Odysseu^l927), and ire must now examine 
the dreams of the Odyssey and their signlficande i n the l i g h t of 
this dictum. What we shall find, I believe, i s a genexally 
f u l l e r treatment of the dream. Nevertheless i t i s usually clothed 
i n the formulae of the Uiad, 
The f i r s t dream i n the Odyssey lends i t s e l f quite easily to 
comparison with the f i r s t dream i n the I l i a d . The similarity has 
led some scholars to say that i t i s an Imitation (See F.O. Hey, 
Der Traufflglaube der Ahtike p,12. 1907) but thi s , as we shall see, 
can hardly be true except i n a most general sense. The Odyssey 
opens with a picture of the concern of Athene for Odysseus and his 
family - a theme which shows i t s e l f throughout the epic - and a 
description of Telemachus day-dreaming of his father: 
"bcroMtVOS TTonip' lo" DAOV iv] Spto-lv 
' ^ (Odyssey, 1. 115) 
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and of Penelope weeping herself to sleeps 
(lines 363-4) 
Telemachus,. lik e his mother, finds sleep d i f f i c u l t : 
(Odyssey, 1, 44>4) 
He v i s i t s Nestor and Manelaus, constantly guided by Athene. At 
the court of Manelaus Telemachus i s ready for a good sleep: 
I » o 1 A (OdysW, 4. 294-5) 
but this i s only after he has presumably taken a very strong 
Egyptian drug administered to Manelaus and the guests by Helen 
(line 220). 
Meanwhile, Penelope learns of the voyage of Telemachus. Homer 
describes the symptoms of her grief (lines 703-6). She links the 
loss of her son with that of her husband (lines 724 and 727) and, 
comforted by Euzycleia, she retdjres to her room. Without food or 
drink she l i e s worrying just l i k e a l i o n at bay: we would today, no 
doubt, say "not knowing which way to turn". At last sweet sleep 
overcomes her, and her limbs relax: 
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(Cf. Pindar ed, Turyn, no. 136 (= 131 Famell), Basil Blackwell 1952) 
The events leading up; to the dream of Penelope have been given 
i n some detail because they show the remarkable insight of Homer. 
He observes most carefully the nature of anxiety and i t s physical 
effects. This i s true not only i n the Odyssey, but i n the Hiad 
also (see especially Book 23,48-110). In particular Homer 
mentions the sleeplessness, and loss of appetite which accompanies 
anxiety, both of which encourage the production of dreams. Mary 
v i v i d dreams occur Just at the threshold of sleep and I believe 
ire see examples of this familiar experience i n the Odyssey 
(Od. 20, 93 - surely a dream, and Od. 15, 9.) 
The dream of Penelope i s created by Athene ex nihilo. As 
Hundt remarks (p. 65) "Wir haben hier das einzige Beispiel f i i r 
die Vorstellung, dass der Traum von der Gottheit aus dem Nichts 
geschaffen wird." (Od. 4, 796 El'ScoAoV TTo/rjCTt ) As we 
have seen, Zeus merely- summoned a Dream which seems to have been 
at hand (Hied, 2,7). The presentation of the dream i s delightful -
"bildliche Darstellung" i n the words of Aineis. 
b Bi\dv/Ao/ 8' do-yj^ Bt inxpa AffiSos y\(AVTok (line 802) 
Eustathius r i ^ t l y notes that the image has the form of ai body but 
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i t i s shadowy and like a vapour; a thin body, so to speak i s 
impressed on the vapour like the Homeric souls i n Hades. This 
i s shown by the line 802 
8TI 8l crioyAoi-n? eiSls jKvd\Ko\/ Todro 
TUi o^fcp\ t r ^ T ^ T^^S ''fliSo^; ^ 0 ; A t | ^ i i A i 
5f^Xo\ TO , 6ciXoyAov...K.TX. 
The dream i s certainly described as an objective fact - but Homer 
must account for i t s approach to Penelope who was sleeping i n her 
bedroom, Icbubtless behind closed doors. That this t r i v i a l detail 
interested Homer's audience we can be. sure, for later i n the 
Odyssey (VI 19-20) we read 
This remarkable achievement obviously d e l i s t e d Homer's audience, 
and W.So Gilbert uses i t for comic effect i n lolanthe; for Strephon, 
who i s half a fairy, can creep t h r o u ^ a keyhole down to the waist. 
There i s no doubt that i n the Odyssey we are often i n "a fairy-tale 
world". (Ferguson:Classical Contactb-with West Africa 1958 p.l.) 
(Compare the story of the Old ^ n of the Sea, Odyssey, 4. 445-8 i n 
particular) • 
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The image takes up the usual position at the head (8O3) 
(See note on Ulad, 2.20: there are six examples of this position 
i n a l l . Three are i n the Ulad and three i n the Odyssey). The . 
f i r s t word spoken i s et/66l$. which we have seen i s probably 
formulaic: at any rate, reassurance i s obviously needed when 
a dream or god appears. Only Ameis punctuates irLth a f u l l stop. 
Other editors make i t a question but i t i s not easy to see why i t 
should be so. Whilst i t makes quite good sense i n either case, 
surely this i s infonoation for the benefit of dreamer and audience 
alike. The question on the other hand, seems to have less 
point for clearly a dream knows the state of the dreamer i I t 
i s quite probable that the formula sprang from the common experience 
of a dreamer who knows beyond any doubt that he i s asleep. 
Professor C, D, Broad gave a detailed account of such an e^rience 
at a public lecture. (PresidenticLL Address, Society for Psychical 
Research 13 November 1958). I t seems i l l o g i c a l to place a f u l l 
stop at Hiad, 2. 23, and to refuse one here, as Nauck, I^ley, 
Ameis, and the O.C.T. (ToW. Allen). 
After the reassurance the image informs Penelope that the 
gods do not mean her to be so distressed, her son w i l l come home 
safe and they have no quarrel with him. The image, unlike the 
Dream i n Hiad 2 has not been given a message to deliver verbatim. 
In fact, Iphtfilme speaks as freely as does Athene herself to 
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Nausicaa (Odyssey VI). Shortly she has to reply to Penelope's 
questions. Now Penelope replies, says Homer, i n a particularly 
beautiful l i n e , "as she slumbered very sweetly i n the gate of 
dreams" (T. E. lamrence); 
Eustathius notes that she i s sleeping deeply and people i n this 
state are l i k e l y to experience dreams 
i\f dveip6rjo-\ T r i \ f ) ( r i / . (i5s T 5 V 
ouTio ihrYooTrivTio^j KQ^ ove'poi$ (5$ eltc^s 
IVTwyxoivoVrtov. 
This i s undoubtedly true and i t i n no way conflicts with the 
remarks on sleeplessness and dreaming. Both, as Homer knew, are 
the outcome of worry and they may occur together or separately. 
Certainly Penelope suffered both (see Od. 1. 36>4, 4. 787-794 and 
particularly her pathetic complaint 20. 83-87). 
Eustathius i s naturally interested i n the geography of the 
passage and though the point i s not given much notice by maoy 
modern editors i t surely i s both interesting and important. A 
f u l l e r discussion of E, L. Highbarger's views (The Gates of Dreams) 
w i l l be found i n a later chapter. Eustathius says that Homer 
speaks of the gates of dreams, like the land of dreams, (Od. 24. 12) 
as being far away; near Hades beyond the Ocean. Therefore when a 
person i s sleeping at the gate of dreams this i s the same as saying 
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that the sleeper i s l ike one dead. This follows the simile 
"Sleep most l ike death"; his brother evidently according to the 
account commonly given (UiAd, 16o A5A and 632). 
SfjjKOV ovtlptov tv To?5 ejrj5^ cyyuS " f l i ^ ) O i ; 
6.^CO TOO J7 .Kec i t \^ou . i3(n"fc TO iv i rufct^s 
Kok6* onAo\oTnTck ToO ^11/05 6»VC(T(^ 
The close s imilar i ty of a person deeply sleeping to one dead 
i s a l l too obvioas. The deep sleep of exhaustion i s often 
accompanied by a dream - we think of both Achilles on the shore 
and Penelope af ter many sleepless n i ^ t s . And so i t i s quite 
natural to l i n k the three: death, sleep and dreams. 
VQiereas the image pats her three points succinctly i n four 
lines Penelope makes a vigorous rejoinder and takes no less than 
fourteen l ines. To this the image makes a short reply (f ive lines) 
but Penelope w i l l not have done: 
Tr^>/ &* OL^ Tt nxpoirteiTTfc Tr^/(|pwv ITrivtApTeiok, 
she remains sceptical and asks for Odysseus. The next couple of 
lines are extremely sharp and are spoken Ity the image. Thereupon 
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the Image disappearse la a l l , the image speaks three times 
(eleven lines) and Penelope speaks twice (ei^teen l ines) . I n 
the l i g h t of this vigorous and not altogether cordial exchange 
I t Is surprising to f i n d that Hundt believes that the Homeric 
dreamer Is quite passive. 
I t remains fo r us now to examine the subject matter of the 
drefua and to see I t s place I n the stor7« Iphthlme opens the 
conversation id.th a personal assurance. The gods do not mean 
Penelope to be so distressed fo r Telemachus w i l l come home safe. 
Penelope i s not sat isfied with th is assurance. Her f i r s t objection 
i s that she has lost Odysseus. Iphthime has no comfort to offer 
I n th i s gr ief and the shrewd Penelope does not overlook the f ac t . 
Penelope then complains of the loss of Telemachus. She repeats 
I n her dream what she has heard the preceding day from Medon 
(compare lines 700-1 with 822-3) • The words shocked her during 
the day and the Impression remains through the n l ^ t . Iphthime I n 
her br ie f reply Ignores the question of Odysseus as she did I n the 
f i r s t speech. She asks Penelope to be of a good heart and to 
banish excessive fear. She^adds that Athene i s escorting Telemacfaus 
- a poss ibi l i ty hinted at Suiycleia just before Penelope f e l l 
asleep. Iphthdme now declares that she has been sent by Athene. 
I t I s as though Iphthlme noted the disbelief of Penelope: 
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We may compare the closely similar message of the Cream at the 
beginning of I l i a d 2. Here also p i ty Is given as the reason f o r 
the sending of the dream : 
One cannot help feeling that Penelope i s more shrewd than Agamemnon. 
Homer evidently took this view. Penelope i s called T f t p ' ^ p w / 
when she asks her question (llzie 83O) whereas poor Agamemnon i s 
dismissed with VljlTlO^ (Uiad , 2. 38). Penelope brushes 
aside the information about Telemacfaus and Athene. I f d iv in i ty 
i s claimed f o r the dream, she wants to know the whereabouts of 
Odysseus. 
^1 S ' W Moi mvo\/ oTlvpov KomxAt^ oV. 
The reply to this i s extremely sharp: 
The meaning of the f i r s t l ine i s not altogether clear: the 
d i f f i c u l t y l i e s i n the adverb. The Scholiasts B E Q explain 
as follows 
Lldds l l and Scott accept the f i r s t suggestion - "from beginning to 
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end" - f o r Odyssey 1, 24.1 and 12, 56, but accept the second -
"dis t inct ly , positively" f o r the present passage. This seems 
unnecessary. Iphthime merely says she w i l l give no flill account. 
Eustathlus objects that a statement on whether Odysseus i s alive 
or dead i s not fb |J.: 
Ti> y ^ p (fjcivoLi J © 6 1 0 ye. ?j T^&i / r ]Ke\ / , oi> 
6\r]\^tKes ^ c T i v . (1519^3) 
but surely Penelope i s asking for more than th i s . Her concern 
as a wife demands that she knows the f u l l details of the fate of 
her husband. 
With th is sharp rebuff the image retires and Homer elaborates 
on the description of the a r r iva l throu^ closed doors. 
This i s the only f u l l description i n the epic. I t shows clearly 
that Homer thou^ t of the dream as a vapour (see Od. 6. 20) which 
could pass with ease through the only aperture i n an Homeric door -
the hole through which a hook was passed to catch the stirap which 
was fastened to the bol t . (See Liddell and Scott sub kA^iS and 
Autenrleth). Certainly the hole would be small and no doubt the 
source of drau^ts , thus giving point to Homer's description. The 
/ 
passage i s important fo r the understanding of the form of the (j/l^j^l^ 
i n the Nekula. 
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The description of the Image as ^jAQU^pO/ (line 824) has 
been interpreted i n two ways. Taking the 0( as privative we have 
•dim' (|AS3ip^'jpW gleam. See n i a d , 12. 195,^ VTeOK JUOtpjiAOl/pOVTW, 
'shining aznour') Others regard the Okas euphonic, i n which case 
we have 'shimmering*. Llddel l and Scott give 'dim shadowy' 
following Ourtlus, but th is i s not consistent with the other 
epithet applied to th is particular image i n l ine 8^1 - tVWpyCj 
which admits of no ambiguity; (See Od. 16, 161: 
oil yolp Trioj> •mivn'tcnr) 9to\ (j)cxivo\nv.\ tv/o^ pyeT^ 
'appear v i s i b l y ' : Butcher and I&ng p. 264). As i t i s an image 
sent by a d iv in i ty i t i s unlikely to be dim. I f later t radi t ion 
i s any guide a divine ijnage i s radiant and shimmering: i t seems 
quite unnecessary to make this phantom "dim and shadowy" (Rleu p. 85). 
Of the Importance of this dream i n the plot there i s l i t t l e 
doubt. The audience want to know at this stage i&ether Penelope 
w i l l give i n to the demands of the suitors. I f she does not, af ter 
a l l these years, there must be some good reason. The dream gives 
Penelope definite hope fo r Telemachus i f not fo r Odysseus himself. 
To have news of Odysseus would surely spoil the suspense: as the 
Scholiast wel l observed on l ine 796 "Athene does not come personally 
lest she might be compelled to say something about Odysseus and the 
events of the story are revealed" 
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The dream i s the key to our understanding of Penelope's 
outlook. And the description of i t i s very beautiful . As 
Finsler says "Der Traum 1st i n der Odyssee mit vollendeter 
Meisterschaft geschildert, nirgends so schon wie zu Ende des vierten 
Buches" (Der Dichter und sein Welt p. 26?). He i s particularly-
impressed by the entrance and the exit of the image: "tfle f e i n 
i s t der Unterschied zwischen dem ersten Eindruck des beginnenden 
Traumes und dem Zerflattern am Ende durchgefurht ! " (ibid) 
I n the l i gh t of these comments i t comes as a considerable 
surprise to f i n d that Wllamowltz thlzdEs that the dream i s superflucus 
IVirther, he thinks that i t i s unsk i l fu l ly done: ^ . 
"Dagegen die Sendung eines c''8u>\o\/ I n Gestalteiner sonst 
unbekannten Schwester der Penelope, die zue ih r nlcht xnir im 
Traume redet, sondem slch mit der Schlafenden unterhalt, 1st nlcht 
nur so iiberflussig, sondem so ungeschlckt, dass ich i n dem Ganzen 
eine Erfindung des'Bearbeiters sehen mochte." (Die Heimkehr des 
Oc^ y-sseus p. 130) His four objections may be l i s ted thus: 
(1) unknown sister 
(2) dream conversation 
(3) superfluity 
U) ineptitude. 
(1) The f i r s t objection loses i t s force when a comparison i s 
made with Ibusicaa's dreain. Here Athene appears as the daughter 
of Captain Pjnnas (Odyssey, 6. 22): she too i s "sonst unbekannten". 
(2) To dislike a dream conversation carries with i t a censure of 
the v i s i t of Ratrodus to Achilles - "so noble a passage of poetry" 
i n the words of Halllday (Greek Divination p.237). 
(3) In view of the Importance of PenelopeIs part i n the plot i t 
I sa i re ly quite untenable to dismiss th is dream as superfluous. 
Without i t the audience would see no adequate reason fo r Penelope 
holding out longer. 
(4.) The last objection may not be quite so radical but i t gives 
cause f o r astonishment. The caz«ful descriptions of the entrance 
and ex i t , the s k i l f u l use of Apajj^V and €V^py^5 , the actual 
close knit fonn of question and answer are surely marks of a bard 
who i s supreme i n his a r t . 
(b) Odyssey, 6. 1>51 . 
The f i r s t four books of the Odyssey give us the necessaiy 
background fo r iAile epic of travel and adventure. Penelope longs 
f o r news of her husband and her nights are broken by dreams and 
sleeplessness. Telemachus sets out i n search of news, and the 
suitors wait i n ambush at Asteris. The story now moves to 
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Odysseus who i s released by Calypso (Book 5, 139). He sails 
away and survives a great storm sent by Poseidon. He comes to 
land and Athene sheds sleep on his eyes to release him speedily 
from his weary labour: 
6u(nrov^os Ko^/Aiyoio (492-3) 
The fortunes of Odysseus have now reached their lowest ebb. 
Athene leaves O^sseus sleeping the sleep of exhaustion and goes 
to the c i t y of the Phaeaclans, Intent on the return of Odysseus: 
Vl/(rn)V ''OSufTTf^i fAt\p\f^T0p\l^i^imiOdyasej, 6,U) 
She chooses to bring th is about Toy & dream and the whole episode 
i s a delight and a mSberplece of description. 
F i rs t of a l l we are to ld that Nauslcaa Is asleep i n her room, 
with two of her attendants ly ing by the door posts, (lines 18-19) 
As Merry suggests they probably were placed so close to the door 
that i t could not be opened without waking them., This makes the 
entry of Athene even more wonderful. We are to ld specifically that 
the doors are closed, ( l ine 19) but Athene swept through l ike a 
breath of a i r to the g i r l ' s bed: 
1^  6'av^jiA0i» ws TTVo»i^ ^ i i r e i n n r r o 8i,iKY\^ KoJpirjs 
The Scholiasts (P Q) explain that we should understand the goddess 
entering by the thong of the bol t . 
[^j^^VT^ (Oc^ssey, 4. 802). There follows the usual line 
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describing the position taken up (see section on Hiad, 2.6) 
and, as i n the Hiad , (2.20) the next lines explain the likeness: 
e i 6 o ^ ^ v n Kovp(] vaucTi K \ e i T o T o Au^aoivto^ 
ot 6 ^ » K \ m I^^V if^V. Ke .^c(p i ( r ro 5e dvjxS, 
T f j 6£icn:>./A^vrj TTpo(n^(|>rj ykuvKSo'Kis ""Myl^yf 
These lines are almost exactly parallel to their counterpart i n 
the Hiad . The same care i s shown i n the description of the 
surroundings: the hut i n the case of AgEunemnon, the beautlfVilly 
decorated bedroom i n the case of Nauslcaa. The bard wishes to 
stress the Importance of these dreams and therefore he gives them 
not only a s tr iking position but a f u l l and detailed background. 
There i s , however, a difference: but I do not believe i t to be an 
important one. In the Hiad , the word OV&ipo$ i s used right 
from the beginning but here there i s no mention of the dream state 
u n t i l l ine J!^^ when Nausicaa, af ter the dawn breaks, marvels at 
her dream: 
The Scholiasts (P T) sensibly explain the wonder: 
5 i i evocpyey 
The c l a r i t y of divine appearances i s stressed i n Homer (Od. 3* 
420, 4, 841, 7. 2Qi; 16. 161, lUad, 20, I31). Despite the late 
mention of O^&ipOS there can be l i t t l e doubt that the audience, 
famillar with the recurrent phrases, realised that Nausicaa vras 
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having a dream. Messer ( ib id p. 29) writes that there i s no 
suggestion of a dream state^ but this i s misleading, 
as we have seen, usually refers to a dream figure except I n the 
phrase kv 6v&(p(£. I t i s obvious that oVeip05 here i s a dream 
f igure , for i t has the epithet t v o ^ y f 5 reserved, as we have seen, 
f o r divine persons. Nevertheless i t i s a most l i k e l y dream f o r a 
young g i r l . Which theory then shall we accept ? Is this a 
primitive objective dream ? Or i s I t the sort of dream that a 
young person has today ? Messer rules out the second suggestion 
completely, but th is i s , I believe, unnecessary. When speaking of 
sleep he writes ( i b i d p.l36) 
"In the portrayal of sleep, fo r example, i n the Ulad and 
the O^ssey, we f i n d the same duality of a r t i s t i c theory ^ the 
naive picture of external, objective sleep, existing side by side 
wi th descriptions containing such adjectival and verbal adjuncts 
as seem to indicate a more advanced psychology." 
To follow th rou^ the f u l l implications of this dualism is 
to break doim the dist inction between the so called primitive and 
advanced. Homer describes dreams as objective f i r s t because he 
borrowed, we may presume, the practice from his predecessors; 
secondly, because i t i s the most interesting way of relating a., 
dream, particularly bearing I n mind the divine machinexy. We may 
compare the practice of Grand Opera, where both the composer £uid 
the audience, although having a clear idea of things as they are. 
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prefer to see them i n a thoroughly stylised form. To label this 
practice as primit ive, or to use i t as a yardstick fo r assessing 
late and early works would be very dangerous. And so with epic 
poetry, the audience would know very well of their experiences 
^ D /^Cipid but when l istening to the bard, they loved to hear the 
details of the dream entering th rou^ the keyhole and the llkeiBss 
assumed b7 the d iv in i ty . Messer (p.29) asks us to note "how 
much i n the description has become stereotyped even thus 
early". This is an odd way of putting i t : as we have seen a 
phrase l ike — 
appears throughout the two epics with remarkable evenness (Hiad , 
2olO0 23. Odyssey, 4. 6. 20) and there seems no jus t i f i ca t ion 
whatsoever i n saying some are "early". That i s not to say that 
pairts of the Ulad are not earlier than parts of the Odyssey. The 
fact i's that there was an epic t radi t ion i n describing dreams and 
the poet drew on this t radi t ion for his reci tals . Parts of the 
poem may wel l be dated with f a i r accuracy, but i t would be most unwise 
to date a stock phrase l i ke th i s . I t should come as no surprise 
at a l l that the very same phrase i s used near the beginning of the 
Hiad and towards the end of the Odyssey. 
I t i s extremely interesting to read the comment of Eustathius 
fo r I believe he f i r s t propounded the thesis of Wetzel (1935) and, 
more recently. Miss Anne Amory (1958). Eustathius, whilst he 
recognises the objective dream, says here that i f such a g i r l (as 
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the daughter of Hyms) was dear to the princess, then plausibly 
she was conceived I n the mind during sleep: 
d 61 £(|>ik?TO /j "TDioiJufi iccipfj Tfj poi«ri)\i8\, 
And exactly the same may be said of Agamemnon's dream of Nestor. 
Fread noted the Importance of leaking impressions i n the creation 
of dreams. I t i s therefore misleading to label a universal t ruth 
as ' p r imi t ive ' . 
Now i t i s not only the person of Igwias's daughter that i s 
plausible. The content of the dream too i s very l i k e l y . 
Nauslcaa i s dreaming of marriage. In fact , Wetzel has r l ^ t l y 
pointed out that divine intervention could be dispensed with 
entirely fo r there i s nothing remarkable i n the message: 
"nuntlus quem Nausicaa qulescene acclplt , non tam mlrus est, ut 
n i s i dlvlno numlne non m l t t l posslt, sed, ut etiam ceteris locls 
observavimue, e cogltatlonlbus vlrglnis in te l l eg i potest, nam 
vl rg ln is maturae, u t Ibuslcaae, anlmum cogitatlonibus nuptlarum 
occupatum esse fac i le in te l l eg i et ex volxmtate elus expllcarl 
potest." 
Without Athene, Nauslcaaimight well have met Odysseus by the r iver . 
The suggestion i s that the clothes are being neglected although 
marriage may come soon. The g i r l offers to accompany Nauslcaa 
( l ine 32) but i n actual fact she i s not mentioned l^ y name a ^ l n . 
Nauslcaa i s not alone but accompanied handmaids. 
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a ) K C?'Y|\/, Q^ jma. T t j ye Kai oy i^lj ITTDXOI KIO\/ 
(line 84) 
these m i ^ t possibly include Dymas's daughter, especially as i t 
was not beneath the dignity of Ifeusicaa to play ba l l with these 
handmaids. 
The dau^ter of Donnas mentions marriage no less than three 
times: 
(TO^ I 6 l \ji(j\0^ (T^ eSov^  eXTTW (line 27) 
real urgency i s showns 
^TTtl OU TOI I T I Srj/ THXpBil'Oi "'^CnyXldine 33) 
and the reason i s given: 
f|Sf| ydp (Tt juvfibmi 5pirrf]e5 dine 34) 
I t i s small wonder that Nausicaa, not many hours afterwards, i s 
greatly attracted by the stranger ( 244 -5 ) . Not only the dream 
but the subsequent attitude of Nausicaa (she was the only g i r l not 
to run away at the f i r s t appearance of Odysseus - line 139) are most 
s k i l f u l l y described by Homer. We conclude therefore that this i s 
the sort of dream that young g i r l s always have had, and Homer i s 
wel l awasre that dreams draw their immediate material from the 
waking l i f e of the subject. Ibusicaa wants to marry, and she 
dreams of her, close, f r iend t e l l i n g her vrhat to do. Even to dream 
of washing clothes i s a d e l i ^ t f u l toucht the washing was no doubt 
"on her mind" as we say - which i s the psychological equivalent of 
the ,epic GTA I X cj)Q(XAS » Homer though he describes l i f e 
as he sees i t , chooses to use the fonmilae of the t radi t ional epic. 
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I n doing th i s , he does not lose his or ig inal i ty any more than 
Beethoven does when he chooses to use sonata form or a particular 
progression of chordsi In each case the audience expect the sequences 
and enjpy them when they occur. In the present passage Homer has 
no need whatsoever to announce that i t i s a dream, the recurrent 
lines are thorou^ily famil iar . 
As i n n i a d , 10, 496-^97, the time at which the dream v i s i t s 
the subject i s of Interest. Eustathlus asks us to note that the 
clear dream - which i s Indeed a vision appears to Nauslcaa near 
dawn when dreams appear most l i ke ly to be true (as appears else 
where). 
^loT^ov^ 5^ (5s Ka"! Trj M^vciKCxw oVeipos 
em cj)Qi(v6Tai evc^pyr^ 5 6 lo r iv (xtTrfypriMa 
Thou^ Homer makes no mention of such a t radi t ion both this 
dream and that of Rhesus (lLiad,10. 496-7) follow the later pattern 
of false dreams before midnight and true ones before daim. VJe may 
add to Horace Satires 1, 10 already quoted, the view of Ovid 
Heroldes 18, 195-196: 
Namque sub aurora, lam dormltante lucema^ 
Somnla quo cernl tempore vera, sclent. 
This dream, then, i s of the greatest Interest both because of 
i t s acute observation of human nature and also because of the 
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de l ight fu l part i t plays i n the plot . As the Scholiasts (P.Q«^«J 
observe, on line 3I, the urging of Nausica^ i s necessary i n order 
that the deliverance of Odysseus may be brought about more quickly. 
6ep^ TT£i'cx Tod ^05u(rrtu3$ y^vfji^i . 
When this has: been accomplished, we hear no more of Nausicaa., but 
we are l e f t with a picture which, i n the words of Dr. Rieu, i s 
"as fresh and lovely now as when i t i^ as painted three thousand years 
ago™. 
(c) Odyssey, 11. 20? and 222 
The next references to dreams i n the Odyssey are contained i n 
two very short simllese Oc^ ysseus has gone to Hades and his route 
i s given id.th some precision (lines 13 - 1 9 ) . I t i s the land of 
night: 
em Yu^  oAor] irrcmi SeiAom i^aroiCi 
and i t i s therefore no surprise to f i n d the poet comparing with 
dreams those who dwell there. A similar geography i s given i n the 
prologue to Book 24. lliere the Ocean Stream i s mentioned and the 
land of dreams: 
1^ 5(,p 8 Hcyuv 'Jlxt^yod i t po^5 Koii /Wicotic^  TTCrpr]/ 
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Both Book 24 and some parts of Nekuia are generally considered 
late (ToW. Allen, Homer: the Origins and the Transmission p, 218 
JV 
et seqq. See also Ee Podds i n F i f t y Years Classical Scholar^ 
ship, p. 32, note 21 ; "Consultation of a sp i r i t seems to have been 
an element i n the original folktale of the Wanderer's Return; but 
the abrupt changes i n style, treatment and scenery make i t d i f f i c u l t 
to regard the present Nekuia as an imaginative uni ty ." (of. page I46 
Rhys-Carpenter^Folk Tale, Fiction, and Saga i n Homeric Epics). 
Perhaps C, H. Vlhltman takes a more reasonable view of Hades "where 
the panorama of the heroic l i f e was reviewed i n a dreamlike confusion" 
Po300, Homer and the Heroic Tradition); but these passages present 
a consistent and very reasonable picture. The instructions are 
also given f u l l y by Circe O^ssey, 10. 507-517. The relation 
between dreams and souls i s described i n the following way by 
Professor Page who follows i n the steps of Rohde (See his note on 
p. 47, Psyche): the Psyche "is the kind of second self which you may 
see i n a dream, and indeed the experience of dreams i s the earliest 
cause and ju s t i f i ca t ion of belief i n ghosts of this type", (p. 22 
Homeric Odyssey), What then could be more natural than to compare 
a soul with a dream ? 
Odysseus meets his mother af ter his conversation with Telreslas 
(l ine 152 et seqq). As she speaks Odysseus i s s£ezed with a desire 
to clasp her: 
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" T p i j 5 ^ jKo\ ^6\fiov (TiciiQ eiKeAov f| Koli d\^e\pij 
eTTTOCr ^  • (lines 206-208) 
The commentary of Eustathius at this point i s 'somevhat long 
and involved but i t i s worth considering because i t i s one of the 
earliest discussions on the complex relationship between dream, 
soul and image and the commentator does not f a l l into the trap 
which his successors seem unable to avoid. 
(r^\^ h^\rTO[)^\ " ( O d . io.<i-^5) 6\o 
6 u v J . ^ t v o s ' ' O & u t r r t i i X o v j i ^ c B a i T r j s 
Kci^l (TKiSv kolI cjv6.ipo\/, KaTcl y i a/At\/r]vc/v. 
6 i y t Tr ]V ^ t ' ] ( v ^ V i K x p ^ T ^ ^ T p U Tcxfn'o^. 
inoptT irre oi v^vt^  TD cj>oiiyJ^ evo\/ TDOTO 
6*6u)W. ot5Tu3 Kd) Trp^  Ppok)^ iu)V e'cjin cb^  
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oveipov dTTomw/A^vri Treirc^TrjTay . ou yocp (r\^\iv 
SiKrjv' ovev'pov; kck^ (TkiS^ . otH<*3 6fc tOj 
(tkiolV a((r(n?U(nv' o(vt\ toD tSs (TKicxf. 
Eastathius says "Note that the poet considers that the linage i s 
more feeble than a shade and for this reason more feeble than a 
soul which he shovs to be lik e a shade i n the line "the shades 
dart". Odysseus says that he i s unable to clasp the soul of his 
mother - "or i s this a mere image that Persephone has sent to me 
i n order that I suffer even more b i t t e r l y ?" To be more precise, 
Odysseus saw image shade and dream as identical with regard to 
feebleness but the soul he saw as different from the three. So when 
he was unable to clasp the soul he feared lest this appearance was 
not a soul but another image. Therefore i n brief he says "the soul 
of my mother escaped me like a shadow and a dream" and a l i t t l e 
later that "the soul disappeared like a dream fluttering away". He 
does not say that the soul i g a shadow and a dream but that i t f l i e s 
liVft a dream and shade) and so the line "the shadows f l i t " instead of 
"like shadoirs they f l i t " . 
Eustathius has i n mind that ClS(o\ov^ an image i s something 
weaker than (TKI^ which we m i ^ t translate as ^ost. The former i s 
more subjective: the l a t t e r actually exists, althou^ nothing i s veiy 
substantial i n Hades. Odysseus i s fuUy used to seeing G\S<o\ok 
and i t i s natural that he should think that his mother i s nothing 
more when he i s unable to clasp her. A l l this takes us to the very 
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^eart of the Homeric concepts of soul and mental image. Eustathius 
peziiaps t r i e s to draw up a s t r i c t classification where none i s 
possible but at least he follows Homeric usage closely. Professor 
Page seems to xrander far aireiy. He writes "Idke a reflection i n a 
mirror i t (the soul) has the same shape and appearance as the body; 
but apart from that body i t has no substance, no power of thought 
or speech or feeling" (page 22). But Eatroclus i n the I l i a d and 
Iphthime i n the Odyssey, to give but two examples, possess those 
very faculties, and they are referred to as Cl^loW. To make 
an QSto\oV a purely visual mirror-reflection is un-Homeric. 
I f we are to have a clear idea of the Homeric dream and image 
i t would be wise to consider the twin concepts pushed to their furthest 
l i m i t s . The locus classicus i s lines 601-604. "ludicrous" i s the 
verdict of Professor Page, and here again he follows Rohde. 
Odysseus sees on3y the image of Heracles as the hero himself i s avray, 
banqueting i f i t h the immortal gods 
601-3 
"Whoever wrote this was practising a l i t t l e theology on his own 
account. Such a contrast between a f u l l y animated "self" possessing 
the original man's botfy and soul s t i l l united, and a counterfeit 
presentment of himself (which cannot be his psyche) relegated to 
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Hades, i s quite strange both to Homer and to Greek thou^t of 
later times". So writes Rohde on this passage (Psyche po39 Eng. 
tran.) but he seems to take no account of the psychology of the 
Homeric dream. As we have alreac^ said i n an earlier section, 
Nestor makes no comment on the fact that his cl^toXoV appeared 
to Agamemnon. Unlike Hohde, Homer sees no theological problem of 
kenosis. In the case of Nestor the f u l l y animated "self" possessing 
the original man*s body and soul s t i l l united v»s. presumably asleep 
i n the Greek camp, the counterfeit presentment was conversing with 
Agamemnono An ^\8lo\c^ vjas, according to the li t e r a r y convention, 
separable from the . Nestor's sleeps i n the camp. 
Nestor's cfeoAo^visits Agamemnon. Heracles' l|uj[irj feasts v;ith the 
gods, Heracles' £*l'6(O^ 0/ converses with Odysseus. There i s no 
difference i n principle: Homer and his audience know just what i s 
happening and although Eustathius perhaps fastens too s t r i c t a 
classification ou^Op and the other three(TKli, ttStjXoV and 
^V^\^0}/ he does not wander into an ui>-Homeric psychology. The 
d i f f i c u l t y i s always to determine how objective these eii(oAok are. 
Messer makes them so objective as to rob Homer's characters of their 
deep psychological interest (how very different the dreams of 
Nausicaa and Agamemnon I) On the other hand, the €l^u)Ac^ of Book 
eleven certainly have an objectivity - though i t i s surely possible 
to argue that Odysseus' meeting with his mother and his longing for 
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her are, i n the phrase of Wetzel, ex animo dormientis. And the 
same can be said of the vdiole of Book Eleven. I f this seems far-
fetched at f i r s t sight we should perhaps remind ourselves of this 
close relation between dream and soul, and of the proximity, i n 
Homer's mind, between the shades of the departed and the land of 
dreams. 
Shades and dreams, both described by Hcaner as ^ 6 ( 0 ^ are 
very similar. We can best imderstand their natures by seeing them 
separately and then studying closely Homer's own comparisons i n these 
two similes. Professor Page writes (Hom. Od. p. 21) "The notion 
that ^osts i n Hades might think and hear and speak, whether among 
themselves or i n conversation with a vi s i t o r from the world above i s 
entirely foreign to the normal Homeric belief about the after l i f e " . 
Now i f the soul i s modelled on the dream (as we believe i t is) why 
should i t be necessary to deprive the souls i n Hades of speech and 
thou^t ? This would make them most unlike Homeric dreams which are 
described as (LI 6 CO Ask and can both speak and think. 
Again i n ILiad, 23. 72-73 we read; 
ofi5e jxL Tto ^ i V y e t r f t x i uirep WRjyAoTo eficriv 
Surely these lines must mean that the images have a w i l l - and a 
strength - of their own. I t may be urged that I l i a d , 23. 1P3-4. 
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contradicts this idea but we have seen that here Leaf's suggestion 
of (|)p€Vt5 meaning "the mind vievred from the pl^sical side" is 
probably correct. There i s presumably some kind of non-physical 
consciousness. A more d i f f i c u l t problem i s raised by Odyssey, 
10. 4.93-4.95, where Circe gives directions to Odysseus: 
T o u - R ^plvts Q^mSoi d ( r i ' 
Kd^ i TeBvrjGTi voov Trope lTcp(5"fe^oVtig<. 
o l t o irenv(;(rDa» 
Was i t that Persephone granted a f u l l mind to Teiresias as 
opposed to the usual ghostly mind suggested by; 
( i n any case Teiresias had supernatural g i f t s of prophecy: he 
asked to drink the blood i n order that he might speak the truth: 
His nous, granted to him by Persephone, was greater than human 
anyway and i t seems wrong on the face of the other evidence to 
assign no thought whatsoever to the shades of the depairted. 
Teiresias i s an exception'.not only was he i n possession of his mind, 
but i t was a supernatural mind). 
I f these shades are nothing at a l l why does Odysseus envy 
Achilles? vuv cx&Tfc jiAtyok Kpocreti^ v^kvtciri)/ 
(485-6) 
Achilles gives the very moving reply about his preference for 
serfdom among the l i v i n g over kingship among the dead. Like 
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Patfoclus i n the I l i a d he explains the nature of Hades: 
&( tp^54s vwouci^ ppoTwv eJSto)©!. Ka^ovTu>v (^75-6) 
The shades may be thoughtless, stupid, reckless, but at least 
Achilles i s a king among them. 
We may now turn from the shades themselves to Homer's 
illuminating simile. Anticleia says to Odysseus after he has 
vainly t r i e d to clasp her: 
06 y a p i n crcipK»5 TC m \ o ( r k ^ Tv^s e.xou(riV 
(1. I l l -Z. 'Li ) 
The contrast between physical and non-physical i s complete. 
The simile of the dream i s extremely beautiful, and for our prosaic 
purposes i t illustrates unmistakably the nature of both dream and 
soul. Clearly they both have some existence, some personality; 
but the v i t a l part - the ( j j p e / t j - i s missing. 
Rohde explained the relationship i n this way: "Just as the 
dreamer's capacity for vision i s no mere fancy, so, too, the objects 
he sees are realit i e s . In the same way i t i s something real that 
appears to a man asleep as the shape of a person lately dead. 
Since this shape can show i t s e l f to a dreamer, i t must of necessity 
s t i l l exist; consequently i t survives death, though, indeed only as 
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a breath like image, much as ire have seen reflections of our 
faces mirrored i n vrater". 
The sentence " i t must of necessity s t i l l exist" does not 
really answer the problem of objectivity: has such an image an 
objective existence or does i t merely pass before the eyes of the 
subject ? But the argument i s surely valid: i t i s only when 
Professor Page pushes i t too far (page 22 The Homeric Odyssey) 
that- i t becomes un-Homeric. I f we are to take Patroclus at his 
word when he says that once buried he w i l l never return ( I l i a d , 23 
75) we have the remarkable position of dreams of the dead producing 
a belief i n the a f t e r - l i f e followed by a later belief that the dead 
do not v i s i t the l i v i n g i n dreams. This indeed i s a curious 
reversal but fear of the dead no doubt played a large part i n the 
shaping of this belief. 
This raises the question of composition and consistency. 
Should lines or even whole books be athetised because they do not 
f i t into a preconceived plan ? Professor Page as we have seen wishes 
to reject most of Book Eleven as an interpolation. His reason i s 
that i t does not accord vrith what he calls "the truly Homeric Hades 
of senseless and voiceless shadows". Professor Page's views i n 
this chapter have met with l i t t l e approval. F. K, Combellak 
(Gnomon 1956 p. 411-419) says "on the underworld chapter many of 
P's points seem to me more than dubious" and Professor J. A. 
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Davison puts the case even more strongly (Classical Review Vol. 
VI 1956): "we are l i k e l y to be surprised only that i f Professor 
Page's observations are true (and I cannot see any easy answer to 
them) ary Greek should have been at once such a numskull as. to 
think that his interpolations were Improving the Odyssey and so 
clever as to have them accepted as the genuine work of Homer." 
Combellak refers most disparagingly to "the simple process of . 
laboriously collating details which no ordinary reader ever connects 
together". I f we substitute "listener" for reader the wgument 
i s much more forceful. Perhaps the most useful and constructive 
words written i n this argument now centuries old ( i t was started 
by Aristarchus) have been written by Professor Dodds: " I t i s 
extremely unwise to Impose eschatological consistency on Hcaner 
(or acyone else) at the cost of emendation, excision or distorting 
the plain meaning of words" (The Greeks and the Irrational, p. 158). 
As a student of religion he throws rather more l i ^ t on the problem 
than do the teatbual c r i t i c s . 
To sum up, i n two similes Homer reveals his views both of the 
dream and the soul after death. He describes both as ^&(o\ck. 
Neither lack completely intelligence or personality but by the 
nature of things they are sha'doi*y and obscure. Euatathius i s 
probably right i n according the soul a greater degree of reality than 
a mere dream or image hxt he attempts a classification which i s too 
1Q3 
r i g i d . In asy case, belief i n the soul most li k e l y spr^ig from 
visitations of the dead i n dreams. Professor Page i s almost cert-
ainly wrong i n depriving Homeric souls of a l l sense and voice 
because there are too maiiy passages i n the Homeric poems which 
scarcely allow such an interpretation. The view i s only common 
because the meaning of (|>p£^ 5^ has been taken to be intelligence, 
whereas midriff, v i t a l principle or "the mind vieired from the 
physical side" i s much nearer the mark, "The contradiction between 
Homeric belief and Homeric practice" outlined by Rohde and supported 
by Professor Page i s no contradiction, although there i s not fkill 
consistency between say, Circe's assertion that Teiresias i s the 
only person with a mind i n Hades and Odysseus' remark that Achilles 
i s prince among the dead. Such consistency i s not a feature of 
oral poetry. The question of interpolation w i l l be discussed 
more f u l l y i n the section on Odyssey 24 - the so called Second 
I t remains now only to mention the Hades of King Minos. The 
passage has for long been considered spurious (568-627): 
VoGeicTO ^ t j ^ p \ "tdO "cos eiTTtbv 6 jKi/ 0 S 6 1 5 
eicrio 
says the Scholiast. 
But i t contains not dreams, but nightmares of frustration 
which remind the audience no doubt of the pursuer and the pursued 
i n Hiad 22. ALl the dreams - the body being torn, the water 
snatched away from the th i r s t y man, the rock that forever topples 
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dovm - a l l these are common nightmares. They are poetic pictures 
of frightening realism and they seem i n no way out of place i n 
this eerie world of death and dreams. The oath foimilae, as 
Professor Dodds points out (p. 158 The Greeks and the Irrational 
note 10) "preserve a belief which was older than Homer's neutral 
Hades." These formuOae ( I l i a d , 3 . 278-9, 19 . 259) point un-
mistakably to punishment i n Hades: 
(a) m \ 01 uTTtvepBe Koj^ov/ms 
oivBpcoirous T i v y ( r 6 o v . 
(b) T o Te "'HeXios Kai ^Epivu€^,cfi 6 h o ywcyV 
' v b r ' - • o^v ppurnbu^ -rivu/Toki 
In the l i ^ t of these lines there seems to be no very good 
reason for rejecting the Mnos episode on eschatological grounds. 
As nightmares of frustration they are admirably placed: adding 
horror to an already dreadful scene. Whilst i t has been common to 
apply to this book, and this episode i n particular such epithets as 
ill-conceived, spurious and so on, the unpredjudiced reader i s far 
more l i k e l y to see i t , i n the words of C, H. Whitman (Homer and the 
Heroic Tradition p. 309) as "the superb and panoramic dream of the 
Nekyia." Rhys Carpenter (Folk Tale, Fiction Saga i n Homeric Epics 
p. 146) i s of the same mind: "We grant that i t f i t s uncomfortably, 
even i l l o g i c a l l y , into place; but i f the evidence from the Bearson 
tale i s cogent, ve must deny that i t s incoherences are due to i t s 
later origin. Quite, the contrary, of a l l the Odyssean adventures 
1Q5 
i t i s the only one, besides those of Polyphemos and Circe, that 
could not ever have been missing from the story, whose vejy point 
and goal i t i s . " I f sleep i s the twin brother of death 
( n i a d 14, 231, 16, 672, 682) then i t must follow that dreams 
are the twin brothers of the Shades. In neither realm i s complete 
consistency to be found but Homer describes each as only he can. 
. (d) Odyssey, I4. 495 
The next reference to a dream i s to be found i n a very 
different context. Odysseus has now reached the hut of Eumaeus, 
and we see him i n his role of arch-rogue. As;-it is a wet and 
windy night Odysseus feels the need of a cloak before settling 
doim for sleep. He cleverly tests the generosity of Eumaeus by 
recounting a story of how he was once with Odysseus on a frosty 
nigiht (468-5O6). On that occasion he had no cloak but only a 
tunic. He complained to O^sseus of the cold and Odysseus h i t 
on an original plan. He claimed that he had, just had a divine 
dream and that a message should be taken immediately to Agamemnon. 
Thoas jumped up, threw off his cloak and ran to Agamemnon. The 
narrator picked up the cloak and slept gratefully t i l l dawn appeared. 
Eumaeus sees the point of the story and covers Ocfysseus vdth a 
thick mantle. 
A, more delightful tale - with i t s "double-take" - could 
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scarcely be imagined. Odysseus was clever enough to see that 
Eumaeus would love nothing more than a tale about the clever 
Odysseus I I t takes a l o t to rouse a soldier from his bed i n 
the middle of a frosty n i ^ t and a divine dream i s possibly the 
only pretext. 
We should note here, as i n the H i a d , that the status of 
the recipient i s at least as important as the dream i t s e l f . 
Mr^v y ^ Vi^ iS/ Ijc^S f\^o^v.' (495-6) 
Aristarchus rejects line 495 as an interpolation from I l i a d , 
2. 56. There, i n a much more august passage - and no doubt one 
very well known to Homer's audience - Agamemnon reveals to the 
Greeks his dream of Nestor. 
K A m cj)i\oi, B^ros ^01J Cn&eTeiTcxl T^s'^lAKiSos 
I t i s ridiculous, says the Scholiast, to say that Odysseus 
went to sleep i n an ambush 
0 61 voCs^ Btfos jXo\ oveipos £(j)ivn. \o\w/ 
TToipoL t d O ove(pov; pnBtVrcK ti r c k \ | e i , eirtiSy] "liov^ 
Vf^tSv TToppio e(r^ fcV^ 6nT^\6(j T15 m efirrj Tto 
( r u j Y ^ ) t o ^ S , 1vc3^  /^^ TToppoBtV 0VT6S T£\/ ojiAoc i W 
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"The meaning i s " , says the Scholiast "a divine dream appeared 
to me. Elirther he introduces the matters spoken by the dream -
since we are far from the ships l e t some one go and t e l l Agamemnon 
to send more men for us from the ships so that we may not be 
harmed by the eneny as vre are few i n number and far from our 
compatriots". 
Now as Stanford suggestis (Odyssey, p. 236) the soldiers 
probably slept i n turns: we read fjOSoV i n 479 "they slept i n 
comfort" as Rieu translates. One feels that Aristrachus i s perhaps 
hypercritical, and i n anycase with his rational education he was 
i l l disposed towards the occult. Most dreams suffer badly at his 
hands. The content of the dream i s not given as such^as the 
Scholiast observes. Odysseus actually introduces the subject matter 
'l feel we have come too far from the ships. (Rieu) or as Stanford 
suggests "The fact i s that " The anticipatory yoip (Denniston 
Greek Particles p. 68) i s contained i n a clause which explains what 
follows - i n this case the request for a volunteer to take news to 
Agamemnon. This inrobably has not always been understood. The 
Scholiast on 496 says s 
~nv£s c|?ounv evioDs if'yvoif]KOToi5 TO eBoc^roO 
in)vr|Too, on t^o^ e m v wr!p ooro TOO yo(p 
olp|^£(5"Bav 5iV ToDro TreTr\cxK2v'oLi T^V (n-'iyo/ 
"They say that some scribes were ignorant of the poe"tfs habit 
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of beginning with (^xp and for this reason the line was 
interpolated". But i f this were the case (and i t seems unlikely) 
the yip as an explanatory particle would f i t i n awkwardly. 
As neither objection of the Scholiast i s sustained there 
seems no reason at a l l for rejecting the line. Indeed one vronders 
whether there i s not some skittish humour i n borrowing such an 
august injunction for such an occasion. 
The line certainly demonstrates that the dreams of Ccamnanders 
were of paramcjunt importance i n the Odyssey as i r e l l as i n the I l i a d . 
Dream interpretation later held an Important place i n military 
a f f a i r s , as we know frem the historians. The vrry humour of Hiad, 
5. 149-150 has already been noted and certainly i n this passage 
the wily Odysseus plays on the g u l l i b i l i t y of his men. Can i t be 
that Homer smiled at the popular belief i n dreams ? 
(e) Odyssey, 15. 9-45. 
Homer now takes his audience from Ithaca, where Odysseus 
shelters i n Eumaeus' hut, to Telemachus and Peisistratus who are 
resting i n the palace of Menelaus. AtheiB v i s i t s KLemachus to 
hasten his return home and she find* them resting i n the portico; 
e i / 6 0 / r ' iv j[poSdjXiO Mej/eUoU Kiy&^Aiji^oio 
Homer quickly corrects this statement for whilst Mestor's son was 
sound asleep, Telemachus v/as wakefkil a l l n i ^ t worrying about his 
father. "Wakeful anxiety w i l l crave slumber" i n the words of the 
Book of Wisdom (31,2). 
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ln\tju^cx)^o\/ S'ov^ iWos lye iv] dujiCb 
(lines 6-8) 
The question now arises as to whether this i s a dream at a l l . 
Many have taken i t to be so. Hindt quotes (p.lOO note 20) 
Bethe Odyssee 19, Schwartz 79, Wilamowitz Heimkehr des O^sseus 
133 and we may add H« J. Polak (ad Odysseam eiusjjue Scholiastas 
1881) who writes "Telemachus a Minerva per somnium admonitus ut 
i n patriam reverteretur'j Hundt considers this to be wrong and 
traces the tradition to two hypotheses and of course to EustatMus: 
"Auch Eustathios versteht die Stelle falsch" 
but later Eustathius adds: 
The scholiast on Q adds an interesting note to line ^ 
ckyj^oi' 6 ' T r p o ( r t t ^ n y^ ^^ u^ ioTri^  ' f lBr jw 
he points out that i t i s not necessary that Athene should be 
likened to a man because as i t i s night she i s not seen I 
O6K oiva>^Kouo\/ d^oiou(r9cKi otvBpwirio lyjv 
The confusion as to whether this i s a dream or not i s caused 
uo 
by Homer not foUouing his usual custom. As van Leeuwen points 
out (po liff)) "Qua specie sumta Minerva adstiterit Telemachi 
c u b i l i poeta - praeter morem suum - non a i t . " I t seems that 
Homer i s so intent on t e l l i n g his story that some of the details 
ax« l e f t out. Ve are not told whether Telemachus recognised the 
goddess but no doubt he remembers Nestor's advice (Od. 3o 375-378) 
that, although only a young nan he has a divine escort. Whatever 
the case may be, Telemachus i n the dead of night (line 50) kicks 
Peisistratus 
and suggests that they harness the horses and get on their way. 
He does not mention the v i s i t of Athene. Feisistratus takes i t 
calmly and replies that they cannot drive away i n complete darkness 
and that i t would be rude to leave Menelaus (lines 5A-55). He 
does not express surprise and no doubt, as Thoas i n the preceding,, 
book, he would accept a colleague's dream without demur. The 
Scholiast on Q also excuses Telemachus' behaviour' 
"7rparo\rr(/?S. d ^cv UTTO £iar\r|Jtu33 eirtiyo^evos 
oJ/m "liv^ KOLIpOV^  o(nt TO TTp^TToV BttopeT 
Referring to the kick the Scholiast says, "Slightly so 1 Roused by 
astonishment he has regard neither for what i s opportune nor what 
i s correct." 
Vlhether the appearance of the goddess i s to be described as 
I l l 
UTToip or OVO(p remains i n doubt. The distinction perhaps is 
not so clear as Hundt would have us believe. We saw much the . 
same situation i n Hiad, 24. 677-689» vhere Hemes v i s i t s Priam. 
In both cases- the v i s i t s come well after midnight, 
Tcij^w 6'€(ro-eTo{l 1^ (0$ Od. 15. 50. 
and they are true. We should remember that both sleeplessness 
and dreams are ^ptoms. of anxiety and paradoxically th^go 
together. When Homer painted this realistic picture of a young 
man torn by anxiety he probably did not care whether this was a 
dream or not: what i s beyond dotibt i s that these were the thoughts 
i n Telemachus' mind and the external form of the dream i s a most 
useful way of drawing character. 
( f ) Odyssey, 19. 535-6% 
We now come to a dream which, thou^ i t does not have a 
direct bearing on the plot, foims the prelude to the last section. 
Odysseus has returned home and thou^ Penelope has recognised the 
qualities of the stranger (lines 350-2) she s t i l l has not realised 
that he i s her husband. After a very long preamble (509-534-) she 
comes to the point: 
1£ i t be wondered, why 'Penelope should so consult a stranger, I 
think we must bear i n mind her earlier statement: 
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Od. 19. 350-2 
She relates a symbolic dream which carries with i t i t s own 
interpretation. She has i n fact a flock of twenty geese. 
These might represent the twenty years of Odysseus' absence, 
as Peter von der Muhll suggests (R - E. Supplement V I I col.750) 
Penelope likes watching these geese. 
Koi/ tI T^W \W0JKQI<\ eVopOlOCrCK (line 537) 
I t comes, therefore, as no surprise to find that she dreams 
about them. In the dream an eagle swoops down and k i l l s them 
a l l . Penelope weeps and her servants comfort her i n the dream. 
But the eagle returns and id.th the traditional encouragement: 
(cf. I l i a d , 24. 171) 
he gives the interpretation. This i s not a dream but reality. 
The geese were the suitors and the eagle i s Odysseus now home 
again. At this point Penelope awakes. 
Odysseus has only two things to say. First he affirms that 
Odysseus himself has spoken'• 
Tt(j)j)Q>6' ^ U ? ^ TeXtfel (556-7) 
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This line incidentally possibly removes Professor Dodds' 
objection to Hundt*s conception of a fiildseele (The Greeks and 
The Irrational, p. 122. note 10) This shadow-soul i s said to 
be Odysseus himself. The second point i s that the suitors are 
doomed. 
At this Penelope cautiously explains that dreams issue from 
two g&tes, one i s of horn and the other of ivory. Stie fears that 
th i s dream has come t h r o u ^ the ivory gate and i s therefore false. 
Penelope then goes on to outline something else which i s on 
her mind. This i s the t r i a l of shooting through the axes. 
She says that i f she leaves this house she w i l l not forget i t 
even i n her dreams. 
TOO jXtjK^I^{rt(^^\ 0\OjAQk\ iv irep Welplg line 581 
We note that despite the dream she has already decided to 
hold a contest for the suitors. This i s only natural i f she 
distrusts the veracity of the dream. 
Now this whole episode has i n recent years earned the h i ^ e s t 
praise and also the most severe censure. Peter von der K&ihil 
considers i t to be one of the most tasteless passages i n Greek 
Literature 
"Geschmacklosesten i n der griechischen Foesie" 
(R-E Supplement V I I (19^ 40) col. 750 23-28) 
On the other hand J.¥o Harsh says: "far from being one of the most 
l u 
episodes i n Greek poetry i t (the f i n a l scene of the nineteenth 
book) becomes an exciting duel of indirectness, subtle and 
b r i l l i a n t i n i t s execution" (American Journal of Philology 
Vole 71 (1950) page 18). I t i s indeed a most remarkable episode 
and well worth examining i n some detail. 
The dream i s the only symbolic one i n the two epics, but 
symbolism i t s e l f i s not foreign to Homer as ve see i n the case of 
Theoclymenus. This diviner sees a hawk with a dove i n i t s talons 
(Od. 15• 525-534) and he sees blood spattered on the walls of the 
palace of Odysseus (20. 345 et seq) Of. I l i a d , 2. 3OO, et seqq. 
There are several such symbolic omens. 
The dream i s classified by Eustathius as an "horamaP or 
^'vision". This, as suggested by Professor Dodds (The Greeks and 
the Irrational po IO7) thou^ a late classification may have an 
origin which l i e s much further back, liacrobius ( f l . c. A,D. 4OO) 
defines the vision i n this way: 
vlsio est autem, cum i d quis videt, quod eodem modo, quo 
apparuerat, eveniet. 
(Commentarii i n Somnlum Scipionis 1, 3, 9) 
And this traces i t s e l f back to Axtemidorus (Oneirocritice 1, 2, 
late 2nd cent. AoDe) We may also mention here John of Salisbury 
(Polycraticus 2, 15;) (l2th century), a contemporary of Eustathius, 
and also Nicephoras Gregoras (Uth century) who was a priest and 
wrote a commentary on the De Ihsomzdis of SyassivLS. There i s also 
a Pseudo-Augustine who wrote a treatise, De Spiritu et anima , 
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The stemma Deubner suggests i s as follows: 
MflcROBIW 
(De Incubatione p, A) 
The lexicon Suidas (late 10th century A.D.) draws on the 
same tradition: 
Sveipov' ivimloo Sioi(|?£pa • erepov yoip eon m 
£ i V \ T i s civ • 6-w &l Tty\K(p^ Myq n s , iwp/u)^ 
o i 6tvo5j TrpooiyopeirnK(iv^ c^ W* i v jui(}vi>2 '^^ '^ 
S^ Xo^ ou f| ()Trtj>(i^Movro5 ()(4(iou f| "pr]0^(?vrjs ?| 
ev6t/a5j tvuTT^io/ ^pf| KoAfcTv^ T^o 5^ ji^tT^ ToV 
IJTTVPV tv ipyeiok 6V KO^^ ^ iToGrjiniyiAevc!/ ecrriv ^ 
6eTo'^  juioi €vJrrvi ov i^^DtV Ovupoj 
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' A "dream" differs from a "vision"; i t i s by no means the 
sane thing.' But certainly one can speak of "a dream and vision". 
However when one i s speaking with precision, one must give each 
i t s pairticular name. The f i r s t , which i s without significance 
and gives no foreknowledge, one must c a l l a "vision". I t has 
effect only i n sleep, arising as i t does from some irrational 
desire, or overriding fear, or surfeit of f)od or lack of i t . 
The second, which becomes an actuality, which tru l y takes place, i s 
a "dream" - good or bad, as the case may be. But often one must 
employ the nouns as Homer does "there came to me a dream vision" ' 
This description of non significant and significant dreams could 
scarcely be bettered and the causes of the non significant dream 
are most accurately lis t e d . 
Clearly there was a common tradition and the classification 
i s very similar i n a l l these writers. And Homer at least has 
the simple classification of significant and non significant dream. 
As Bjorck remarks ( 0V/«^  tSei^ : De la perception de la reve 
Chez les anciens. Eranos, 44 (1946) page 309): 
"Dans toutes les societ4s qui croient k I'oniromancie, on a 
d& distinguer entre les x^ves veridiques et les autres. Cette 
distinction est pour ainsl dire indispensable pour la fonction 
sociale de la divination - pour en excuser les deconfitures et 
supprimer des interpretations trop inopportunes; c'est pr^cis^ment 
pour cela, d'ailleurs, que nous la retrouvons dans d'autres branches 
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de l a prediction (Od. 2o 181)s 
^pviBes 5^ Te-rrc)Wo^ \ JiT'ociyols f^e\\o\o 
cj>oiTwo-\ o3&e "mxvTt^  tvoi'in/AOi 
Elle est anterieure a toute theorie sur les songes ainsi 
qu'aux classements pseudoscientifiques " 
Now this i s perfectly true, but nowhere else i n the two 
epics do we find a reference to the distinction between true 
and false dreams. But we have noticed several times that there 
i s another check for suppressing "interpretations trop inopportunes" 
and that i s the status of the recipient of the dream (iLiad, 2. 6 
et seqq; Odo 14., 495). That this tradition carried on we know 
from Xenophon. (Anabasis IV 8). The dreams of the Commander were 
to be taken seriously. 
Uhen Eustathius calls Penelope's dream an horama he i s 
drawing on a tradition at least a thousand years old'. 
c)ve4po \ / l (n^ov Se C5TI r e 0*6$ ovejpous 
UTTvoi^ opii|Acxrck Kok\o0^e\/, Gt(oprj^omKo'l;s eicdkAow 
of TT^aiol dTTofos koivrraOG^K 6 T/ j j ITrjy'tJioTTyjS, 
"The dream described i s an hbrama, that i s , i t turns out 
just as i t has been seeuo .Dreams which prophe^ i n sleep seem 
to be true. Notice that dreams which are i n fact true and turn 
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out precisely as they have been seen i n sleep and which we c a l l 
horamata, these the ancient used to c a l l theorematics, such as 
this dream of Penelope" 
He elaborates on this classifications 
Ka^ 0T\ SlTToi KoJ' etCelvOUJ 01" oV£ipO\ ' 01 
KL^ Nfip cA}^r]yop»Ka\ ot o l \ W S i " ( ! i ) ^ w v oiyopeuovrrt5^ 
Ge^ jl TrpOCrei KOTy (1876 38, et seqq) 
"Notice too that according to the ancients these dreams irere 
of two kinds: f i r s t , allegorical, that i s , expressing their 
message i n a different language and secondly theorematic (visual) 
that i s , resembling the actual spectacle". 
Clearly Penelope's dream flails into the f i r s t category 
although i t very nearly crosses the line into the theorematic ; 
eycb 5^ Toi weii^ opvis 
d^k "m/pos, vOv auTfe Tfcos "mfa-is ^''4^°^^°^^^g_g 
" I who was formerly an eagle" almost suggests that the 
transformation has taken place but i t i s unwise to be too precise 
with dreams which are undoubtedly O^ -Kp ITD jK\J 9o\ . 
The word Homer uses for 'interpret' i s of interest. Only 
i n Odyssey 19 lines 535 and 555 does i t take an object. I t s 
only other appearance in'the Odyssey (with the meaning of interpret) 
i s at 15 170 : 
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ji\ep^r]pi^£ S ' ofpirji(j>i\os t^ivl\vo^ 
OTTTtos ot Koooi jmolpixv' O T O KpiVoTo vor(ro^5 
This follows Stanford'j suggestion (Odyssey adlocj but Liddell 
and Scott give i t s more usual meaning 'reply' for this passage. 
Rieu translates 'he v&a at a loss to give him the correct inter-
pretation'; and Butcher and Lang have "Menelaus pondered thereupon, 
how he should take heed to answer, and interpret i t aright". 
I t s only other appearance with the meaning of "interpret" 
i s n i a d , 12, 223 although we have seen CKpl^ OCTO used at Hiad 
5 150 with the sense of e^ound or discern. As we have already 
c / 
noted Homer nowhere uses the noun l/ITOKp \Tf 5 } but only 
6v^ e»p01To\o5 ( n i a d , l o 63, 5. U9). 
UTTOKplV'CM (535) and UTOKp/vOLtrfol (555) are therefore 
almost unique i n Homer. Perhaps we should be vexy carefVil not to 
;^ve the verb the f U l l overtones i t later acquired and °expound'' 
i s probably closer the original meaning than "interpret" after the 
style of Artemidorus. 
The symbolism i s not obscure for the audience have already 
heard of another eagle from the mountain (Od. 15. 174). Geffcken 
however thinks Homer has made a mistake i n allowing Penelope to 
weep over the geese: after a l l , the geese represent the suitors 
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and the suitors, are not dear to Penelope. (Grieschische 
Literaturgeschichte Vol. 1 . page 4 5 ) but this phenomenon i s not 
uncommon. Fread (The Ijaterpretation of Dreams p. 3 7 5 Eng. 
trans.) calls it'inversion of affect". I t i s surprising how 
often Homer's deep knowledge of human nature - psychology we c a l l 
i t today - i s vindicated i n the face of modern c r i t i c s . 
Wetzel (page 18 op. c i t . ) believes that the symbolism of 
the eagle has actually been transferred from the earlier event 
(Od. 1 5 . 1 7 4 ) : "vix errabitnus suspicantes prodigium simplex i n 
somniim permutatum esse'^  but there seems to be no evidence for 
thi s at a l l . After a l l , omens are common i n the Odyssey (see 
especially,Amoiy "Dreams and Omens i n Homer's Ocfyssey" quoted by 
Go Ho Whitman, p, 3 5 6 , note 32, "Homer and the Heroic Itadition") 
and dreams of animal s> though found nowhere else i n Homer are 
seen i n later Greek Literature (Aeschylus Choeph 525 et seqq and 
Euripides Rhesus 7 8 0 et seqq) . The allegorical dream i s common 
(Aeschylus, Persae, 1 7 6 et seqq, Sophocles, Electra, 4 1 7 et seqq, 
Euripides Hecuba 6 0 et seqq; Iphlgenia i n Tauris 4 4 et seqq) and 
whilst this dream of Penelope i s the f i r s t of i t s kind i n Greek 
Literature there seems no adequate reason to consider i t merely 
as an omen transposed. 
What i s remarkable i s the fact that the dream carries i t s 
own interpretation. The eagle proclaims himself to be Odysseus 
(Od. 1 9 . 5 4 7 - 9 ) . 
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/^tv jiAV!r|(rTrjpfc5, lyw 6^ T D I 6pvi5 
'ds Tr^ (r» jiAyr](rTfjpo"iv o e^iK c^x irifr^ov l(|>rruJ 
A clearer interpretation could not possibly be imagined. The 
geese are the suitors, the eagle i s Odysseus, and he w i l l bring 
a dreadful fate upon a l l the suitors. V/e have seen that 
Penelope considers the stranger to be the wisest man to have . 
come to the house (Od. 19. 350-2), There i s therefore l i t t l e 
surprise i n the fact that she consults him. But does the dream 
need interpretation ? Odysseus obviously does not think so: 
ot TTQs toTiV uiroKpiVc t^rfickv cveipoV 
b)i)vr| (XTTOIC\»VO^VT' (555-6) 
' 'ti s impossible to bend 
The dream aiside and give i t another meaning (Marris). 
Uhy then does Penelope describe the dream i n such detail ? And 
vt^, i f she distrusts the dream and the stranger's interpretation, 
does she suddenly decide to hold the t r i a l of a^s ? Just before 
describing the dream she was on the horns of a dilemma: 
(19 524) 
Now, after waiting twenty years, she i s prepared to marry the 
man who most easily strings the bow and shoots through the axes. 
Does the stranger protest ? Not at a l l . He urges that there 
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should be no delay. 
)\r\Kkw v5v &v(!^P)(xW SijAois t\/\ iSjfof (keGA(V 584 
Odysseus w i l l be home before the suitors string the bow and 
shoot through the axes; 
TrpV yoip Toi Tro\ujAT][Ti5 eAeJtreTtxi e\/W''06i/mu5, 
TrpW TO4TOO5 T^Se. rii^ov e0^oo\/ 0(;>I^C<.(|)({(OTO^ 
Veupr^ v T' emviro^v 6ioi(rTeO(ra( Tt (Tii/poJ. 
585-7 
This of course i s a fine double-entendre, well worthy of Odysseus. 
The repeated TTpjV gives a splendid emphasis: how the irony of i t 
a l l must have delighted Homer's audience i The suggestion i s that 
Odysseus w i l l be home long before the contest tomorrow: but the 
lines may only mean that the suitors x f i l l never string the bow. 
What i s Penelope's reaction ? She proposes to go to bed i (lines 
594-5). 
Wilamowitz (p. 6'2 Homerische Untersuchungen Berlin 1884) 
writes "unbegreiflich, dass Penelope nicht dieseir deutlichen 
zusicherung, dass Odysseus innerhalb von zwblf stunden da sein 
wird, mindestens mit zweifel entgegentritt? The answer surely 
l i e s i n the dream. The eagle did not say " I w i l l come home", 
but "now I have come". The tense i s perfect: the action i s 
complete. 
vCy a S r t Tfeoj "rrocns a\nAoi;6;^ 
Penelope could hardly have related the dream to the stranger for 
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interpretation: none was required. She can only have meant 
i t for information. We should remember that the maids are 
present throughout the interview (19 317, and also line 601 
which gives us a special reminder of their presence 
she was "not alone" ) The maids, who are shortly to meet 
their end would certainly warn the suitors of the return of 
Odysseus. The dream almost seems to be an attempted recognition. 
Penelope certainly has had plenty of warning of the return. 
During the day she has heard: 
(1) Telemachus report Otfysseus alive (17. 14.2), 
following Menelaus and the Old man of the sea. 
(2) Theoclymeniis assert on oath that Odysseus i s at home 
(17. 157). 
W5 TOI ''OSuatbj fj8ir| 4v "nonpi^i ya!r 
(3) The stranger announce the return (19. 270). 
dy^oO (270L.1). 
(4) The stranger give an oath that Odysseus i i d l l return 
(3O6-7). ^ ^ 
Toi ^ev (|)6IVOVTO5J jurjvos.ToG S' iVja/Atvoio. 
In the l i g h t of these assertions i t i s surely not too far^ 
fetched to suppose that Penelope, when recounting her symbolic 
dream, \ia.a as much giving information as seeking advice. The 
dream can only be a half-hearted attempt at recognition because 
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of the presence of the maids. 
Woodhouse (p.87 The Composition of Homer's Odyssey) argues 
that Penelope's change of heart after relating the dream i s 
i l l o g i c a l : "no reason, no logical reason i s discoverable i n 
the poem to account for Penelopeia's changed attitude." But 
he does not consider at a l l the place of the dream i n the narrative. 
Po Wo Harsh (American Journal of Philology 71 p. 16) argues 
far more convincingly that when Penelope recounts the dream she i s 
asking, i n effect "Is i t your intention to slay the suitors i n 
our halls ?" Odysseus with great c l a r i t y answers i n the affirmative. 
Penelope then proposes the shooting match and Odysseus assents 
with alacrity ( l 9 , 584). "The identity of the stranger must 
inevitably be followed by the vengeance". 
I t may be objected that this i s too subtle a solution (See 
Professor E.Ro Dodds i n F i f t y Years of Greek Scholarship po 13), 
but vAien one considers the delicate relations between Odysseus 
and Eumaeus (Od. 14) Telemachus (Od. 16) the Suitors (Od. 18) aid 
Eurycleia (Od. 19) i t comes as no surprise to find such an elsil>orate 
description of the meeting of Odysseus and Penelope. Harsh (ibid, 
p« 3) collects some subtleties of presentation and the books just 
mentioned are f u l l of them - none more so than 19 346 et seqq;;. 
where Oc^sseus asks for an old maid to wash his feet, surely i n 
hope of recognition, (^e absicht i s t erreicht"-. Wilamowitz 
Homerische Untersuchungen po 55). Xhe poet does not t e l l us this; 
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we are l e f t to infer i t . When one considers that Odysseus i s 
actually i n Ithaca for nearly half the epic (Od. 13 1 1 9 ) i t 
surely needs a storyteller of no mean g i f t s to handle the maiiy 
intricacies of plot. 
"Though the evidence admittedly f a l l s short of proof" i n the 
words of Harsh (ibid . p o 1 9 ) we can reasonably infer that Penelope 
suspected the Identity of the stranger. The main clue i s the 
dream under discussion. When Penelope asks for the interpretation 
of a self explanatory dream i s i t not l i k e l y that she i s relating 
the dream for the benefit of the stranger ? On this hypothesis 
the contest with the bow i s not "unmotivated" (Woodhouse, op. c i t . 
Po 9 1 ) . I t follows very logically from Odysseus' recognition of 
himself i n the dream. The repeated 1]plv i s a reassurance for 
Penelope that a l l . w i l l be well. (Od. 1 9 . 5 8 5 - 6 ) . The whole 
question of recognition i n ancient society was a d i f f i c u l t one. 
I t provided the themes for countless plays - tragic and comic 
and some of the impatience shovm by modern c r i t i c s at the closing 
books of the Odyssey, and particularly Book, 1 9 , i s to be explained 
by a failure to appreciate this fact. No one can blame the 
caution of 0(^sseus seeing the fate of Agamemnon. Nor are the ^^^^^ 
dangers less for Penelope. In her lovely speech of recognition 
(Od. 23. 209-230) she mentions the fate of Helen. As Harsh points 
out although she apologises for not embracing Odysseus she does 
not say that she did not recognise him, she merely expresses her 
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fear of a deceitfkil man (line 216) 
The dream does not have a direct bearing on the plot. I t 
serves to il l u s t r a t e for the benefit of the audience and for the 
benefit of Odysasas the state of Penelope's mind. One could 
scarcely imagine a clearer example of a wisb-f«ilfilment dream, 
and i t i s even more remarkable i n that i t draws i t s material firom 
the sense impressions of the day. The geese were, as ve have 
seen, a delight to Penelope. . The dxeam makes possible the 
contest of the axes and this contest places the mighty weapon 
i n the hands of Odysseus. 
I t i s well worth while considering what Penelope says about 
dreams and also studying the relationship between UTT^p and ^V(Hp, 
When Odysseus so firmly supports the apparent interpretation of 
the dream, Penelope discusses the nature of dreams i n general and 
the d i f f i c u l t y of their inteipretation. The epithets she uses 
are of particular interest: 
(560-1). 
They are also called AjACVi^Vof (562). We are also told three 
other things about dreams: f i r s t , "they cheat with empty hopes" 
( I . & SJ e\eC)a\'pOVTCKl (565); secondly they bring u n f u l f i l l e d 
words. i^Tre* WKpi iaVTck, (j)epo\nre5 (565); thirdly they 
"have true issues" (L, & So) 0? p' eTf^O*. KpCXlV^Ol/lTl (567). 
Dreams pass through two gates, one of horn and one of ivory (562-5) 
Before discussing this remarkable picture - perhaps the most famous 
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dream picture i n Greek Literature - i t would be wise to look at 
the epithets i n closer detail. We can compare what Penelope 
has to say of dreams with the view of Achilles (Hiad, 1. 63) • 
There we saw Achilles remin^ng the assembly that dreams are divine, 
though no doubt admitting that many are meaningless. I f a l l 
dreams were equally divine tbsre would seem to be no point i n 
consulting an 0\/e\pO"7ToXoS« 
In the present p a s s a g e i s used i n i t s passive 
sense - "unmanageable". I t i s an epithet' applied to Hera (Hiad, 
15. U ) , Achilles ( I l i a d , 16. 29), Agamemnon ( I l i a d , 19. 273). 
Altogether i t i s used eight times i n the I l i a d but i s only found 
twice i n the Odyssey - and i n the other passage i t has an active 
meaning:"helpless", "without resources" (Od. 19. 363) and i t 
refers to Eurycleia. I t i s an exceedingly interesting word to 
appljr to a dream. Dreams are ranked with the great heroes: 
because they are d i f f i c u l t to manage, to explain, to interpret. 
The second epithet i s no less interesting. I t i s found 
once i n the Hiad, (2, 246) and once i n the Odyssey - the present 
passage. In the I l i a d Odysseus addresses Thersites as a man 
"confusedly babbling" (Lo & S.) and later i n the same book we see 
I r i s chide Priam for his jj^fdoi OlKprTO^- "interminable talk". 
(EOVO Rieu). The emphasis i n the present passage i s on the 
confusion rather than the duration of dreams, as the Scholiasts 
on B. and Vo rightly saw. They define 0lKpi7l>yiAVt7OI as WKp/TW. 
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"speaking things which are confused, . disorganised, not clearly 
unfolded". 
The t h i r d epithet ^ ^eVf) V0\ has a more uncertain etymology. 
/ 
I t either i s to be understood as "ei" privative * jM\/OS : 
"without strength" or as "ok" privative + jxiyQ^i "not permanent, 
fleeting. On the whole, the f i r s t i s preferred both by modem 
Lexicographers and ancient (He^ychius gives OWTBCVI^  J KoTT* 
(TT^pTjCTI^ TfjS 6uV0i^£iO^. jUtVOS y3(p Tj 6ivix;\l5 Lexicon 
3584-). I t i s an epithet used once i n the Hiad by Ares (Book 5, 
887) and means l i t e r a l l y "without strength" but a much more common 
use i s i n the description of souls (Od. 10, 521, 536, Od. 11. 29. 
4-9). In the discussion of the IV&KUIQIL we have seen how close was 
the connexion between shade and dream. The shades are feeble and 
without strength and so are the dreams that v i s i t us. Messer 
(The Dream i n Homer and Greek Tragecty page 33) feels that "the 
writer has gone fer from liie O&Xo^ Oveipo^ of the earlier 
work", but i n a sense this i s scarcely true. The epithets here 
refer to the kind of dreams we have seen throughout the epics: 
the belief i n the ^ o s t l i k e dream i s common to both the Hiad and 
the 0<^ssey. OJie scholiast's gloss on ajU^ fcV^ Y|ytOV i s »VinrO(rriTlOV 
"insubstantial": this surely i s a true description of say, Athene 
appearing to Kausicaai; 
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I ] 8' ^vljKOO bs TTvoirj ( Od. b. l o ) 
Dreams, says Penelope, are d i f f i c u l t , conftised and insubstantial. 
Before considering the gates of dreams i t would perhaps be 
wise to consider another Homeric view which passed into general 
c/ 
usage. This i s the distinction between UTTap vaking vision, 
and Bi^p , a vision i n sleep, a dream. The distinction i s 
made twice i n the epic: Od. 19o 54.7, where the eagle proclaims 
the truth of the symbolism, and also Od, 20. 90, where Penelope 
describes a dream so vivid that she believed that ^he saw 
Odysseus himself. 
The distinction i s seen i n Pindar, 01. X I I I . % : 
ovt'pou cytrriKcK fjv^ imp 
Plato, 3rd l e t t e r , 319 B: 
Plato, Politicus 27a Es 
W Wcxp ^vr' 6ve'p6CTos r^fkiv y i y v r p x i . 
The word i s also used adverbially: 
Aeschylus, P.V. UB5i 
KoiKpiYok "TTpSTov/ o v e i p a T o o / w j^pr 
iiiTcyp yew60*^1 
Plato, Philebus, 36 E: 
Republic, 2, 382 E, 
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Plato, Politicus, 277E: 
(Sov oWp eiStos wTTam TTavT ' «?) 
Republic 9 574 E: 
~ro»oQTo5 oiei yevo/Aevos 
In Homer the words are used as substantives. OVOip 
appears by i t s e l f at Hiad, 1. 63, and 10. 496, and i s the 
equivalent of Oye>po5 and OVtipoV (Od. 4. 84I) . The 
etymology of (Jlfc^p i s obscure, Jvc^p has been connected with 
TtKjiAwp : T£Kjul«p (Boisacq Dictionnainj ^ tymologique de la 
langue grecque 4 Edition Heidelberg 1950, p. 7O3) Messer (The 
Dream i n Homer p. 46 note 191) follows Prellwitz i n deriving 
from UTTO 'what i s beneath', i.e. the underlying truth and OVop 
and ^VtlpO^ from «VCk 'what i s on the surface', i.e. apparent 
truth. 
Eustathius indulges i n a word play which as we shall see, 
was greatly enjoyed by the ancients: 
Koi\ y/YtT<X\ oVap jUtV TTOLp^ TO 6V KQU TO 
Okilpeiv', i k c x p 6e "n?xpa l^v \kvo\/ m) TO ^\peW, 
(jJS o i b v t l UTTVoip, ovo^p 6i Twpa TTjV ToO 
OVToc^  Spcriv' ( I8lb) . 
He derives the Greek word for dream from the two words meaning 
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"reality" and "to put an end to, to break up". The waking 
vision he derives from "sleep" and this same word "to break up" 
so that a waking vision i s the breaking up of sleep on account 
of wakening and a dream i s derived ffom the breaking up of reality. 
The waking vision here described by Eustathius reminds us of Priam's 
vision (Hiad, 24. 6S2 et seq) and the definition of a dream as 
the breaking up of reality i s i n accord with not only Aristotle 
(4.64 b 9) but modem psychology as well. Nevertheless, the 
etymology can scarcely be taken seriously. 
E. W. Fay, (Classical Quarterly Vol. 11, 1917, page 212) 
follows Eustathius i n deriving (Wp from l^nVOjj . He urges 
that (jTWip £CrDA(^ V means not a 'waking vision' but a ' good 
dream'. " Jrwp - 'somniumi i n bonam partem adhibitum". The 
later passages from Pindar, Plato and Aeschylus do not however 
support this interpretation and i t has found l i t t l e favour. 
civckp he connects with the root AN 'to breathe' Of, Lat 
anima. He interprets i t as 'ghost, the i n ^ i t h of a dead man'. 
This would make even closer the connexion between a dream and a 
soul; for surely 0\/6ip and OVtipo^ share a common root. The 
evidence however seems scarcely strong enough to support such a 
theory. Again, Achilles' suggestion would appear i n a very 
strange l i g h t : 
Kai yip T' 0VQ(p Ik A105 
Surely we should expect UTTo^ p here, i f Eay's thesis were correct. 
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The two words 6nbip and civap then are of great interest 
for they show that whilst Homer might distrust dreams, visions 
of reality (for these are what they must be) these were to be 
believed. 
. We now turn our attention to the gates of dreams, 
The exegesis of this d i f f i c u l t passage has taxed the ingenuity 
of scholars ancient and modern alike. 
The fulle s t ancient discussion i s found i n the Scholiast 
designated V by Dindorf (Praefatio p. XV Scholia Graeca i n 
Homeri Odysseam Oxford 1855): 
"TtJbs 6cj>Bo\^oiJs ' Kcpocroei&r^S yJip d irpwTos 
eXeootvni^^picrrfcS yotp ot oSovres. Ik <5e to(jtov 
•rrie-ToTtpc^ opuD/.tvcx nSv Aeycy^vjov/. 
&ri jjXv lu'poiTos o\iv Tt KOU 
Tr^»|(rjAov/j Tpo(j)r]"s 1(5o\ ,TOIOTO^ ^ t u ^ n . 
KepaTiVrjv^ ^Iv/ -TT|^  OiXnPrj "TToipV 7D eruju;^ 
icpolv'ei/ Ka\ T ^ e i o G / ckt^^vii^^)/ 61 n ) / 
l|eu6n. lU(j)npoc(rB(Xi yocp TD Tfc^ p^okAoyiCTcxcrBai 
Kol onrcCTlf|a-c^ l . ( C j . lima, 13, 388) 
6. 
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"Some say that the gate of horn indirectly means the 
eyes. For the top cover of the eye i s horn-like. The ivory 
gate, they say, signifies the mouth, for the teeth are ivory 
coloured. Accordingly, what i s seen i s more trustworthy than 
what i s spoken. They say also that i t i s possible to see 
through horn but not through ivory. Or, whatever one m i ^ t 
see because of an excess of food, this i s false. The horn i s 
the true one because of bringing to pass true things (Od. 19 . 567) 
and f u l f i l l i n g them, but the ivory is false, for to cheat with 
false hopes ( £\&(|>r|pck(rBc^ l ) i s to deceive and t r i c k " . 
Liddell and Scott (9th edition) connect e\ £<|)Ot/pO^Q».l 
possibly with b\o(|)J>lO^ , but they note the play on 
Professor Stanford writes (ad loc.) " I t i s d i f f i c u l t to say whether 
the paranomasia on KepOlS and KpOi/viO and €At(j>*5 and 
i\e.(|QL'po^ail f i r s t suggested the notion of gates of horn and 
ivory, or whether a pre-existing legendary description prompted 
the word play". That of course i s the crux of the question. 
£. L. Highbarger (The Gates of Dreams, Baltimore, 1940, page 4 
note 11) thinks that Servius was the f i r s t to suggest the metaphorical 
explanation that the gate of horn i s the eye, that of ivory the 
mouthybut he seems to overlook this Scholiast (vide A. S. Pease, 
Classical Philology Volume XXXVIII, 1943 page 6 l ) . 
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The other suggestions reported by the Scholiasts have 
not met with such favour. 
Twls 5^ o1trTW5 wTe<So(roi\/, K£pomVr]v/ fAO/ i r j v 
^^0^ avQCTfci^eiv/' e\e((>(iiVTi 5^ TDi;$ y9( 
TDO$ yt?o/ioi^3 • 
(S^ oTSfcV ovJpoui. eTT^ l jAtv y^p TOOV oup(xy/w^ 
<^ f|(nV " K^ "^  ovcipoiriW, K«.\ yip T'oWp 4K 
Aioj do-Tiv IH'O^ ^^ J . t^) ' tTTi 5 i Ti3v^  I^Boviw/ 
"Tfe(p 5' iVoiv^ WKeotvoD "Ti poo^ ^ Ka\ l\uiJK(li<s 
ovupcov ( Od. Z% \z) 
"Some scholars have explained i t this way: the horn i s the 
true one, transparent and shining, but the ivory i s false and 
opaque and impermeable. (Compare Tertullian, De Anima 46 "perspicere 
est enim, inquiunt, per cornu, ebur autem cstecum est"). They 
say that heavenly dreams &re like horn, those which do indeed 
speak the truth, i n that horns reach up to the heights; but ivozy 
points to the earth. For the tusks of elephants point to the 
ground. The poet knew both dreams. On the heavenly ones he 
says "or even some interpreter of dreams - for dreams too are 
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sent by Zeus", On Chthonic dreams he says "Past Ocean Stream, 
past the White Rock, past the Gates of the Sun and the region of 
dreams they went" (E, V. Rieu). 
Whilst i t i s true that Homer recognises dreams as true or 
false, the upward turn of horns and the down turn of tusks seems 
a l i t t l e too fanciful. 
Eustathius (l877 22 et seq) incorporates a l l the suggestions 
i n a lengthy note on the passage. Apollonius Sophistas 
(Lexicon Homericum 1773 Paris) connects ivoiy with day and horn 
with n i ^ t . 
T f ) / n)Aepc*.Y' KepaTiVr)^ -rrjV V m o c 
This again seems to be a f l i g h t of fancy, though Apollonius prefers 
the theory to that which connects horn and ivory with eyes and 
teeth. Hesychius i n his note (ad loc) probably follows Apollonius. 
in 
Before exam^^ more recent proposals, i t may be helpful to 
summarise i n tabular form some of the ancient suggestions: 
HORN I V O R Y 
(1) Eyes 
(2) Translucent 
(3) Kpck/vuD 
(4.) Pointing uphrards 
(5) Day 
Teeth (Mouth) 
Opaque 
Pointing downwards 
Night 
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The etymological explanation does not lack modern suppoirt. 
Messer i s inclined to accept i t - , "a play (on words) which can 
hardly be accidental" (p, 35 The Dream i n Homer and Greek Tragedy) 
Hundt gives i t ftill consideration (p,78-81) (Der Traumglaube bei 
Homer). But the archaeological evidence i s now perhaps being 
given more attention. Whilst horn v&a naturally plentiful i n 
Greece, ivory was an oriental import (See Lorimer, Homer and the 
Monuments, London 1950 p. 61 et seqq). I t was imported unwrought 
for the most part and this may well be the force of Homer's 
epithet TTpiOToO l\e(|>«VTOS (564). 
E, Lo Highbarger (The Gates of Dreams) has given the fullest 
consideration to the archaeological evidence. He points out 
(p,2) that Homer speaks of the "Gates of Horn(s), i n the plural, 
while the Gate of Ivory i s presented i n the singular. He then 
goes on to demonstrate the Oriental background and the transmission 
of the ideas to Greece. The horns are of the b u l l and keeping 
i n mind the Minoan sport of bull-leaping ("T^upoKo^Bo/l^lok ) 
they symbolize destruction: "what was more logical therefore than 
picturing the abode of the dead as approached by a "Gate of the 
Horns" ?"(op. c i t . p. 28) "Through this Gate come genuine ghosts 
(that i s , true dreams)" (p,47) "The Gate of Ivory probably describes 
the Gate of Clouds open and shut by the Horae, th r o u ^ which the 
gods were thought to enter and leave Mount Olympus, and t h r o u ^ 
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which, also, false dreams must proceed to the earth." (p.4.7) 
Stated thus baldly, the theory seems wildly improbable: 
" i t provokes at many points the comment "perhaps" " (Ai S. 
Pease Classical Philology Vol. XXXVIII 194,3 p. 6l), At the same 
time, the horns certainly suggest the b u l l , and arehaeology shows 
that polished ivory vaa a h i ^ y prized material (See also 
Odyssey, 19. 56, cf. Od. 4. 73, 8. 404, 18. 196, 21. 7) Jackson 
Knight (Roman Vergil London 19i^ 3 p. 136) accepts the thesis that 
the Gates of Sleep " i n part go back t h r o u ^ Plato and Homer to 
Babylonian cult". I cannot believe that the materials for these 
^ t e s were chosen merely for the play on words (KCpcus^ KponVO ; 
tXe«j>^ S i ^ ' ^* ^ ® surely far more l i k e l y that the 
gates are i n fact connected with earlier beliefs and cidts and 
that Homer delights i n the word play. 
By associating the Gates of the horns with the dead, and 
the Gate of Ivory with Olympus and the gods, Highbarger makes 
the dead bring true dreams, and the gods bring false dreams 
although he does allow (page 33) the possibility of a god bringing 
a true dreams This may be true, but Homer does not, i t seems, 
allow true dreams through the ivory gates; and the gods of Olynpis 
would scarcely pass through the Gates of the Dead. This seems is> 
me a serious weakness i n the argument, for whilst i t i s true that 
Zeus sends a deceptive dream to Agamemnon (Hiad, 2, 6 et seqq), 
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surely there i s nothing deceptive i n Iphthime appearing to 
Penelope (Od. i^. 787-841) or Dymas' daughter to Ibusicaa (Od. 
6, 13 - 51). They are not genuine ^osts, they are feV6(oAo(. 
and they are i n disguise. In the case of Iphthime i t i s Athene 
i n disguise, i n the case of Pymas' daughter, Athene made a phantom 
specially for the purpose. In both cases the dreams give divine 
assistance to the recipients and they are not deceptive i n argr 
way but for the disguise of the phantom. They surely must have 
issued from the Gates of Horn despite their divine origin. The 
classification of Hi^barger i s peifaaps too sophisticated for 
Homer, but as ve have seen i n the chapter on the ^ l&lClllC^ the 
appearance of the dead i n dreams possibly i s the origin of the 
belief i n a Mostly a f t e r - l i f e , (see Page, Homeric Odyssey, po22) 
The appearance of Patroclus (Hiad, 23. 62-107) i s the one example 
i n the Homeric epics of such a v i s i t , Hi^barger would have i t 
the only true dream, (op, c i t , p, 35). 
To sum up. In the l i g h t of Highbarger's researches i t 
seems certain that more attention should be paid to the archaeological 
evidence. The gates of horn are inexpensive; the gates of polished 
ivory are extremely costly. The horns may allude to the b u l l aid 
to the dangerous sport of bul l leaping: i t seems more improbable 
Idiat the gates of polished ivory can be identified \d.th the clouds, 
though anything quite so lavish may well be connected with the 
gods (Pausanias V, 17. 3; i x , 33. 5-6; v i i i , 46. 5; il, 10. 5; 
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V. 12, 3« For a discussion of these ivory statues see H, L. 
Lorimer, Gold and Ivory i n Greek Jfythology. Greek Poetry and 
Life. Essays presented to Gilbert J4irray Oxford 1936 p. 32-33. 
See also Rl^s Carpenter, Folk Tale, Fiction and Saga i n the 
Homeric Epics, Berkeley 1958 p. 101. He suggests a late seventh 
century date for this passage because after the dis^ruptions of 
626 BoC. and the f a l l of Nineveh i n 612 B.C. "ersatz ivory had 
thenceforth to be made out of horn or bone". Rhys Carpenter 
contrests "good honest native horn or bone" with "expensive Oriental 
ivory" ( i b i d ) . There can Ipe l i t t l e doubt that the wide disparity 
i n value betxreen horn and ivory plays a large part i n the comparison 
between the gates of dreams true and false.) The classification 
of divine dreams as false and dreams of the dead as true i s an 
over-simplification although ire should bear i n mind that Odyssey 
^ / XI, i s more a VeKUOjUlOlVT6loV thaix a pure VfiKl/IOi. . The dead 
were consulted about the future for apparently they irere believed 
to speak the truth. At the present time, i t does not seem 
possible to reach ary definite conclusion based on the archaeological 
evidence. 
The suggestions of the scholiasts have not been neglected i n 
modern times. T. J . Haarhoff (Greece & Rome, Vol. 17, 19J^Bf p.90) 
suggests that V i r g i l possibly "associates his gate of horn with the 
physical eye that sees the illusionary phaenomena of the sensual 
W(£rld but does not apprehend, as Plato taught, the deeper truth". 
Miss Amory i n her unpublished thesis "Dreams and Qmens i n 
Homer's Odyssey (Radcliffe 1957) also supports a similar view: 
the dreams issuing from the ivory gates are unrecognised truth 
and those from the gates of horn are recognised as true. But 
as we have seen horn was probably more associated with bulls than 
the covering of the eye and ivory was certainly more associated 
with lavish decoration thahid.th the teeth. 
Whilst certainty i s impossible i n the matter i t does seem 
that the truth l i e s i n the f i e l d of arehaeology rather than i n 
an obscure ^ h o l i s m . 
(g) Odyssey, 20. 87-90. 
After relating her dream to Odysseus and proposing the t r i a l 
of axes, Penelope goes to bed. This evening of the thirtyeighth 
day i s a remarkable one. (For a survey of the action of the Odyssey 
see Stanford, Homer, 0(fyssey, introduction page X with the footnotes). 
Penelope gives two accounts of her sleeplessness (Odyssey, 19. 
515 - 517), 
(T\ Te Ko?To5 ooKxms, 
6l^\^\ jAtk&Svoki oJ)i;po^evr|V^ &pe^o\;cr\V^ 
and again (Odyssey, 19. 595 - 7), 
These are remarkable pictures of a sorrowing wife and i n 
Penelope's talk on the nature of sleep Homer reveals a deep 
and sympathetic knowledge of the subject (Od. 19. 591 - 593). 
We may compare the earlier picture of anxieties f i n a l l y conquered 
by sleep (Od. 4. 788 - 793). 
Now the whole of the n i ^ t preceding the revenge on the 
Suitors i s taken up with sleeplessness, uneasy dreams and visions. 
Odysseus tosses to and fro on his bed (Od. 20, 5 - 55), and as 
he l i e s there, he i s visited by Athene. This, of course, can 
only be classed as a waking vision, but i t has a l l the appearance 
of a dream. I t takes up the usual position: 
(line 32) 
Despite the darkness, Athene takes on the form of a woman (line 
31), but Odysseus recognises her as a goddess immediately (line 
37). The discussion which vexy much resembles the address of 
Odysseus to his own heart (lines 18 - 21), i s a clear example of 
Homer using a divine personality as a projection of the hero's 
character. Odysseus i s counting his blessings: his home, his 
wife, his son (lines 34- - 35) • To consider the dreams of the 
Odyssey, without studying such a passage as this gives a distorted 
view; for the division betvreen waking visions and dreams i s never 
drawn with precision by the Epic poet. 
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Odysseus closes his eyes with sleep and we are taken to 
Penelope who wakes up at this point. (See Page, Homeric Odyssey, 
64. et seqq. for Homer's method of narrating simultaneous events. 
They always appear to be consecutive). Penelope addresses a 
prayer for death to Artemis. She would rather die with "an image 
of Odysseus i n her heart" (E, V. Rieu) than delight a lesser man. 
We may compare Telemachus and his mental image of his father 
(Odyssey 1, 115). Homer i s ful2y avraire of the day dream. 
Telemachus i s dreaming of the restoration of the house, Penelope 
has her husband i n mind. After relating the story of the dau^ters 
of Pandareus (lines usually considered spurious 66 - 82, See 
Stanford, Odyssey, p. 344- note ad loc^) Penelope goes on to a th i r d 
outburst, not on sleeplessness so much as bad dreams. Of course, 
as we have seen, sleeplessness and bad dreams are the twin products 
of anxiety. Penelope seems to be addressing herself rather than 
Artemis: lines 83 - 90 have every appearance of a soliloquy. 
In Book Four Penelope has her anxieties conquered by sleep. 
In the f i r s t outburst i n Book Nineteen she speaks of weeping at 
her household work as a r e l i e f , but she says that her cares crowd 
i n on her at night, and i n the second outburst she speaks both of 
the necessity of sleep, and her own bed of tears. Jn the present 
passage she complains that even i n sleep she finds no rest. I t 
i s a most moving portrait of the wife of the absent \ra.rrior: a 
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picture surely familiar to a l l i n Homer's audience. Homer 
describes the sleep and dreams of Penelope i n order to show us 
the state of her mind: after a l l , her role i s essentially 
passive and by the very nature of things she cannot reveal her 
attitude i n action as do her son and husband. (Cf. Od. 21 35A -
358, where Penelope retires after the rebuke of Telemachus. 
Again she weeps and Athene brings sleep to her,) She sleeps 
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throughout the battle i n the h a l l (Od. 22. W ) . 
The dream which Penelope relates, ostensibly to Artemis,is 
of great interest, 
TDTOS OTOS f jev (TTpcKTU) ' auT^p l/aov Krjp 
(Od. 20. 88 - 90) 
Penelope complains of the deceptiveness of this dream. I t 
i s sent by some unspecified divinity arid does not have i t s origin 
i n the sense impressions of the day. Eustathius noted this 
l a t t e r fact with his usual insight: 
IDIVU^ "iKeW ^OSu(r(r£T ciyti 
(1884 7 - 8 ) 
" The dream brings an image which resembles Odysseus not when 
he i s feasting or speaking i n the assembly, but when on active 
service and i n his prime. I t i s not like the man, old before his 
time, as Odysseus has recently been". Whatever Penelope may 
suspect about the stranger her sense impression of Odysseus 
i s the one that has persisted now for twenty years. . Qindt 
classifies this as an Innentraim (p. 90, Der Txaumglaube bei 
Homer) but perhaps the line between Assentraume and Innentz^ume 
cannot be so clearly dravm, for does not Penelope say 
ovei'paT' eirecnreutv KOIKOI 5oii^u)\/(od. 20 8?) 1 
The other two examples of Innentraume are not god-sent (Hiad, 
22. 199 - 201; Od. 19o 535, et seqq ). They are both symbolic 
dreams, the one of fnistration and the other of wish-fulfilment. 
This dre£im i s quite as direct as the so-called objective dreams 
(Nestor, iLiad, 2, 6 et seqq; Iphthime, Od. 4. 787-841, and the 
daughter of Dymas, Od. 6. 13 - 51) • Xa each of these three cases 
there i s a very strong reason for the particular image to appear: 
they are a l l sense impressions of the preceding day or days. I t 
i s natural for Agamemnon to dream of Nestor and for Nausicaa to 
dream of "one of her bosom friends" (E.V. Rieu, Od. 6. 23, 
IC£j^ <ipiO~rO S i Ofj^*^ ^ ' ^ ^° ^* natural for 
Penelope to dream of Odysseus and there i s no need to make a 
sharp division between the various dreams. In this case, at 
least, i t i s misleading. 
There i s some dispute as to the subject of the verb 
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"W^f^dSpOi^tV The verb means 'to sleep beside' and i s only 
found again with this preposition at I l i a d , L^. 163 (But see 
Od. 20. 143, and also the form l«3i"ro<6o(p6clviO used five times 
i n the Odyssey Book 7, 285 etc). Merry (Odyssey^  Oxford 1378) 
suggests Tl$ J Ameis^Hentze and Cauer (Odyssey^  Leipzig 1932) 
suggest ^08\)(rcrk^^ Leeuwen (Odyssey, Leipzig, 1917) 
understands OV&ipo^ - "loquentis menti obversatur subiectum 
oVttpos i fallax efSo^^OV^ et i p s i U l i x i simile". Stanford 
(Odyssey^ London 1948) prefers Merry. But surely this suggests 
something more like Admetus' statue than the dream which i t must 
be (Euripides, Alcestis 348 - 352). Homer clearly regards 
Penelope's experience as a dream (line 90) and the confusion 
between UTT^ p and OVO^p i s actually mentioned as well as OVelporTa. 
(line 87). We have seen, too, that dreams i n Homer are spoken 
of as acting like shades or even gods? merely to understand T i j 
i s really quite un-Homeric i n the light of the other dreams. 
Ameis, Hentze and Cauer follow Eustatiiius (I884, l ) i n understanding 
^Uj So. close i s the connexion between the man and his 
'^SLDXOV that this gives the same meaning as ol/tipoS • 
" ' I 
Penelope again draws the distinction between l/TTD^ p and 0V9^^ 
(cf. Odo 19. 547) and she i s b i t t e r l y disappointed the false 
dream. We may note that the 'false' dream comes just before 
dawn l i k e the dream of Rhesus ( I l i a d 10, 496 - 7). Both are 
referred to as KO(KoV 'ev i l ' b i t as we have seen the dream of 
Rhesus was f u l f i l l e d i n a grim way; and perhaps .heire, Homer 
relies on dramatic iroiiy to infozn his audience that, despite 
appearances, this dream i s true. 
With the coming of Dawn we are taken back to Odysseus who 
i s disturbed by the cries of Penelope's prayer to Artemis. He 
now, i n turn, dreams of Penelope. In the words of Harsh (American 
Journal of Philology, Vol. 71 1950 page 18) "Penelope's description 
of her vision of Odysseus i s immediately and very significantly 
followed by the poet's lines describing how Odysseus, between 
slumber and waking, hears Penelope's weeping and dreams that she 
stands beside his head and recognizes him. Odysseus, too, i s 
dreeuning of recognition aind reunion. They are so near to each 
other i n mind and i n bocfy, yet Death stalks between them". 
As with the earlier waking vision of Odysseus the image 
takes up the traditional position by his head: 
y^ '6ir] yi^viocTKOua-o. n&ip£crT(x/Aev(x\ Kc(|>ok\ifj'(j>i. 
(Od. 20. 92-94) 
The dream i s not apparently god-sent, but the thoughts of 
Odysseus quickly turn to Zeus (lines 98 - 101). Like the other 
dreams that have been discussed i t folloi^s naturally from the 
waking sensation of the preceding days. The dreams of this night 
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foim a f i t t i n g prelude to the day which follows. Over three 
books are given to the events of this day and Homer clearly 
wishes to i l l u s t r a t e the state of mind of his two principal 
characters before describing the action. As a means to this 
end, he uses the dream, the device par excellence for delineating 
the inner man. 
(h) Odyssey, 21. 79. 
Penelope now proposes the t r i a l of axes (Od. 21, 68 - 79). 
She i s prepared to marry the most successful competitor and 
leave the home which.she thinks she w i l l remember even i n a 
dream •. 
"TOO TTore )iAtjiAVf)(r£0-Bai OlOjUO^l iv T€p 6v£lptJ 
(line 79) 
The lines 75 - 79 are a repeat of Odyssey 19, 577 - 81, 
where Penelope m&s outlining her plans for the contest. The 
phrase £^ 0V6ip(0 occurs only i n these two passages and at 
Hiad, 22, 199 (See Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational p. 122 
note 9). 
There i s nothing of the "objective dream" about the present 
passage. I t i s clear that Homer was aware of persistent images. 
Nov/ we have seen quasi-objective dreams and a symbolic subjective 
dream: the present passage surely describes a third class. I t . 
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i s purely subjective and has no symbolic meaning. I t may be 
called a wish-fulfilment dream, but i t s meaning i s clear to a l l . 
I t can neither be labelled primitive nor sophisticated: i t i s 
merely an experience common to a l l men down the ages. 
( i ) Ocfyssey, 24. 1-1^. 
We turn our attention now to the land of dreams, perhaps 
"Community of Dreams," as Page suggests (Homeric Odyssey, p. 116 
and p, 132.not 19). 
5fj|\05 Oy&'pUDV (see linftl2) 
Hermes i s conducting the ^osts of the suitors down tp Hades. 
He has his beautiAil golden wand which brings both sleep and 
wakefulness. The description appears also at Od. 5, 47-48 
(Cf. Od. 5. 87) and at Hiad, 24, 343. He moves the souls along 
with t h i s . They pass the Ocean Stream, the l ^ i t e Rock, the Gates 
of the Sun and the land of dreams and arrive at the meadow of 
asphodel. The whole episode i s often described as the second 
nekyia and i t i s a f i t t i n g description. 
The authenticity of the passage (indeed, the whole book), 
was doubted by the ancient commentators and mary later editors 
have followed them. The debate continues (See Tags Homerid 
Odyssey (1955) 116 et seqq. and for another view^ Stanford^ Odyssey 
(1948) 409 et seqq). Whilst the Homeric Question l i e s outside 
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the scope of the present discussion, i t w i l l be shown, I believe, 
that the picture of Hermes conducting souls past the land of dreams 
with the xrand of sleep i s not uit-Homeric. 
Apparently Aristarchus and Aristophanes thou^t that the 
Odyssey ended at Book 23 line 296, 
' 'flpi<nt>(j>(xvfj5 Si m\ "^flpiVjo^p^oS mpas "TT|S 
05o(ro"eioL5 IDCTT? TTOIOOVTW.! (M,V. vind. 133, 
TOGTO tI\os Trjs '08{j(T(Te\o.s c|)f|(riv "'flpiVmpj^o^ 
KaV 'Rpia-Ricbclvn^ H.M.Q. (Ap. Dindorf Scholia 
i n Odysseam p. 722) 
Shewan argues that "T&\o5 may mean merely "consummation" 
(The Continuation of the Odyssey^Classical Philology Volume 9, 
191^. See also Ludwich Aristarchs Homerische Texitkritik, Leipzig, 
1884, Vol. 1, page 63O), and certainly the Alexandrian Commentators 
continued beyond this point (but see Page, Homeric Odyssey, p. 132, 
note 25, " i t i s incorrect to suppose that Aristarchus never commented 
on lines which he athetised" ) . But this i s not a l l . In a 
concise note at the beginning of Odyssey, 24 the Scholiasts l i s t 
their objections to the contents of the book. 
(1) o^K e'oTi KoiB' "Ounpov/ u/iAOTTouTros o 'HoMm-
o o a M , o s d B 4 , 
(2) Ku'Akrvios s i ovS^jKob ilprjn\ n onroi^ 
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(4 )o ( \V ot}8t e o i K e v eis %hov hivmf 
The other objections do not concern us so closely but the 
f i n a l observation shows insight: 
Koi^  hltKuojx^^rrJckV jxiv civ Tis eiKoruDi "Tr|/ 
A (Book 11 of the O^ssey) ^htV, NtlCi; St ir^VTr^V 
The objections are f a i t h f u l l y re-iterated by Page (Homeric 
Odyssey). 
(1) "This function of Hermes, probably a very old one i s 
elsewhere absolutely suppressed by the Homeric poets". (p.ll7) 
(2) "Hermes i s here called ICuA\rj/lO^ , a native of Mt. 
Cyllene i n Arcadia contrary to the ideas and practice of the 
Greek Epic" (p.117) 
(3) "The ghosts of the Suitors, whose bodies are not yet 
buried or burnt, nevertheless enter Hades without delay and mingle 
with the other ghosts" (p.118). 
(4) "Who ever heard, before or since, of a Rock Leucas or 
White Rock, near the entrance to Hades across the river Oceanus". 
(p.ll7) 
Now i t seems to me that, without entering the Homeric Question 
as a whole, these objections must be discussed i f we are to have 
any clear picture of Homer's 61^ 0^5 6Vtl'p 101/ ( i f indeed i t i s 
a concept of Homer) 
(1) The f i r s t objection i s the most important. Is i t 
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true that Hermes has nothing whatever to do with Death ? 
This seems very unlikely. We are told i n a recurring couplet, 
a stock description, no doubt of great antiquity, that he i s 
the bringer of Sleep (Od. 24. 2 - 4 , Od. 5. 47-48, and I l i a d , 
24. 343-4) J and we know also that Sleep i s the twin brother of 
Death ( I l i a d , U. 231, and 16. 672, 682. See frontispiece for 
Sleep and Death bearing away Sarpedon). Moreover we read of 
Hezmes acting with A-Qiene as a guide to Hades (Od. 11. 626) (See . 
also Athene's account Hiad, 8. 366 et seqq). 
Whitman (Homer and the Heroic Tradition p. 217) sees Hermes 
f t i l f i l l i n g his i^)le of Necropompus i n guiding Priam and his 
herald, to Achilles, king of the undenrorld, ( I l i a d , 24. 349-357). 
Hector 'lies i n camp i n one sense, but he also ]Bes- i n the land of the 
dead". The Scamander represents the Ocean Stream and the great 
doors of the camp represent "the forbidding t r i p l e walls of the 
c i t y of the dead" ( I l i a d , 24. 453 et seqq). This i s a striking 
allegory, but whether i t i s true or false there can be no doubt 
that Hermes the Bringer of Sleep i s pre-eminently qualified to 
act as a guide among the Shades, whether they are dreams or shades 
'of men outworn' (e.l6co\ok KOlyAOVTLOV' cf. I l i a d , 23, 72). For 
a summary of Hermes P^chopompus see Walter F, Otto The Homeric 
Gods,Trans. Moses Hadas^ New York 1954, p. 113. I t i s , of course, 
a post-Homeric review. 
(2) Hermes i s called Qyllenlan only once, despite his frequent 
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appearances. We should do well to remember (as Shei^ an reminds 
us. Classical Philology, Vol. 9, 1914, p. 163) that Apollo i s 
^jKWdJjS and'EKOnT|P6,\tTr)5 only once. Artemis i s WypOTtprj 
once. Hermes i s CTO^ KO^ once, and Mondio^ U\0% once. 
Aphrodite i s 15 only once. To quote Shewan, "Ear too much 
importance i s attached to singularities i n the poems", (loc. 
c i t . p. 163). 
Mt. Kyllene i s i n the north east of Arcadia, and as 
Famell observes (Cults of the Greek States, Oxford, I9O9, Vol. 
5, p. 2): " I f aiy d i s t r i c t could put forward a strong claim to 
be regarded as the source of this cult, ( i . e . of Hermes) i t would 
be Arcadia". Eamell discusses the "marks of great antiquity" 
of the cult i n Elis and regards this as derivative from Arcadia. 
(See also Rohde, P^che 9, p. 168). 
What we see here, then, i s a Hermes of an ancient cult. He 
i s not merely a part of the poet's divine machinery, but a chthonic 
god with a definite role to perform (See Famell, pp.? c i t . p. 12, 
"Regarded, then, as one of the lords of l i f e , he was also, probably 
i n the oldest period, lord of death Hence survived i n maiiy 
places the cult of Hermes J^ 9oV|05 " ) . Aeschylus twice applies 
the epithet yBcivi05 to Hermes (Persae, 628 et seqq; Choephori, 1.) 
There i s no contradiction between Hermes the Messenger and Hermes 
the Chthonian; and whilst the l a t t e r has not been mentioned before 
i n the Epic, there has really not been any need. Homer wishes 
to take a last look at the great heroes and nothing i s more moving 
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than Agamemnon's encomium of Penelope (Od. 24. 194-198) I t 
forms a crown for the whole epic. Ite .journey of the Suitors 
needs something more than the conventional formulae, and as 
guide Homer chooses Hermes i n his ancient Arcadian role. 
(3) The third question, concerning the free passage of 
the Suitors as opposed to the experiences of Patroclus (Hiad, 
23. 72-74) and Elpenor, (Od. 11. 51-83) i s the most vexed of a l l . 
I t has already been discussed i n connexion with the dream of 
Achilles (Hiad, 23. 62 - 107). We saw that there are only two 
passages - those concerning Patroclus and Elpenor - where any 
bar to the souls entering Hades i s mentioned. And, i n fact, 
Elpenor does not mention any such d i f f i c u l t y : he merely asks to 
be buried, 
ii(t| TO/ TI 6t2>v |ArvijAck ycvw/^ o i^ (ea. n . 73) 
We therefore must make our choice betireen Hiad, 23 and Odyssey 24. 
I t seems rash to accept the f i r s t , athetise the second and then 
go on to say that Homeric belief f l a t l y contradicts Homeric practice 
(Page, Homeric Odyssey p.24 and pp. 117 et seqq). 
Again, i t i s said that "everywhere else the ^ o s t leaves 
the body at death and f l i e s , without acy guide, to Hades" (Page, 
opocit. p. 117) This i s scarcely true i f we accept Ocfyssey, 14 
207-8, 
TOV Kf^ pt5 efiav Pav^ cxTOio (j^epofcraij 6J5 ""fli^ o^ ilfAOjs 
and also I l i a d , 2. 302, 
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a lyOjJCWO^ for a soul on i t s vay to Hades i s also mentioned 
at I l i a d , 23. UU- 416, 
e \ s 'fii^Soj irep tovTct TTfUprcyo KpaTepofo 
We have seen, too, that the word requires careflil 
interpretation (see the section on Hiad, 23. 62-107). A l l 
souls go to Hades irrespective of burial (Hiad, 16. 856, i n the 
case of Patroclus, Odyssey, 10. 560, i n the case of Elpenor.) 
And i n the mary deaths described i n the epics no mention at a l l 
i s made of the disability of souls of corpses uhburied. The 
weight of evidence i s almost i n favour of Od. 24, as opposed to 
Hiad, 23, although i t i s unwise to use the argumentum ex silentio 
i n Homer. In any case, as Shewan points out (Classical Philology, 
Volo 9. 1914, p. 169): "We can keep both, and Homer i s not a penny 
the worse", 
(4) llie fourth objection concerns the White Rock, and i t 
i s of value i n helping us to locate the SlT |^ 0^  OVOpu?/. 
Professor Page's rhetorical question requires an answer. The 
A ^ K a ^ TliTpri i s possibly known by Euripides (Cyclops 166): 
T' I S CkhjAY ^^l^Kcl505 lTeTpa5 OlTTO 
I t i s not an eagy problem. "H est d i f f i c i l e de dire s ' i l 
n'y a pas eu confusion entre ce promontoire de leucade, bien connu 
de Grecs, et le pays de fantasie dont parle Homere (Od.XXIV 11 et 
seq), I c i , en tout cas, pour Silene, i l s'agit d'un saut dans la 
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mer pour prlx d'une coupe de vln: 11 oublle de fa^on comique 
qu'une fols le plongeon f a i t , 11 ne boira plus beaucoup de vln !" 
(Jaqueline Duchemln, Euripide, Le Cyclope, Paris, 1945 p. 85) 
In any case, other rocks are mentioned by the Greeks.- (See 
Aristophanes Frogs 194; Apollodorus 1, 5, 1.) Rocks are naturally 
obvious i n a^y chthonic journey. A most interesting suggestion 
i s put forward by Professor W. Ho Porter (See Stanford, Odyssey, 
p. 412). I t i s thought that "the name of the actual Leucas was 
transferred to the region of Hades the same process as that 
which placed the Arcadian Styx and the Thesprotian Acheron there". 
This seems quite possible, and would make Euripides' double-
entendre even more pointed. 
I t seems l i k e l y that Hermes conducted the Souls towards the 
West (See Highbarger, The Gates of Dreams p. 32). The sun went 
below the earth i n the West, and travelled by subterranean passages 
to the East for the next day. I f we accept Highbarger's thesis, 
we shall f i n d i n the West not only Hades, but the Gates of Horns 
from which true dreams issue. In aiy case, i t comes as no 
surprise to find the Community of Dreams l i e by the path of the 
Suitors. Dreams have a chthonic origin and Hermes i s himself the 
bringer of sleep. The Gates of the Sun suggest the West, the 
\4hlte Rock suggests the chthonic realm and the Community of Dreams 
suggests the other kind of cl&i^W that inhabit these dark regions. 
We have suggested that the terrible punishments seen by Odysseus 
i n the f i r s t Nekyia may be, i n fact, nightmares of frustration. 
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Shewan rightly asks "Are we to suppose that there was, i n 
the popular imagination, no Dreamland, no realm of Death and 
Sleep - consanguineus l e t i - before.Hesiod's day ? Did primitive 
man assign no local habitation to the.dreams, and the revenant 
l|;t/j^ r| dreams, on vdiich philosophers have bui l t up theories 
of savage religion ?" (Classical Philology Vol. 9, 1914, p. 169). 
We may be clear from Homer's phrase "Ihe (Sates of Dreams" that 
there was such a realm (Od. 4. 809, Cf. 19. 562). 
In short, I believe that this i s a "well-justified episode", 
and that the objections raised (of which we have discussed the 
four relevant ones i n some detail) are "a paltry l i s t of pin-
prickings" (Stanford, Odyssey, p« 10.n.9). 
I t i s a most moving picture and i t i s no surprise to see 
i t s numerous imitations (Vergil, Aen. 6. 282-284; Ovid Net. 11. 
592 - 593. Ovid naturally connects the present passage with 
that i n Odyssey 11. 14 where the Cimmerians are described as l i v i n g 
by Ocean Stream: 
est props Cimmerios longo spelunca recessu 
mons cavus, ignavi domus et penetralia Somni. 
(See also Apuleius Metamorphoses 6, 21 lucian Vera Historia 2, 
32 and also Nonnus 31, 112 where he describes eOTTtpiOS 6o|\OS 
"Ytrvoj ) . 
/ 
The second V&Kt' ic^ demonstrates unmistakably the close 
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connexion between Souls and dreams and the whole section has 
an eerie beauty a l l i t s own and one befitting the realm of 
Shades. 
( j ) Odyjssey, 4- 440. 
This last section of the discussion on Dreams i n the 
Homeric Poems does no more than ask a question. As i t has very 
probably no dream reference at a l l , i t appears the best plan to 
leave i t out of the main discussion. 
In the fourth book of the Odyssey, Menelaus t e l l s Telemachus 
how he consulted the QLd Man of the Sea to learn about the future. 
The Old Man sleeps i n the hollovr'of the caves; 
KotiAoiTW u t r i (TTreViri Y\a(l)i/por(n\/ 
' ' ' (line 403) 
To consult him i t i s necessary for Henelaus and his three 
companions to put on the skins of seals and to l i e there (440 
et seqq). Despite a l l the contortions and transformations, he 
begins to speak freely (Od. 4. 462, et seqq). 
Now i t i s quite clear that we are i n the realm of fai r y 
tale. I t i s umlse to pick on details and by exaggeration form 
a false picture of Homer's meaning. Nevertheless gome striking 
similarities are to be discovered when this passage i s compared 
with later Ijicubatlon r i t e s . 
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We. may compare Vergil, Aeneid, 7. 85, et seqq: 
Hinc Italae gentes omnisque Oenotria tellus 
In dubiis responsa petunt; hue dom sacerdos 
Ciuii t u l i t et caesarum ovliun sub nocte si l e n t i 
Pellibus incubuit stratis somnosque petivit^ 
^ I t a modis simulacra videt volitantia mirls, 
Et varias audit voces, fruiturque deorum 
Conloquio, atque imis Aoheronta adfatur Avemis 
Vergil's account i s undoubtedly of Incubation and the sleeping 
on skins and the simulacra remind us of Homer. (For incubare 
see Plautus Curculio, 2, 2, 16 
namque incubare satius te fuerat lovi.) 
Lycopbron i n the Alexandra IO5O et seqq has a similar 
passage about the oracle of Calchas : 
)^ pirjo"e\ KQiO' Wov' mcr i vn^tprif] 
And so too has Strabo, 6. 3. 9, GVOiy'^JoUCn £' oinio ^ tWcK 
"those who consult the oracle sacrifice to his shade a 
black ram and-rsleep i n the hide". 
The oracle of Amphiaraus had a similar r i t e as we read i n 
Pausanias, lo 3A' 5, 
Trpoej£ipy(x07Ai\^u)V 6l iDiiruDV Kpio/ 6u(nx/aj 
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oiv(AjAevovT(b5 5r|A(0(7i\/ t?\^€ipoCToS 
••Azid when a l l these things have f i r s t been done, ihej 
sacrifice a ram, and, spreading the skin under them, go to 
sleep and await enlightenment i n a dream". 
Porphyry i n the Vita lythagorae 17 describes how lythagoras 
slept by a river on the skin of a black lamb, 
He then descended into the Idaean cave: "ro...^ VTpo\/ KOHRst^ Olj 
These passages show that the practice of sleeping on skins 
for the purposes of divination was common at least i n post Homeric 
times. 
There are two other possible clues i n Homer's passage. 
First we notice that Menelaus requires the assistance of Eidothee 
(Od. A, 365-6). She i s the daughter of the Old Man of the Sea 
and i t i s l i k e l y that she i s a priestess. Secondly we see that 
Proteus becomes running water : 
yiyveio 6' Oypby/ uScop 
Now water plays an important part i n these chthonic r i t e s (See 
Scholiast Ven. B. on I l i a d , 16. 233, 
and see also Pausanias, 3» 26. 1, on the santuary of Ino and the 
oracle; 
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TTuB^ cBoLi SerjPStnv', 6\/eipoLTo(. 8i.\Kvv(r\' (r^\iS'W 
^ 6toy pe? 8^  Kcxi fl&iop eKiTr|yfjs kpS^ 
ineTv i^Syj. 
"Tbey consult the oracle i n sleep, and the goddess reveals 
whatever they wish to learn, i n dreams. Water, sweet to 
drink, flows from a sacred spring." 
For further discussion see Halliday Greek Divination, London, 
1913. Chapter 7,Divination at Sacred Springs. 
AH these passages f a l l far short of proving that Hcmer is 
i n fact speaking of an Incubation r i t e . I t i s just possible; 
and certainly some of the similarities are striking: the sleeping 
Old I'iEan, the daughter, the cave, the skinsj the ira.ter and not 
least the remarkable prophecy. There can be no certainty i n the 
matter but the question seems worth asking. 
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C O N C L U S I O N 
"Homer often objectifies the internal states of his 
characters into visible objects, other persons, or gods," 
so writes Professor Whitman (Homer and the Heroic Tradition 
p. 221). This i s particularly true of the so called objective 
dreams: Nestor i n the dream of Agamemnon i s the predicative 
image of Agamemnon's own thoughts. So too i n the case of 
Penelope i n her dream of Iphthime, and Nausicaa i n her dream of 
the daughter of Djyman - i n both these cases the images merely 
voice the inner thoughts of the characters concerned. I f such 
symbolic images seem impossible, we should perhaps remember 
Phobos, Eris, Deimos and the l i k e . They, like the dream images, 
are the predicates of the Epic characters. There i s a duality 
i n Homer's conception of the dream. He treats i t as he treats 
Sleep; that i s , both as an objective god or person and also as 
a psychological state. 
But not a l l Homeric dreams are of this kind. We have seen 
a common nightmare, and a simple wish-fulfilment dream (Od. 19. 
54-1 et seqq} and other examples which cannot be classified. 
Indeed, a s t r i c t classification i s neither possible nor desirable. 
On the whole, the Homeric dreams f i t more happily into ancient 
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classifications (enypnion, horama, chrematismos etc.) than 
into more recent categories (Innentraume, Aussentraume; 
esoteric, exoteric; objective, subjective, and so on. See 
Hundt Der Traumglaube bei Homer p. 4.3). 
We have also seen indirect references to the practice of 
Incubation. We have good reason to suppose that this curious 
practice was an ancient one and Homer seems to know of i t ; 
certainly he speaks of a leader as a specially favoured dreamer, 
and the 6v€.ipoTro\o5 i s surely a man who receives dreams from 
the gods. 
Perhaps most important of a l l , we have seen the extremely 
close connexion between dreams and the souls of the departed. 
Indeed, they appear to inhabit the same places. Sleep and Death, 
the twin brothers, each hold images i n their power; Sleep holds 
dreams and Death holds 'the shapes of men outworn*. I t seems 
most l i k e l y that the dream i s the origin of the belief i n souls 
as they are pictured i n the Homeric poems. 
The general conclusion i s that dreams, lik e ii/aking visions, 
though often described as completely external, are not so i n fact. 
They always represent the thoughts of the dreamer. I f i t were 
true, as Messer asserts, that Homer was ignorant of the fact that 
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dreams are a product of the mind, then we should expect at 
least some dreams to f a l l outside this definitiouo In fact, 
they do not. The arrogance of Agamemnon, the remorse of 
Achilles, the g i r l i s h longings of Nausicaa are a l l projected 
i n dream figures. One could, of course, demythologise the 
whole narrative and so ruin sublime poetry. Or one could 
athetise almost every dream, as Aristarchus does. Surely i t 
i s wiser to accept the dream for what i t i s : a vision presented 
to a sleeping person having i t s origin i n subconscious desires 
and fearse The paraphernalia of dreams and theophanies i n 
Homer i s an epic tradition of the greatest antiquity, and vre 
should be able both to accept them for what they are, and to 
see behind them the hopes and fears, the anxieties and aspirations 
of the human mind. 
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